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A bstract

This study explores the wear and oxidation resistance of novel CrAlYN/CrN 
nanoscale multilayer coatings grown by a combined high power impulse mag
netron sputtering (HIPIMS) /  unbalanced magnetron (UBM) sputtering process.

Firstly, it is found that a HIPIMS substrate etching pre-treatment prior to the 
coating deposition effectively removes contaminants from the substrate surface 
and provides the base for epitaxial growth. Subsequently, an improvement in the 
adhesion and the tribological performance of CrAlYN/CrN is observed compared 
to coatings pre-treated with a conventional cathodic arc pre-treatment.

Secondly, the effect of the deposition conditions on the microstructure and the 
subsequently arising coating properties is investigated. A variation in the energy 
of ions impinging at the substrate during the coating growth permits a change in 
the microstructure from polycrystalline columnar to partially single crystalline. 
Depending on the microstructure, CrAlYN/CrN reveals a maximum high hard
ness of 51 GPa and extremely low wear rated of 10-17  m3N- 1m-1 . Modifications 
of the microstructure from nano-layered columnar to ” near-monolithic” colum
nar are discovered with a change in the chemical composition. These structural 
changes only have a mild effect on the mechanical and tribological performance.

Finally, the oxidation performance of CrAlYN/CrN is extensively investigated. 
Annealing in air leads to simultaniously occurring processes with (i) the thermal 
degradation of the nanolayered CrAlYN/CrN into C^N and AIN and (ii) the 
surface oxidation with the formation of corundum-type oxides and at long expo
sure times (iii) diffusion of substrate elements through the coating. The observed 
phase transformation into C^N and AIN may be promoted by the diffusion of 
the substrate element Cr into the coating. The results suggest that the oxidation 
performance of CrAlYN/CrN can be improved if the coating is grown under high 
energetic bombardment. The coating is prevented from cracking and therefore 
protects the substrate material more effectively from oxidative attack. Further
more, it is found that the oxidation resistance can also be improved when changing 
the chemical composition. Highly Al-containing coatings form C^Cb-AbOs ox
ides which protect the underlying more effectively than (CqAlbCb oxides grown 
on low Al-containing CrAlYN/CrN.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Within the last decades the demand for the protection of materials against oxida

tion and wear has been ever growing. This led to a new field of surface engineering 

- the design of a composite system (coating plus substrate) that produces a per

formance which cannot be achieved by either of the components on its own [1].

A very successful way of protecting various substrate materials is given with the 

deposition of coatings by physical vapour deposition (PVD). These often nitride 

based thin films combine high wear resistance with excellent oxidation resistance 

to serve high temperature applications such as dry high speed machining [2,3] and 

protection of special grades aerospace [4-6] and automotive alloys [7,8].

Various PVD methods can be exploited to generate thin films with a great 

diversity of properties. Unbalanced magnetron (UBM) sputtering is a well es

tablished PVD method to produce hard coatings. This technique permits the 

generation of complex coating systems like monolitically grown multicomponent 

coatings [9] or films with a nanoscale multilayer structure [10] and grants good 

control of the film structure and the resultant properties as the correlation be

tween these factors and the process parameters are well understood. The use of 

the UBM technique is furthermore of advantage as the technique does not gener

ate coatings afflicted with macro-particle induced growth defects which are known 

to compromise the film performance.
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The deposition of a protective hard coating alone, however, is not sufficient 

to ensure enhanced functionality of the coating/substrate system. Additionally, 

strong adhesive forces between the coating and the substrate are required to guar

antee stability of the compound. Well adherent coatings can be established when 

the substrate surface is subjected to energetic particle bombardment. A novel 

method with great potential for this task is found in the high power impulse mag

netron sputtering (HIPIMS) process. For the last few years, many studies, mainly 

dealing with the plasma conditions and film deposition, have been performed on 

this matter [11-13]. However, knowledge about the impact of the ion bombard

ment by HIPIMS on the interface structure and the successively emerging coating 

properties is limited.

In view of the mechanical performance, the demand for coatings combining 

high hardness and excellent wear performance is steadily increasing. Monolithi- 

cally grown multicomponent nitrides only provide a limited solution to this prob

lem. A new attempt to generate high performance coatings can be made by the 

fabrication of nanolayered structures. These films can achieve a hardness largely 

exceeding the the hardness of the constituent layers [14]. If the hardness ex

ceeds a value of 40 GPa, these coatings are referred to as superhard. The wear 

mechanism of these nanoscale modulated structures is also more favourable as the 

removal of wear debris is strongly reduced [15]. The nanolayer structure addi

tionally suppresses the columnar growth and increases the coating density. It is 

therefore desirable to generate coatings with a nanocale multilayer structure as 

these provide improved hardness and enhanced wear resistance in comparison to 

monolithically grown films [16-18].

Regarding the oxidation behaviour, the chemical coating composition is of 

crucial importance. Many coatings for oxidation protection applications are based 

on TiN, such as TiAIN [19], TiAlCrYN or TiAlCrN/CrN [20]. In these coatings, 

Ti turns out as the high temperature limiting element as it forms porous TO2 

oxides which cannot slow down further oxidation of the underlying material and 

therefore provide only poor oxidation protection.
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The partial replacement of Ti with A1 into TiAIN demonstrates that the high 

temperature performance can be significantly improved by utilising the alloying 

effects and benefiting from oxide scales with higher density [19]. Further improve

ment can be achieved by allowing other more oxidation resistant elements, such 

as Cr and Y [21]. Following this strategy, the complete removal of Ti as an el

ement forming a porous non-protective oxide scales Ti0 2  appears as a following 

logical step. Coatings based on Cr and A1 appear to be successful candidates 

for excellent oxidation resistence as they are expected to form dense and well 

adherent C^Os and AI3O3 scales. Such oxides are known to effectively protect 

the underlying material against oxidation [22]. Additionally, engineering of the 

coating structure can be used as a the metallurgical approach improve the coating 

performance. The nanoscale multilayer films which were initially introduced to 

provide high hardness or favourable wear properties also effectively amplify the 

time needed for oxidising gases to reach the substrate surface thus reducing the 

oxidation rates [23].

Based on these facts, the development of a new type of coating seems possible 

that combines the advantages of a nanolayer modulation and a chemical modi

fication to successfully protect the substrate material from environmental attack 

such as oxidation, corrosion and wear.

1.1 Aim s & Objectives

The work presented in this PhD project addresses the development of an oxidation 

and wear resistant CrAlYN/CrN coating system deposited by PVD techniques. 

The aims of this study were initially defined as follows:

•  to engineer the coating substrate interface by ion bombardment using the 

novel HIPIMS technology as substrate surface etching pre-treatment

•  to develop a new generation of Ti-free nanoscale multilayer structured PVD  

coatings involving the elements Cr, A1 and Y and correlate the deposition 

conditions to the coating microstructure and the performance properties
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•  to understand the mechanism of oxidation processes in these coating ma

terials on various substrate materials and find a correlation between the 

microstructure and the resistance to environmental attack

1.2 Outline of th is Thesis

Aside from this introduction, this thesis is organised as follows.

In chapter 2, a comprehensive literature review on the state-of-the-art tech

niques in the field of PVD is given, specifically, unbalanced magnetron sputtering 

as basis deposition technique as well its further development into high power im

pulse magnetron sputtering as substrate surface etching pre-treatment technique 

are addressed. Details on the effects governing the thin film growth mechanism 

as well as the mechanical and tribological performance are given. Additionally, 

the basics of oxidation are summarised and the oxidation capability of selected 

Cr-based nitride thin films is compared. Finally, this chapter provides a descrip

tion of the theoretical considerations leading to the development of CrAlYN/CrN 

nanoscale multilayer films.

Chapter 3 considers the experimental equipment used during this PhD project. 

It also gives an inside in the measurement and analysis methods used to obtain 

and interpret information.

The chapters 4 to 6 comprises the knowledge obtained during this study. 

Chapter 4 investigates the effect of the HIPIMS process to chemically and 

physically modify the substrate/coating interface. A comparison between the 

novel HIPIMS technique and the commonly used cathodic arc evaporation as 

pre-treatment method is provided.

Chapter 5 presents the influence of the deposition conditions during the coating 

growth on the microstructure and the mechanical performance of CrAlYN/CrN. 

Firstly, the effect of energy of energetic particle bombardment is investigated. 

Then, a modification of the chemical composition of the coating is analysed.

In chapter 6 , the oxidation performance of CrAlYN/CrN in a medium and high

4



temperature regime is considered. Additionally, a comparison between the indi

vidual coatings is provided in order to assess the effect of the deposition conditions 

on the oxidation resistance.

Finally, chapter 7 brings together the main results and conclusions of this 

thesis and suggestions for future areas of work are listed.
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CH A PTER 2

Literature R eview

2.1 Oxidation

All materials react with their environment when exposed to oxygen containing 

atmospheres at elevated temperatures. These oxidation processes can be a serious 

threat for the integrity of components exposed to such harsh environments as oxi

dation leads to the degradation of the components which, in turn, lose the ability 

to fulfill their initial function. To successfully prevent or at least reduce oxidation, 

a basic knowledge of oxidation is desirable. The following section therefore will 

introduce the basic principles of oxidation of metallic materials.

2.1.1 O xidation of M etallic M aterials

Most metals M form thin oxide scales M^Oy when in contact with oxygen. This 

basic reaction can be described by the following equation:

x M  + 1/2 y 0 2 ^ M x0 y (2.1)

The formation of an oxide layer can be divided into four major steps (see 

Fig. 2.1) [24]. Firstly, 0 2 is adsorbed at the metal surface and reacts with the 

metal (see Fig. 2.1(a)). This initial reaction forms the base for further oxidation,
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(«)

Fig. 2.1: (a)-(c) Growth reaction mechanism occurring during oxidation, (d),(e) 
Pathways for O diffusion through the coating

nucleation and the lateral growth of the oxide scale (see Fig. 2.1(b)). Once the 

surface is completely covered with a thin oxide film, a compact oxide layer grows 

(see Fig. 2.1(c)). Depending on the oxide structure, different transport mecha

nisms contribute to the growth [25]. These comprise gas transport through cavities 

and pores, diffusion along grain boundaries, lattice diffusion (see Fig. 2.1(d)) and 

through cracks (see Fig. 2.1(e)). For temperatures below 2/3  of the melting tem

perature Tm of the material, the transport is controlled by diffusion along the grain 

boundaries, whereas volume diffusion is dominant at higher temperatures [26]. 

The oxidation reaction can be described by means of thermodynamic and ki-
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Fig. 2.7: Optical emission spectra (OES), comparing the plasma composition of a 
Cr/Ar plasma in a HIPIMS and a conventional d.c. UBM discharge at the same 
average power: Ions with higher ionisation states are detected in the HIPIMS 
plasma [51]

either of a very low amplitude or completely absent (see Fig. 2.7) [51]. In a 

HIPIMS discharge, which is run at the same average power, in contrast, numer

ous spectral lines of Cr+ are detected. This direct comparison of HIPIMS and 

UBM clearly shows that the HIPIMS discharge with its high energy input over a 

short period of time is able to generate highly charged metal ions in the plasma 

whereas the generation of such states is rather limited in a UBM discharge.

It was stated previously that the maximum ionisation degrees in a UBM plasma 

are well below 5% (see Sec. 2.2.2). In a HIPIMS discharge, in contrast, high 

degrees of ionisation at the cathode can be achieved. This degree of ionisation 

can be as high as 90% for Ti [52] and 70% for Cu [11] whereas the ionisation 

degree of A1 is comparatively low with 9.5% [50]. From this, it can be concluded 

that HIPIMS provides higher degrees of ionisation compared to UBM.

In a d.c. magnetron discharge, the excitation of the inert gas and the metal 

species occurs simultaneously. During the on-time of a HIPIMS discharge, how-
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netic contributions. The enthalpy of formation allows a prediction of the stability 

of a formed compound (see Tab. 2.1). The more negative this value is, the higher 

is the compound stability. While the direction and stability of reaction products 

are affected by thermodynamics, the time dependent behaviour of the oxidation 

is controlled by kinetics.

Tab. 2.1: Enthalpy of formation AH^ of various nitrides and oxides under stan
dard conditions

Compound AH f °  
[kj.mol-1]

CrN [27] 
Cr2N [28] 
AIN [28] 
Cr20 3 [28] 
AI2O3 [28] 
T i0 2 [29]

-118
-126
-318

-1135
-1621

-945

The growth kinetics of the oxide layer can be described by means of time laws. 

The most commonly observed rate laws are linear, logarithmic and parabolic, 

although they represent only limited and ideal cases. A linear law is mostly found 

for surface or phase boundary reactions. It is also valid when a protective scale 

cracks or spalls and allows direct access of gas to the metal. A logarithmic law 

refers to the formation of very thin oxide layers at low temperatures. A parabolic 

relationship was first formulated by Wagner [25] and can be expressed by the 

following equation:

x2 =  kP ' t  (2 .2 )

Here, kp represents the parabolic rate constant and t  the reaction time. The 

variable x corresponds to either a weight gain or a thickness of the growing oxide 

layer. This parabolic law is often observed when the further growth of the dense 

scale involves the transport of either metal ions or oxygen ions. Here, metal ions 

migrate from the substrate/oxide interface to the oxide/gas interface while the 

latter move from the gas/oxide interface into the material. Assuming, the scale



is compact and well adherent, and a thermodynamic equilibrium is established 

at the substrate/scale and the scale/gas interface, the transport of these ions is 

controlled by the diffusion as rate determining mechanism.

One way to slow down the oxidation reactions of a metal is to provide a thin 

protective layer between the exposed material and the oxidising atmosphere. Cr 

and Al, for example, naturally form such protective layers in form of dense and 

well adherent, corundum-type Cr20 3 and A120 3. Especially A120 3 significantly 

reduces the inward diffusion of O and therefore effectively protects the underlying 

material [22]. If such protective layers cannot be provided naturally from the 

metal component, it may be desirable to apply a coating to protect the metal from 

oxidative attack. A variety of coating systems have been developed to fulfill these 

requirements. One group of coatings which is well established for the oxidation 

protection are hard nitride based coatings grown by physical vapour deposition 

(PVD). Although these coatings oxidise at significantly higher temperatures and 

lower rates compared to the unprotected metal, oxidation, however, cannot be 

completely prevented.

The following section shortly states possible reactions taking place in a sub

strate/coating system exposed to air at elevated temperatures.

2.1.2 O xidation o f P V D  C oatings

The oxidation of hard PVD coatings is mainly determined by degradation of the 

coating through a reaction with the environment and diffusion interaction be

tween coating and substrate [25]. PVD coatings often exhibit a polycrystalline 

columnar structure. The degradation of coatings by reaction with the environ

ment is strongly influenced by this structure as porosity at the column boundaries 

permits the penetration of gas into the coating and, hence, allows oxidation with 

or underneath the coating. In addition, the coating composition changes grad

ually with time. In nitride coatings, the replacement of N by O plays a major 

role [30]. Reactions between coating and substrate involve the diffusion of oxide 

forming elements out of the coating, slowly degrading the coating’s ability to form
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protective scales [31].

Oxidation of binary nitrides (TiN, CrN, ZrN), ternary nitrides (TiAIN [19], 

CrAIN [27], TiZrN, TiCrN [23]) and multilayer coatings (TiN/CrN [23]) often 

follows a parabolic growth law and implies diffusion-controlled oxidation processes. 

In multicomponent materials, in contrast, selective oxidation can be often detected 

where the separate components form oxides with different stability. TiAIN [19,32] 

and TiAlSiN [32], for example, form a double oxide with an outer Al-rich and an 

inner Ti-rich layer upon heating.
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2.2 Physical Vapour D eposition

It was previously shown (see Sec. 2.1) that PVD coatings are promising candidates 

for the high temperature oxidation protection of metals. Here, the basic principle 

of PVD will be introduced.

Coating deposition via PVD involves the generation of a metal vapour of coat

ing material and its subsequent condensation onto a substrate to form a thin 

film [33]. Two of the most important PVD techniques for the plasma generation 

are sputtering and evaporation. In sputtering, atoms are ejected from a solid sur

face by impact of gaseous ions, whereas in evaporation, atoms are removed from 

the surface by thermal heating [34]. The subsequent condensation at the substrate 

position to form a coating is independent of the plasma formation mechanism (see 

Sec. 2.3).

Sputtering (see Sec. 2.2.1) and evaporation (see Sec. 2.2.4) will be covered 

in the following in more detail. Additionally, two specific sputtering techniques, 

namely unbalanced magnetron (UBM) sputtering (see Sec. 2.2.2) and and high 

power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) (see Sec. 2.2.3) as well as the evap

oration technique cathodic arc evaporation (see Sec. 2.2.4) will be characterised.

2.2.1 Basics o f Sputter D eposition

2 .2 .1 .1  P lasm a G eneration

Sputter deposition is based on the generation of an electrically driven discharge. 

A simple arrangement for a discharge is shown schematically in Fig. 2.2(a) with 

a diode sputtering system.

It consists of a cathode (or target) / anode combination and a voltage source. By 

applying a voltage through a low-pressure gas (usually Ar), the gas ’’breaks down” 

into a collection of positively charged ions and free electrons which are not bound 

to an atom or molecule (see Fig. 2.2(b)) [35]. These usually weakly ionized plasmas 

are electrically conductive so that they respond strongly to electromagnetic fields.
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2.2.1.2 Ion-Solid Interactions at the C athode

As the cathode in a sputtering system is negatively charged to generate the dis

charge, it attracts positive ions from the plasma. When these ions are acceler

ated towards the cathode, they impact at the surface activating several mecha

nisms [36]. The ions transverse the solid and undergo collisions with target atoms. 

These target atoms are displaced from their lattice sites during these processes. 

According to the linear collision theory, knock-on of atoms generates collision cas

cades transferring momentum between the target atoms [37]. During this process, 

atoms close to the surface (max. depth~5 nm [38]) can be ejected from the solid 

and then migrate into the vapour phase. This process is generally referred to as 

sputtering.

Particle bombardment causes numerous further effects at the target, such as 

generation of interstitials and vacancies, ion implantation and intermixing, irra

diation damage in form of amorphisation and large-amplitude vibrations (ther

mal spike) resulting in local heating and thermally activated diffusion [36]. Fur

thermore, secondary electrons are ejected and X-ray photons are generated (see

Sputtering can be quantified in terms of sputtering yield S  which is defined as 

the number of target atoms ejected per incident particle.

Fig. 2.2: Schematic view of (a) discharge in a diode sputtering system, (b) charged 
particles in a plasma [35]

Fig. 2.3) [39].

Sputter yield S  =
Ejected atoms

(2.3)
Incident atom

+

Plasma

/
Electrode

-<--Gas

(a)
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Fig. 2.3: Possible interactions between the target material and the impinging ions 
from the plasma [34]

The yield depends on the target material as well as the energy and angle of the 

bombarding species [40]. The bombarding ion needs to exceed a threshold energy 

of 20-40 eV  before sputtering occurs. Above this threshold, the yield increases 

nearly linearly up to several 100 eV with typically 5 to 20 lattice atoms ejected 

per incident atom. The highest sputter yields are achieved when the bombarding 

particle has a comparable or larger mass than the target atom. However, strongly 

reduced sputter yields can be observed when sputtering takes place with reactive 

gases such as N2 and O2 . This reduced sputter yield is then attributed to a 

coverage of the target surface with reaction products between the reactive gas 

and the target material [41]. This process is called target poisoning.

Sputtered atoms have an energy distribution which has a maximum around 

a few eV and tails of towards higher energies [42]. The average energy of these 

sputtered neutral atoms arriving at the substrate position is 10-40 eV and therefore 

much higher than that of thermally evaporated atoms in a vacuum (0.2-0.4 eV) 

(see Sec. 2.2.4) [43].

When the ejected ions enter the plasma bulk, they become partially excited 

or ionised. However, the ionisation of the sputtered metal species is only very low 

with less than 1% in this basic sputtering process [44]. High ionisation degrees, 

however, are important to condense coatings with high density (see Sec. 2.3). It is
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therefore desirable to enhance the ionisaton degree of the plasma. An important 

step to overcome this drawback of the basic sputtering process was made with the 

development of unbalanced magnetron (UBM) sputtering. The principle of this 

technique will be introduced in the following.

2.2.2 U nbalanced M agnetron Sputtering

Magnetron discharges are cold cathode discharges within a magnetic field. They 

are commonly operated at pressures p<  7.5xl0-6 Pa with current densities Id,dens 

of 0.01-0.1 A.cm-2 for the cathode and negative discharge voltages U<f of 700- 

1000 V [45].

A typical magnetron plasma discharge is generated inside a crossed electric 

and magnetic field E  x B  to confine the electron path to the near cathode region. 

The electric field is applied by the voltage to the cathode while the magnetic 

field is provided by an arrangement of permanent magnets behind the cathode 

(see Fig. 2.4). Electrons in the plasma travel on helical trajectories along the 

magnetic field lines and are confined near the target surface. This confinement 

acts as trap for the plasma. This confinement provides a high density plasma with 

a high collision probability between electrons and sputtered metal atoms. The 

metal ionisation is then initiated by electron impact which is the main ionization 

and excitation mechanism in magnetron discharges [46]. The ionisation degrees 

for metal species in the basic magnetron operation are typically less than 1% and 

therefore in a similar range to the basic sputtering process described earlier [44].

p to sm a  $ o w  
fnagrttfec force

5p<T3li*i>Qi

target

magnets

Fig. 2.4: Magnetron with superimposed E  x B  field
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Fig. 2.5: Magnetic field lines in (a) a conventional, balanced magnetron and (b) 
an unbalanced magnetron [47]

A method to enhance ionisation and ion flux to the substrate was introduced 

by unbalancing the magnetron magnetic field [47,48]. Here, the magnetic field 

lines are changed by strengthening the outer poles of the magnets, resulting in 

some magnetic lines proceeding perpendicular to the cathode surface, while the 

lines close to the target surface are still arched (see Fig. 2.5). Unbalancing the 

magnetron significantly improves degree of ionisation with maximum metal ion

isation degrees of 5% [44]. The ion flux to the substrate increases strongly at 

the same time. Some electrons are no longer confined to the near-target region, 

but are able to follow the magnetic field lines towards the substrates. The ions 

are forced to follow the electron movement due to the ambipolarity of the plasma 

medium and, as a consequence, the ion bombardment at the substrate is increased. 

This ion bombardment during coating growth, in turn, enhances the density of 

deposited coatings.

A further increase in ionisation levels can be achieved by using multiple- 

magnetron systems in a closed field assembly, also referred to as closed field-UBM 

(CF-UBM, see Fig. 2.6) [49]. Magnets, installed close to each other, are of op

posite polarity, forming a trap for the electrons in the plasma. This closed loop 

arrangement decreases the loss of electrons to the chamber walls, maintains a 

dense plasma in the middle of the chamber and ensures the coating deposition at 

reasonable growth rates.



Fig. 2.6: Possible magnet configurations magnetron systems [34]: (a) unbalanced 
magnetron, (b) opposing unbalanced magnetrons and (c) four unbalanced mag
netrons in a closed field assembly

Unbalanced
Magnetron

Opposing 
Unbs lanced 
Magnetrons Four Unbalanced Magnetrons

2.2.3 H igh Power Im pulse M agnetron Sputtering

As mentioned earlier, a high degree of ionisation in the plasma can be beneficial 

to produce coatings with high density. It is therefore of interest to further increase 

the degree of ionisation of the UBM sputtered material.

One way to achieve this is by increasing the power applied to the cathode. 

This technique, however, is limited by the heat bearing capability of the target 

as most of the applied power is transformed into heat. Target over-heating can 

be avoided by applying extremely high powers in short pulses with duty cycles 

(ratio of the time with pulse switched on to the time with pulse switched off) of 

less than 1% [11]. This method is referred to as high power impulse magnetron 

sputtering (HIPIMS).

Conventional d.c. magnetron sputtering is typically operated at cathode cur

rent densities Id,dens<0-1 A.cm-2 and power densities Pd,dens up to 50 W.cm-2 [49]. 

HIPIMS discharges, in contrast, are operated with cathode voltages Ud ranging 

from 500-2000 V resulting resulting in current densities Id,dens of 3-4 A.cm-2 and 

extremely high peak power densities Pd,peak up to 3000 W.cm-2 [50]. These rather 

different operation conditions strongly influence the properties of the respectively 

generated plasma. Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) of a C r/A r UBM dis

charge reveals that spectral lines of charged metal species, such as Cr+ ion, are
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Fig. 2.8: Time-evolution of the plasma chemistry during the HIPIMS discharge: 
Directly after the pulse ignition, Ar° is predominantly present whereas with time, 
Cr+ becomes more dominant [13]

ever, the excitation of the different species takes place at different times after 

pulse initiation. The chemical composition of a A r/Cr plasma, measured by time- 

resolved OES, reveals the simultaneous development of Ar°, Cr°, Cr1+ and Cr2+ 

at low powers. At high powers, however, the plasma composition changes from Ar 

to Cr dominated during the pulse (see Fig. 2.8). Higher ionisation states evolve 

later on during the pulse as these states require a higher energy input in form of 

multiple electron impact for ionisation. Similar behaviour was found for A r/T i 

discharges [53].

A drawback of HIPIMS as deposition technique is its rather low deposition 

rate compared to UBM deposition. These rates are in a range of 20% to 80% of 

those rates obtained from a d.c. UBM discharge at equal average powers [54].

After this brief overview of the sputtering techniques UBM and HIPIMS, the 

following section covers the evaporation technique steered cathodic arc (CA) evap

oration.
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2.2.4 Steered C athodic A rc Evaporation

Steered cathodic arc (CA) evaporation is a PVD technique that allows the forma

tion of a metal plasma due to thermal evaporation from the target [55].

Such cathodic arcs discharges are usually run at high discharge currents Id 

>10 A and relatively small voltages Ud<100 V. A magnetic field is normally 

applied to steer the motion of the arcs across the target and to ensure controlled 

surface erosion.

The plasma generation via evaporation starts when an arc strikes the cathode 

and initiates an arc spot at micro-protrusions on the surface. The applied voltage 

generates an electric field with current densities Id,dens up to >1012 A .m ~2 in a 

volume of less than 1 /zra3 causing extreme Ohmic heating with temperatures 

up to 6000°C [56]. If a critical amount of energy is exceeded, an explosion-like 

sublimation takes place and a high density plasma is emitted. Formation, re

arrangement and self-extinction of a spot takes place in less than 20 ns until a 

new spot ignites at a different location. This process generates a metal plasma at 

micron-size, non-stationary cathode spots [56]. The emitted plasma flux reveals a 

high degree of ionisation up to 90% with high degrees of multiply charged ions [56].

CA evaporation allows the fast deposition of coatings as it provides high depo

sition rates which are significantly higher compared with the rates of the previously 

described sputtering techniques [55,59]. A major drawback of CA evaporation for 

coating deposition, however, is the ejection of macro-particles, or droplets, from 

the target [55]. As mentioned above, temperatures sufficiently high for subli

mation of material are reached within cathode spots. Material adjacent to the 

spot, however, can only reach a molten state. During the explosive evaporation, 

this material is also ejected into the plasma. The size and quantity of these 

macro-particles emitted mainly depend on the melting point of the target mate

rial. Droplets of high melting point materials, such as Cr, often reach dimensions 

of several fim  when deposited onto the substrate [60]. Here, they cause abnor

mal film growth due to atomic shadowing during coating deposition and result in 

large-scale growth defects (see Fig. 2.9(a)) [57]. The detrimental effects of macro-
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Fig. 2.9: Failure mechanism occurring during coating growth: (a) deposition of 
macro-particles leading to large scale growth-defects [57], (b) self-expulsion mech
anism of losely bonded growth defects with subsequent material refill [58]

particles and growth-defects on thin film performance are local loss of coating ad

hesion, surface roughening as well as porosity due to self-expulsion mechanism (see 

Fig. 2.9(b)) [58]. Macro-particle containing coatings therefore reveal decreased 

wear performance as both macro-particles and growth-defects detach from the 

coating and act as third body abrasive particle [61]. Furthermore, the corrosion 

protection is significantly reduced as under-dense areas surrounding the droplets 

and growth-defects allow easy access of corrosive media to the substrate [62]. The 

oxidation performance is also compromised by the same mechanism, allowing fast 

oxygen diffusion into the coating and towards the substrate [31].

2.2.5 Com parison of the P V D  Techniques

This section shortly summarises the plasma conditions, the rate of deposition as 

well as the macro-particle generation of the PVD techniques UBM, HIPIMS and 

CA (see Tab. 2.2).

UBM plasmas have low quantities of charged metal particles, but growth defect 

free coatings can be deposited at medium deposition rates with this technique.
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Both HIPIMS and CA have high quantities of charged metal particles at high 

ionisation states. For the deposition of coatings, HIPIMS is limited due to its low 

deposition rate whereas the application of CA is problematic due to the generation 

of macro-particle incorporation into the growing coating.

Tab. 2.2: Comparison of the PVD techniques UBM, HIPIMS and CA regarding 
their plasma properties, deposition rate and macro-particle generation

PVD Technique
UBM HIPIMS CA

Multiple ionisation low high high
Degree of ionisation low high high
Deposition rate medium low high
Macro-particle generation no no yes
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2.3 Thin Film  Growth

A coating grows when the plasma comes in contact with a comparatively cold 

surface, such as the substrate, and subsequently condenses there. Sec. 2.2 explic

itly covers techniques for the plasma generation. Here, the coating growth will be 

shortly examined.

The coating growth can be divided into three general steps [63]: (i) the trans

port of the coating atoms to the substrate, (ii) the adsorption of these atoms onto 

the substrate, their diffusion and incorporation into the coating and (iii) their 

movement to their final position due to diffusion processes.

It is well established that the coating microstructure and properties are highly 

influenced by the plasma characteristics in the substrate region [64].

A first attempt to describe the relationship between the plasma parameters 

and the coating microstructure was given by a structure zone model (SZM) from 

Movchan and Demchishin [65]. This phase diagram represents the microstruc

ture of evaporated thin films as a function of homologous temperature T / T m 

(T  - substrate temperature, Tm - melting point of the depositing thin film) and 

classifies three different growth morphologies, referred to as the zones 1-3. Zone 1 

(T /T ^ < 0 .3 ) structures show an open columnar arrangement caused by low ion 

bombardment and atomic shadowing during transport to the substrate. In zone 2 

(0.3<T/Tjvf<0.5), increasing temperature results in the growth of dense colum

nar structures with larger grain size formed under conditions of surface diffusion. 

The high temperature zone 3 (T/Tm > 0.5) structure consists of near-spherical, 

so-called equiaxed grains.

Thornton [63] extended the SZM to magnetron sputtered metal films by taking 

into account the effect of Ar working gas pressure (see Fig. 2.10). The increase in 

pressure causes a rise in collisional scattering between the particles in the plasma 

and, hence, reduces the average particle energies. This reduction in particle bom

bardment at the substrate shifts the transition between the constituent zones to  

higher homologous temperatures. Additionally, a fourth zone T consisting of a 

dense array of fibrous grains in the region between zone 1 and zone 2 was identified.
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Fig. 2.10: Structure zone model by Thornton, showing the phase structure of 
magnetron sputtered metal coatings depending on the homologous temperature 
T / Tm and the Ar working pressure p [63]

Fig. 2.11: Structure zone model by Messier et al. [66], showing the phase structure 
of sputtered coatings as function of homologous temperature T / T m  (here T s/T m) 
and energy of the bombarding ions

During coating deposition, often a negative bias voltage Ub is applied to the 

substrates to attract the positively charged ions in the plasma to bombard the 

growing coating. Messier et al. [66] varied Ub to influence the energy of the im

pinging ions during growth and found that the zone 1/zone T structures in the
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SZM vary with Ub whereas the phase boundaries of zone 2 and zone 3 are nearly 

independent of Ub (see Fig. 2.11). Increased Ub during deposition leads to an 

increased mobility of the condensed atoms (ad-atoms) and high energetic particle 

bombardment on the substrate and, hence, denser coatings. Although applying a 

bias voltage Ub favours the formation of dense structures, it evokes the generation 

of lattice defects of the growing film at the same time [67] leading to high intrinsic 

(compressive) stresses [68].

Kelly and Arnell [69] developed a SZM related to the closed field-UBM (CF- 

UBM) (see Fig. 2.6). This model describes the growth structures in terms of ion 

energy and ion flux which are identified as independent deposition parameters (see 

Fig. 2.12).

The ion energy is here represented by the homologous temperature T /T m  

and the bias voltage Ub- While the previous models did not take into account 

the ion flux, this parameter is characterised by the ion-to-neutral ratio J i / J a in

Bias
Voltage, V

-400

ZONE 3

Homologous 
Temperature, 

1.0 T/Tm

Ji/Ja

Fig. 2.12: Structure zone model for CF-UBM by Kelly and Arnell [69] representing 
the coating structure by means of homologous temperature T/Tm, the substrate 
bias voltage Ub (here V) and the ion-to-neutral ratio J i / J a
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this model. It can be shown that the coating deposition by CF-UBM promotes 

the formation of the high temperature structures of other magnetron techniques 

already at relatively low temperatures, while the formation of the low temperature 

zones 1 and T are suppressed. The model furthermore predicts a threshold in this 

Ji/ Ja ratio, at a constant T/Tm  and £/&, which has to be exceeded in order to 

obtain zone 2 or zone 3 structures.
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2.4 Developm ent of a Coating for Oxidation and 

Wear Protection

So far, the tools for growing protective coatings have been introduced. This 

following section suggests aspects which may be important to consider for the 

development of a well adherent coating with a dense microstructure and a chemical 

composition that limits wear and oxidation.

2.4.1 Techniques to  A chieve G ood S u b strate/C oatin g  A d

hesion

A major point for good wear and oxidation protection by coatings is excellent 

substrate/ coating adhesion. Two different techniques can be used to produce 

such well adherent coatings: (i) a substrate surface etching pre-treatment and (ii) 

the deposition of an intermediate base layer. These processes will be introduced 

in the following.

2.4 .1 .1  Effect o f a S u bstra te  Surface P lasm a Ion E tch ing  P re-T reat

m ent

The aim of an etching pre-treatment is to generate clean substrate surfaces to 

allow the formation of strong adhesive forces between the substrate and the coat

ing [70]. The bombardment of the substrate with energetic ions from the plasma 

is well established as an effective pre-treatment technique as it removes contam

ination from the substrate surface and, hence, is beneficial for the adhesion [57]. 

Simultaneously, ion implantation into the top surface of the substrate can change 

the lattice spacing of the substrate and match more closely with the lattice of the 

subsequently grown coating. This, in turn, can decrease the residual stresses in the 

coating and furthermore enhances the adhesion. Conventionally used techniques 

for substrate pre-treatment are Ar+ etching [71] (in a magnetron glow discharge) 

and CA metal ion etching [72].
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On substrates pre-treated by with Ar+ ions, contaminating oxides layers are 

often insufficiently removed [73]. Subsequently grown coatings reveal interface 

regions accumulating high quantities of Ar in the form of voids [72,73]. These 

coatings, additionally, grow in the form of voids, low density structures [72,74]. 

Such interface structures are brittle and highly stressed which can cause spallation 

of the coating from the substrate [75].

CA evaporation (see Sec. 2.2.4) was previously shown as a technique which 

generates plasmas with highly charged ions and high ionisation degrees. This 

technique is commonly used for the etching pre-treatment prior to PVD deposi

tion. The energy of the impinging ions can be determined by the substrate bias 

voltage £4- The bombardment with low energetic ions (£4= 600 V) can generate 

thin metal interlayers between the substrate and the coating or sharp and brittle 

interfaces which provide only limited adhesion [72,74]. High energetic metal ions 

(£4= 1200 V), in contrast, bombard the substrate surface, are implanted into 

the material and intermix with substrate atoms down to depths of ~15  nm  [76]. 

This implantation causes a closer match between the lattice structure of the sub

strate and the coating and, additionally, effectively removes all contaminations 

from the substrate. Coatings deposited on such surfaces grow in local epitaxy to 

the substrate crystal, are less stressed and, hence, have a higher adhesion [57]. 

A drawback of the CA technique was previously identified with the generation 

of macro-particles from the target (see Sec. 2.2.4) as these particles induce the 

growth of defects in the coating. These defects are detrimental for the coating 

performance in applications such as corrosive [62] and oxidative environments [31] 

and it is therefore desirable to limit these growth defects in the coating. These 

macro-particles therefore limit the usability of CA as technique for the etching 

pre-treatment.

Recently, HIPIMS (see Sec. 2.2.3) was reported to be successfully implemented 

for substrate pre-treatment [77,78]. The bombardment of the surface in a HIPIMS 

plasma promotes the removal of contaminants and additionally causes ion implan

tation with intermixing depths of up to 10 nm  for Cr [77]. These implantation
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depths are in a similar range as after a CA pre-treatment [72]. HIPIMS is fur

thermore a droplet-free technique. Subsequently grown coatings are therefore ex- 

pexted to be free of macro-particle induced growth defects. Hence, HIPIMS seems 

to be a promising candidate as a substrate surface pre-treatment technique prior 

to coating deposition. However, the knowledge of the effect this new pre-treatment 

technique on the mechanical performance of subsequently grown coatings is so far 

quite limited.

To conclude, a substrate pre-treatment with Ar+ is not desirable as the use of 

this technique promotes the growth of coatings with comparatively weak adhesion. 

The pre-treatment with CA, in contrast, is well established as an efficient method 

to improve the adhesion. The novel HIPIMS technique is expected to provide 

a similarly high coating/adhesion as the CA pre-treatment and to additionally 

eliminate the detrimental macro-particle induced growth defects.

2.4 .1 .2  Effect o f a D ep o sitio n  o f an In term ed iate  B ase Layer

PVD coatings often exhibit high compressive residual stresses a in a range of sev

eral GPa. These stresses can limit the substrate/coating adhesion. It is possible 

to reduce these stresses by the introduction of an interlayer between the substrate 

and the actual coating. Ti interlayers between steel substrates and TiN coatings, 

for example, can reduce the residual stresses up to 50% [79]. These base layers 

provide a gradual stress gradient and reduce the stress concentration in the inter

face region. The effectiveness of these interlayers depends on a number of factors, 

such as the layer thickness [80,81] and the chemical and phase composition [82]. 

In combination with nanoscale multilayer coating, nitride based interlayers, such 

as CrN [82] and TiAIN [83] are successfully applied as base layer materials.

2.4.2 Effect o f a N anoscale M ultilayer Structure

Previously, structure zone models (SZM) for the coating structures were described 

(see Sec. 2.3). However, these structures covered only single layer (monolithically 

grown) coatings. Coatings can alternatively be deposited in a very thin layers
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forming nanoscale multilayers. These structures are characterised by the distance 

between each successive pair of layers, the bilayer thickness A. These multilayer 

films grow depending on the deposition parameters in structures [84] according to 

the previously described SZMs (see Sec. 2.3). These SZMs are therefore also valid 

for multilayer coatings.

The deposition of a nanoscale multilayer structure enables the combination of 

materials with different lattice structures within a shared lattice type as long as 

the bi-layer thickness A stays small enough. Fcc-CrN and hep-AIN, for example, 

can be combined in a shared single-phase fee lattice [85,86]. Similar findings were 

reported for TiN/NbN (normally fcc-TiN and hcp-NbN) and CrN/NbN (normally 

fcc-CrN and hcp-NbN) [83].

2.4.2.1 Mechanical Performance

Coatings grown in a nanolayer structure reveal significantly higher hardness than 

the individual components, usually with a hardness well above those estimated 

by the rule-of-mixtures [14]. CrN/AIN thin films with a bilayer period of 3.8 nm, 

for example, reach a maximum hardness of 40 G Pa  which is increased by 86 % 

in comparison with that of the individual components CrN and AIN [86]. The 

hardness is provided by (i) hindering of dislocation movements by the multiple 

interfaces and (ii) coherency strains arising from different lattice parameters of 

the individual layers. These strains arise due to local variations in the lattice 

parameter of the individual layers. Hardening due to coherency strains, however, 

is limited to small values of A because strains relax when A is large (see Fig. 2.13). 

Nanolayers created from materials with immiscible lattice types tend to further 

increase the hardness as the coherency strains in these materials are higher when 

one component is forced into a foreign lattice type [87].

The wear resistance of nanoscale multilayers can also be improved compared to 

monolithically grown coatings [15]. In sliding wear, the main force is applied in the 

form of shear stresses. When exposed to such forces, monolithically grown coat

ings suffer from severe plastic deformation which can induce mechanical failure
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Fig. 2.14: Wear mechanism of (a) a monolithically grown coating with cracking 
of the column tops and (b) a nanoscale multilayer coating with nanolayer delam
ination [88]

with the removal of the column tops. A nanoscale multilayer, in contrast, wears 

by chipping or micro-delamination of individual layers [15,89] (see Fig. 2.14). 

The layer structure also inhibits deep crack penetration perpendicular to the sur

face [15] and therefore improves the resistance to sliding wear.
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2.4.2.2 O xidation Performance

The deposition of a nanolayered coating can significantly improve the oxidation 

protection properties of this material.

TiN and CrN coatings, for example, begin to oxidise at 550°C and 650°C, 

respectively, whereas nanolayered TiN/CrN oxidises at higher temperatures of 

700°C [23]. TiAIN similarly outperforms TiAIN and CrN [90]. CrN and AIN have 

an oxide layer thickness of ~400 nm and ~640 nm after 1 h exposure to air [91]. 

The oxide scale on a multilayered CrN/AIN with the bi-layer period A of 4 nm, in 

contrast, is only ~140 nm and therefore reveals superior oxidation performance.

As previously stated, oxidation processes are predominantly governed by diffu

sion processes (see Sec. 2.1.2). It is well established that different elements diffuse 

at different rates in various nitrides [92]. It is suggested that the changed diffu

sion processes in the materials composing the multilayer structure lead to a more 

complex oxidation mechanism and therefore enhance the oxidation resistance of 

such nanolayer coatings [23,90].

2.4.3 Effect of the Chem ical C om position

TiN thin films were one of the first coatings in mass-production for tool coatings 

exhibiting low friction and wear coefficients as well as good oxidation resistance. 

The addition of high Al contents into the coating, formulating TiAIN, proved 

to be beneficial for mechanical properties as well as oxidation behaviour [93,94]. 

Further improvements were achieved by alloying Cr and Y [21,95-97], resulting in 

the development of TiAlCrYN coatings [16,20]. The high-temperature oxidation 

performance of Ti-containing thin films, however, is limited by the extreme low 

oxidation resistance of Ti leading to early failure due to the formation of porous 

Ti(>2 which cannot protect the underlying material against further oxidation [98]. 

It is therefore desirable to remove Ti completely from the coating leading to the 

development of Cr-based thin films starting with CrN.

From this, it is obvious that the chemical composition of a coating is of crucial 

importance for the coating performance. This includes a variety of properties, such
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as the microstructure, the mechanical and tribological properties as well as the 

oxidation resistance. In the following, the properties of various Cr-based coatings 

will be reviewed in more detail. Y containing coatings will also be covered.

2.4 .3 .1  C rN  C oatings  

M icrostructure

Magnetron sputtered Cr nitride show a wide range of properties depending on 

the N content within the film [99]. The phase composition can here range from 

Cr, Cr+N to hcp-Cr2N. A further increase in the N atomic fraction generates a 

Cr2N+CrN phase mixture and stoichiometric CrN, respectively.

Near-stoichiometric CrN exhibit a NaCl-Bl-phase structure with (111) pre

ferred orientation when deposited at low energies of ion bombardment (bias volt

age Ufe< -50 V) [100]. Above \Jb= -50 V, a (220) preferred orientation is commonly 

observed.

T herm al S tab ility

The theoretical Cr-N phase diagram based on thermodynamic considerations 

predicts CrN to be stable low temperature phase below 1050°C whereas the Cr2N 

phase is expected at higher temperatures [101].

In experiment, in contrast, the Cr2N phase is often already present at signif

icantly lower temperatures. Magnetron sputtered CrN, for example, undergoes a 

phase transformation from CrN into Cr2N after annealing for 2 h in inert atmo

sphere at temperatures between 400°C to 750°C [102-104]. This phase transfor

mation is attributed to a non-thermodynamic factor, most probably the relaxation 

high stresses in the coating.

From this, it becomes obvious that the thermal stability of CrN is not solely 

governed by the chemical composition but also by other factors.
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Oxidation Performance

The oxidation resistance in the Cr-N coating system increases from N-contain- 

ing Cr via Cr2N to CrN [105]. This improved oxidation resistance is caused by 

the higher atomic fractions of N in the coating. The oxidation of these coatings 

is based on a progressive exchange mechanism of N by O from the oxidising 

medium [106] and results in the formation of Cr20 3  as oxidation product [27, 

107-109]. Additionally, N2 is released during this process. Further growth of 

Cr20 3 is governed by the outward Cr diffusion through the oxide scale [30]. N2 

has only a low diffusion rate in Cr20 3  and the scale acts therefore as a diffusion 

barrier for the released N2. This, in turn, can cause the accumulation of the gas 

in the form of voids in the coating [30].

In coating systems, also possible reactions of the substrate may be of im

portance for the oxidation behaviour. In Cr nitrides grown on steel substrates, 

substrate elements, especially Fe, are commonly found within coatings and ox

ide after heat-treatment. This indicates the simultaneous oxidation of substrate 

elements through defects in the thin film [106] as well as outward diffusion of 

substrate elements [110,111].

2.4.3.2 CrAIN Coatings

Although Cr nitride coatings find a wide range of industrial applications, they are 

limited by their low oxidation temperatures at ~650°C [23].

Experience shows that the wear performance [112,113] and the oxidation prop

erties [27,113] of CrN can be improved by alloying a third element to form a ternary 

coating system. Al as the alloying element is one of the most promising candidates 

as it has the ability to form dense corundum Al20 3  scales. Such scales, in turn, 

are known to effectively protect the underlying material from further oxidation 

(see Sec. 2.1).
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M icrostructure

The incorporation of Al into CrN generates a ternary CrAIN coating with 

two different lattice structures depending on the Al atomic fraction. A NaCl-fcc- 

type (Bl) structure, as observed in CrN [100] is reported for low Al contents [114]. 

Experimentally, a phase transformation from a fcc-type (Bl) to wurzite-hcp- 

type (B4) structure was reported for Al atomic fractions of ~65-75 at% [114-116] 

which agrees with the theoretical maximum solubility of fee-AIN in fcc-CrN pre

dicted at 77 at% [117].

It is well established that Cr nitrides often form sub-stoichiometric coatings 

with an excess in the metal component [118]. The incorporation of Al into the 

lattice is reported to be beneficial for the improvement of stoichiometric coating 

compositions [119].

The texture of magnetron sputtered Bl-fcc lattice type CrAIN changes from a 

(110) preferred orientation to (111) texture with increasing Al concentration [119]. 

A (111) preferred orientation was also reported for cathodic arc ion plated CrAIN 

thin films [120].

M echanical Perform ance

Coatings with higher hardness and higher Young’s modulus can be produced 

when Al is incorporated into the coating. The hardness of CrN, for example, is 

increased from 18 GPa to 30 GPa for an A l/Cr ratio of 0.4 [119]. The Young’s 

modulus similarly increases from 200 GPa to 270 GPa. The hardness and the 

residual stresses of arc evaporated CrAIN rise, as a further example, monotonically 

as function of Al atomic fraction up to an Al concentration of ~45-60 at% [114, 

121]. This effect is due to the dissolution of Al atoms in the fcc-CrN lattice which 

induce lattice distortion and strains. These strains, in turn, hinder dislocation 

movements and, hence, increase the hardness. After the phase transition to hcp- 

CrAlN, the residual stress and hardness drop as only small quantities of Cr can 

be disolved in the hep-AIN lattice [114].

CrAIN exhibits low friction values which declines from 0.6 in CrN to 0.4 in 

CrAIN with similar hardness [119,122]. This reduced friction is caused by re
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duced adhesive wear between coating and counterpart as Al is incorporated into 

the coating [122]. The dry sliding wear coefficient ks of CrAIN is in the order 

of 10-17 mm3N "1m "1 and is with this more than six times better than that of 

CrN [119].

It can therefore be shown that the hardness and the tribological properties of 

CrN can be improved with the introduction of Al to form CrAIN.

T herm al S tab ility

The thermal stability of arc-evaporated CrAIN can be characterised as a func

tion of Al content [114]. Here, three different reactions take place:

• transformation of fcc-CrAIN to hcp-CrAIN

• segregation of Cr2N

• segregation of pure Cr

The phase stability diagram (see Fig. 2.15), obtained from CrAIN after an

nealing for 1 h in inert atmosphere shows that CrAIN coatings with an Al atomic

' .- 'vVP v

0 0.21 0.46 0.71 0.83 1

Al-content

Fig. 2.15: Phase diagram of the thermal stability of CrAIN, obtained after 1 h 
heat-treatment in inert atmosphere [114]
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fraction of ~70at% Al content decomposes into hcp-AlCrN, Cr and C ^N with 

residual fcc-CrAIN at temperatures above 950°C.

Corrosion and Oxidation Performance

As previously mentioned, CrN becomes more oxidation resistant with the in

corporation of Al. Arc-evaporated CrN, for example, starts oxidizing at ~800°C  

whereas accelerated oxidation of CrAIN with 64at% Al content occurs at 950°C 

[114]. This implies that the oxidation resistance of the fcc-CrAIN is shifted to 

higher temperatures as the coating becomes higher Al-containing. A further in

crease in the Al atomic fraction to 79at%, however, decreases this onset temper

ature of rapid oxidation to 900° C [114]. This is due to a change in the lattice 

structure from Bl-fcc to B4-hcp which is suggested to be less oxidation resistant.

The reported oxide structures in literature differ strongly from one another and 

comprise amorphous [123], aluminium-rich oxides [123], Al-incorporated Cr2 0 3 

(Eskolaite) for low Al containing thin films to Cr-incorporated AI2O3 (Corun

dum) for high Al containing films [114]. CrN/AIN multilayer thin films exhibit 

a fully oxidized surface layer with Cr20 3  and either O-deficient AI2O3 or a com

plex Al-Cr- 0  [124]. Duplex oxide layers form on top of Cro.5Alo.25No.25 with (i) 

an outermost Cr-enriched oxide layer, (ii) a mixed Cr20 3 and AI2O3 and (iii) an 

underlaying oxynitride layer with wide O diffusion zone into the coating [125]. 

CrAINO films, in contrast, which already contain 25at% form corundum-type 

Cr2 0 3  and AI2O3 [126].

The presented data shows that the formed oxides can take a variety of different 

structures. It is therefore difficult to predict the structure of the occurring oxide 

scales in a particular set-up.
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2.4.3.3 Y  Containing Coatings

The introduction of active elements, such as Y, into the coating is supposed to 

have a pronounced effect on the microstructure, the mechanical properties and 

oxidation performance of coatings.

C oating S tru ctu re and M echanical P rop erties

Magnetron sputtered TiAlCrN is deposited with a poly crystalline columnar 

structure [127]. This coating has a (111) texture and exhibits medium residual 

stresses of -3.8 GPa. When incorporating 2at% Y to form TiAlCrYN, the coat

ing morphology reveals strongly reduced grain sizes, a (100) texture and higher 

residual stresses of -6.5 GPa due to pronounced re-nuleation [127].

The polycrystalline columnar morphology of CrAIN [114] changes into an 

amorphous structure when 5at% Y are incorporated into the coating [128].

These examples clearly show that the coating microstructure can influenced 

by Y additions.

C orrosion and O xidation  P erform ance

Y as alloying element in nitride coatings can also be used to influence the 

corrosion and oxidation behaviour. TiN coatings for corrosion protection appli

cations exhibited enhanced protective properties when containing Y [129] as the 

diffusion of corrosive media towards the substrate is suppressed by microstruc- 

tural changes. The oxidation resistance of TiAlCrN with temperature limit of 

900°C can be increased up to 950°C with the addition of Y [130,131]. In this 

TiAlCrYN, Y segregates at the column boundaries and suppresses the inward O 

diffusion and the outward diffusion of substrate atoms [130,131]. The internal 

oxidation of this material is therefore decreased. Similar findings were made in 

CoCrAl coatings [132]. The outward diffusion of Al is here identified as main 

oxidation mechanism which creates a constant supply of oxidising material at the 

surface. In CoCrYAl, in contrast, this outward Al diffusion is strongly reduced. 

The addition of Y also suppresses the formation of interfacial cavities between 

the CoCrYAl coating and the oxide scale [133]. A comparision of ZrN and ZrYN
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coatings shows that ZrYN reveals a lower weight gain and lower oxidation rates 

when oxidised in air [134]. This is due to the stabilisation of the low temperature 

tetragonal ZrC>2 phase by the Y additions and the prevention of the growth of 

a high temperature monoclinic Zr02- This tetragonal Zr02 phase induces lower 

growth stresses and, hence, limits the cracking of the oxide scale which, in turn, 

protects the underlying material more effectively from oxidation. Furthermore, 

the growth behaviour of Cr20 3 scales was found to be decisively improved by the 

introduction of Y [135] as Y-containing Cr2 0 3  show a reduced growth rate and an 

impeded grain growth. Additionally, the scale is better adherent to the underlying 

material. Y forms precipitates of Y20 3 or YCr20 3 in the scales or at the oxide 

grain boundaries and, hence, changes the transport mechanism through the scale 

from predominant outward Cr diffusion to inward O diffusion in the presence of Y. 

The oxide growth then takes place at the metal-oxide interface and the formation 

of voids and porosity due to outward Cr diffusion is suppressed.

From these data, it is clearly shown that the corrosion and oxidation perfor

mance of coatings can be significantly improved by the addition of Y as alloying 

element. Y additions clearly alter corrosion and oxidation performance of thin 

films.
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2.5 W hy Design C rA lY N /C rN  Nanoscale M ulti

layer Coatings??

This literature review so far provides information which may be beneficial for the 

successful development of a hard coating combining excellent wear resistance and 

good oxidation resistance.

Cr-based nitride coatings are shown to be suitable materials for wear and ox

idation protection (see Sec. 2.4.3.1). Alloying of CrN with A1 (see Sec. 2.4.3.2) 

is well established as technique to improve the oxidation performance. A sim

ilar improvement is expected from the introduction of small amounts of Y (see 

Sec. 2.4.3.3). From a chemical point of view, it is therefore suggested tha t the 

combination of Cr, A1 and Y in a nitride coating may be suitable to provide good 

oxidation protection.

The coating deposition in a nanoscale multilayer structure is beneficial for the 

mechanical performance and the wear resistance (see Sec. 2.4.2.1) and can also 

improve the oxidation performance (see Sec. 2.4.2.1). It is therefore proposed 

to deposit a nanoscale multilayered coating. A possible configuration for such a 

coating with the elements Cr, Al, Y and N is CrAlYN/CrN.

To engineer a coating with excellent properties, it is important to produce a 

coating which is well adherent to the substrate and furthermore free of growth 

defects. A substrate etching pre-treatment is therefore performed with the novel, 

macro-particle free HIP IMS technique (see Sec. 2.4.1.1). Additionally, a CrN base 

layer is deposited prior to the CrAlYN/CrN nanolayer deposition (see Sec. 2.4.1.2).

It is also advisable to produce dense coatings. Both HIPIMS (see Sec. 2.2.3) 

and UBM (see Sec. 2.2.2) as macro-particle free techniques can provide such dense 

growth as they are growth-defect free. The use of UBM during the deposition step 

additionally allows to grow the coatings at a reasonable time scale. The coating 

production is therefore carried out by a combined HIPIMS/UBM process.

These considerations lead then to the development of the novel CrAlYN/CrN 

nanoscale multilayer coatings produced by the HIPIMS/UBM technique.
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C H A PTER 3

Experim ental M ethods

This chapter gives an insight into the experimental techniques and the set-up 

accomplished during these studies. In many cases, not only the measuring device 

is explained but also a short introduction to the working principle and theory is 

provided. Additionally, the potentials and limitations of the specific techniques 

are pointed out and solutions for the interpretation of results are given.

3.1 Fabrication of C rA lY N /C rN  Coatings

3.1.1 D eposition  Equipm ent

The preparation of the CrAlYN/CrN films was conducted in a A HTC 1000-4 

PVD coating system (Hauzer) [136]. This industrial sized vacuum coater has four 

rectangular plasma sources (target dimensions 600x190 mm) (see Fig. 3.1). The 

cathodes are operable in either steered cathodic arc (CA) or in unbalanced mag

netron (UBM) sputtering mode by rearrangement of permanent magnets behind 

the target. The magnetic field necessary for magnetron operation is derived from 

SmCo-magnets behind the target. Additionally, the cathodes are concentrically 

surrounded by electromagnetic coils to permit unbalancing the field. The sys

tem is operated in closed field configuration (CF-UBM) to ensure a high degree
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Fig. 3.1: Schematic cross-section of the HAUZER HTC 1000-4 coating machine 
with target materials and target configuration used in this study

of ionisation during UBM deposition. The vacuum system is equipped with two 

Balzers THP 2200 turbomolecular pumps, a Root pump and a rotary vane pump. 

The pressure measurement takes place with a Leybold VISCOVAC system. The 

quality of the pumping system permits a pressure independent pumping speed. 

The equipment is furnished with a threefold planetary rotating substrate holder 

(average target-to-substrate distance ~25 cm) to allow uniform coating deposi

tion.

In this study, the arc power supply of one of the source (target 1) is replaced 

with an external high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) power sup

ply HMP6/11 (Huettinger, former AC Spzo.o.) which allows sequential operation 

in HIPIMS and UBM mode. The power supply is capable of delivering peak cur

rents Id,peak— 3000 A and discharge voltages Ud,peak= 2000 V. Pulses with duration 

in the range 0-200 //s at a frequency of 0-100 Hz, equivalent to a duty cycle of 

2%, can be provided.

The connection of a row of capacitors to the bias power supply during HIPIMS 

mode is necessary to prevent a drop-down in the substrate bias current A during
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the on-time of the pulse. The operation without connected capacitors is referred 

to as unstabilised, whereas the connected state is addressed as stabilised.

The substrates are exposed to three-fold rotation (rotation speed 3.6 rpm) 

during thin film deposition. To produce CrAlYN/CrN, two pairs of opposing 

CrAl targets (Cr: 40at%, Al: 60at%), one Cr target and one CrAlY target (Cr: 

48at%, Al: 48at%, Y: 4at%), all with 99.9% purity, are used (see Fig. 3.1).

The production of CrAlYN/ CrN nanoscale multilayer films was conducted in 

three separate steps. After the substrate preparation, a Cr metal ion etching 

pre-treatment was carried out followed by the deposition of a complex coating 

architecture with CrAIN base layer and a CrAlYN/ CrN nanoscale multilayer.

3.1.2 Substrate Preparation

Three different substrate materials were used in this study: AISI type 304 auste- 

nitic stainless steel (SS), AISI type M2 high speed steel (HSS) and PN90-grade 

cemented carbide ball nosed endmills (see Tab. 3.1).

All samples were polished with 1 fim diamond paste in the final stage, re

sulting in a surface roughness R a <  0.01 fim. The substrates were first cleaned 

in an automatic industrial cleaning line containing a range of heated ultrasonic 

baths including aqueous based alkali detergents and de-ionized water for clean

ing. The samples were then dried in vacuum by radiation heating shortly before 

being loaded into the vacuum chamber to minimise the effect of water vapour 

condensation on the substrate surface.

Tab. 3.1: Chemical composition of substrate materials

Substrate Elements
304 SS Fe C Cr Ni Mn Si P

66.3-74 <0.08 18-20 8-10.5 <2 <1 <0.045
M2 HSS Fe C W Mo Cr V Al

0.85 6.3 5.1 4.2 2 1.6
PN90 CC Co matrix with 9% WC particles
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SS substrates were used for structural analysis by transmission electron mi

croscopy (see Sec. 3.2.4), phase analysis, texture determination and stress analysis 

(see Sec. 3.2.2) as well as for oxidation testing (see Sec. 3.4). HSS substrates were 

taken for mechanical and tribological measurements (see Sec. 3.3). Stainless steel 

and high speed steel samples have a cylindrical shape with a hight of 6 mm 

and a diameter of 30 mm. The TEM samples have a rectangular geometry with 

15x15x0.8 mm. Cemented carbide 8 mm ball-nosed endmills were tested in dry 

high speed milling applications (see Sec. 3.3.6).

3.1.3 Substrate Etching Pre-T reatm ent

Prior to the plasma processes, the vacuum chamber was evacuated to a base pres

sure p >  7.7xl0-3 Pa by molecular pumping and heated to 400°C by irradiation 

heating. Target cleaning was performed with closed shutters to avoid contamina

tion of the substrates.

The metal ion etching pre-treatment was performed in a Cr+/A r+ plasma from 

the Cr target (see Fig. 3.1, magnetron 1).

For most specimen, the etching step was carried out in HIPIMS mode for 

40 min. Preliminary tests showed that this etching time was optimal to provide 

good adhesion. The discharge was maintained in Ar atmosphere at pressures 

of 0.11 Pa with a peak discharge current Id,peak— 1600 A.cm-2 and an average 

discharge voltage Ud= 1000 V (see Fig. 3.2). The bombarding flux under these 

conditions consists of equal amounts of Cr+ and Ar+ ions with a peak plasma 

density of npi=  1013 ions.cm-2 [137]. The substrate bias voltage Ub was fixed at 

-500 V. Other parameters are given in Tab. 3.2.

One specimen was prepared with CA metal ion etching as benchmark coating 

to investigate the effect of substrate pre-treatment technique on the film perfor

mance. The CA metal ion etching pre-treatment was performed at a discharge 

current Id =  100 A for 20 min in Ar atmosphere (p= 0.08 Pa). The substrate bias 

voltage Ub was adjusted to -1200 V. These parameters are shown to provide sput

ter cleaning and ion implantation at the substrate and therefore generate highly
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Fig. 3.2: Discharge current Id and voltage Ud during the on-time of the pulse in 
HIPIMS mode as a function of time t

adherent coatings [74].

During the ion etching, the substrate temperature climbed from 400°C to 

450° C due to heating effects of the highly energetic plasma. This behaviour was 

observed in both HIPIMS and CA mode and is therefore independent of the pre

treatment technique.

3.1.4 C oating D eposition

Deposition of the CrAIN base layer as well as the CrAlYN/CrN manoscale multi

layer was performed in direct current (d.c.) UBM sputtering mode in a reactive 

mixed A r/N 2 atmosphere (Ar/N 2 ratio 1 :1 , p=  0.36 Pa) at a temperature of 450°C. 

CrAIN was condensed for 30 min from the CrAl targets (see Fig. 3.1, magnetron 

2 and 4). The power PcrAi on the CrAl targets during the base layer deposition 

step was kept at 8  kW. The nanoscale multilayer structure was produced during a

2.5 h deposition step with the magnetrons in UBM operation at a cathode power 

PcrAi and PcrAiY— 8  kW. The plasma conditions in this case are a plasma density
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npi =  109 ion.cm-2 and 90% of N j  ions [137].

Two sets of coatings were produced. For one set, Ub was varied at constant 

power Per on the Cr target, for the second set, Pcr was varied at constant Ub The 

process changed parameters were:

•  the substrate bias voltage Ub in a range of -75 V to -150 V

• the power Pcr on the Cr target in a range of 2 kW to 8 kW

Tab. 3.2 to Tab. 3.4 summarise the process parameters of all deposition runs. 

The parameter set of specimen 1 is listed twice to directly identify the set of 

samples being mutually compared.

After the second set of experiments (variation of substrate bias voltage C/&), the 

capacitor array at the bias power supply remained connected during the deposition 

step to stabilise the bias voltage Ub applied to the substrate.
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Tab. 3.2: Process parameters for deposition of CrAlYN/CrN with substrate pre
treatment by CA and HIPIMS

Sample 2Sample 1

CrAIN Baselayer 
Reactive UBM 
PcrAl=  8 kW 

p =  0.36 Pa 
N2/A r=  1:1 
t=  30 min 
Ub=  -75 V  

unstabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C rA l  =  8 kW 

p =  0.36 Pa 
N2/A r=  1:1 
t — 30 min 
Ub=  -95 V  

unstabilised

Cr Substrate Pre-Treatment
H IP IM S C A

Ud=  1000 V Id=  100 A
Id=  2000 A
td u ty = 0.6%
p =  0.11 Pa p  =  0.08 Pa
t =  40 m in t =  20 m in
Ub=  -500 V Ub=  -1200 V

stabilised stabilised

CrAlYN /CrN Nanoscale Multilayer
Reactive UBM 
P c r A l =  8 kW 

P c r A l Y =  8 kW
P C r=  8 kW 
p =  0.36 Pa 
N2/A r=  1:1 
t =  180 min 
Ub=  -75 V 

unstabilised

Reactive UBM 
P c r A l =  8 kW 

P c r A l Y =  8 kW
P C r=  8 kW 
p =  0.36 Pa 
N2/A r=  1:1 
t=  180 min 
Ub=  -75 V  

unstabilised
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Tab. 3.3: Process parameters for deposition of CrAlYN/CrN with variation in 
substrate bias voltage Ub (Sample 1 is reported from Tab. 3.2 for direct compari
son)

Sam ple 1 Sam ple 3 Sam ple 4 Sam ple 5

Cr HIPIMS Substrate Pre-Treatment
HIPIMS 

Ud= 1000 V 
Id= 2000 A
t d u t y = 0 -6 %
p=0.11 Pa 
t = 40 min 
Ub= 500 V 
stabilised

HIPIMS 
Ud= 1000 V 
Id= 2000 A
t du t y = 0 -6 %
p= 0.11 Pa 
t=  40 min 
Ub= 500 V 
stabilised

HIPIMS 
Ud= 1000 V 
Id= 2000 A
t du t y = 0 .6 %
p= 0.11 Pa 
t =  40 min 
Ub= 500 V 
stabilised

HIPIMS 
Ud= 1000 V 
Id= 2000 A
t du t y = 0 .6 %
p= 0.11 Pa 
t =  40 min 
Ub= 500 V 
stabilised

CrAIN Baselayer
Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1:1 

t =  30 min 
Ub=  -75 V  
unstabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1:1 

t =  30 min 
Ub=  -95 V  
unstabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1:1 

t =  30 min 
Ub=  -120 V  
unstabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1:1 

t =  30 min 
Ub=  -150 V
unstabilised

CrAlYN /CrN Nanoscale Multilayer
Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW 

P C r A l Y =  8  kW
PCr= 8  kW 
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1:1 
t=  180 min 
Ub=  -75 V  
unstabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW 

P C r A l Y =  8  kW 
P C r =  8  kW 
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1:1 
t =  180 min 
Ub=  -95 V  
unstabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW 

P C r A l Y =  8  kW 
P C r =  8  kW 
p— 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1:1 
t =  180 min 

Ub=  -120 V  
unstabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW 

P C r A l Y =  8  kW
PCr= 8  kW 
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1 :1  

t =  180 min 
Ub=  -150  V  
unstabilised
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Tab. 3.4: Process parameters for deposition of CrAlYN/CrN with variation in Cr 
target power P cr

Sam ple 6 Sam ple 7 Sam ple 8 Sam ple 9

Cr HIPIMS Substrate Pre-Treatment
HIPIMS 

Ud=  1000 V 
I d=  2000 A
td u ty = 0 .6 %
p= 0.11 Pa 
t =  40 min 
Ub=  500 V 
stabilised

HIPIMS 
U d=  1000 V 
I d = 2000 A
t dut y = 0 -6 %
p= 0.11 Pa 
t =  40 min 
Ub=  500 V 
stabilised

HIPIMS 
U d=  1000 V 
I d=  2000 A
t duty = 0 .6 % 
p=  0.11 Pa 
t =  40 min 
Ub=  500 V 
stabilised

HIPIMS 
Ud=  1000 V 
I d=  2000 A
t dut y = 0 .6 %
p= 0.11 Pa 
t =  40 min 
U b=  500 V 
stabilised

CrAIN Baselayer
Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2/A r=  1:1 
t =  30 min 
Ub=  -75 V  
stabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW 
p=  0.36 Pa 
N2/A r=  1:1 
t =  30 min 
Ub=  -75 V 
stabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1 :1  

t =  30 min 
U b=  -75 V 
stabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW 
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1:1 
t — 30 min 
Ub=  -75 V 
stabilised

CrAlYN/CrN Nanoscale Multilayer
Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW 

P C r A l Y =  8  kW 
P  C r ~  8 kW  
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2/A r=  1 :1  

t=  180 min 
Ub= -75 V 
stabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW 

P C r A l Y =  8  kW
P Cr=  6 kW
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1:1 
t=  180 min 
Ub= -75 V 
stabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW 

P C r A l Y =  8  kW 
P C r =  4 kW  
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r=  1 :1  

t=  180 min 
Ub= -75 V 
stabilised

Reactive UBM 
P C r A l =  8  kW 

P C r A l Y =  8  kW 
P C r =  2 kW  
p= 0.36 Pa 
N2 /A r -  1:1 
t=  180 min 
Ub= -75 V 
stabilised
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3.2 M icrostructure and Phase Analysis

In the following, the characterisation techniques for the determination of the chem

ical composition, the microstructure and the phase structure of coatings, used 

during this study, are briefly reviewed.

3.2.1 Secondary N eutral M ass Spectrom etry

Secondary neutral mass spectometry (SNMS) is an extremely sensitive surface 

analysis technique used for quantification of the coating composition. In electron 

beam SNMS [138,139], the coating is bombarded with Ar+ ions and a flux of 

neutral atoms is ejected from the coating surface. The sputtered material repre

sents the stoichiometry of the coating due to the very high flux of neutrals (99.9% 

of the total flux). These neutral particles are then collected by a detector and 

subsequently ionized by electron impact. The analysis of the generated ion flux 

takes place in a mass spectrometer.

The SNMS measurements for the analysis of the CrAlYN/ CrN were performed 

in a VG SIMSLAB instrument at Corns Swinden Technology Centre. The instru

ment was equipped with a VG Ionex DP5 duoplasmatron ion source for Ar+ ion 

beam generation and a 90° quadrupole mass spectrometer with HTP 2002 ioniser. 

Quantification of the chemical composition was carried out using certified refer

ence materials as standard. The sputter depth was set to ~45 nm.min- 1  to permit 

data collection over the total coating cross-section. This set-up with a relatively 

high sputter rate, however, limits the depth resolution and prevents the detection 

of the nanolayer structure.

3.2.2 X -R ay Diffraction Techniques

X-ray diffraction (XRD) provides a versatile technique to access various material 

characteristics as demonstrated in the following.
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3.2.2.1 Functioning Principle of X-Ray Diffraction

The functioning principle of XRD is based on diffraction and interference phe

nomena when X-radiation penetrates a crystalline material [140]. Scattering at 

the lattice planes (hkl) causes constructive interference when the wavelength A of 

the incident beam correlates with the d-spacing according to Bragg’s law:

nX = 2dsin(0) (3.1)

Here, n represents the order of diffraction, A is the wavelength of the incident 

beam and O the Bragg angle (angle between the incident beam and the surface 

normal).

XRD experiments can be carried out in (i) 0 /2 0  Bragg-Brentano geometry 

or in (ii) parallel beam glancing angle (GA) geometry.

In the 0 /2 0  measurements, reflections takes place only at the (hkl) planes 

parallel to the surface (see Fig. 3.3). The X-rays penetrate deep into the material 

and reflections from the substrate are therefore detected in the diffractogram.

In GA-XRD, a low incident angle 7  is held constant while only the detector 

moves on the 2 0  angle (see Fig.3.4). Diffraction can only be obtained from planes

Normal
Incident
beam

Diffracted
beam

Diffracting
planes

Fig. 3.3: Diffraction at planes parallel to the surface, measured in 0 / 2 0  geometry
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Fig. 3.4: Diffraction at lattice planes in a crystall inclined to the surface, measured 
in GA geometry

inclined by an angle ^  =  ( 0 —7 ) which is defined as the angle between the diffrac

tion vector of (hkl) plane and the normal to the film surface. The penetration 

depth z \je of the incident X-rays into the material is calculated according to the 

following equation:

sm {j)  -s in (2 e - 7 )
1/e /i(sm (7 ) +  s in (2 8  — 7 )) ( ’

Here, n represents the linear absorption coefficient which is estimated to be

540 cm - 1  in CrAlYN/CrN. For an incident angle of 7 =  2°, Zi/e corresponds to

0.5 fim.

The equipment used for the all conducted XRD investigations was an au

tomated Philips X’Pert MPD diffractometer with Cu-Kq, (Ac u— 0.154056 nm) 

radiation driven at an acceleration voltage Ua of 40 kV. Measurements were taken 

with a step size in 0  of 0 .0 2 °.

3 .2 .2 .2  P h ase A nalysis

The phase composition of CrAlYN/CrN in as-deposited state and after heat- 

treatment was determined in 0 /2 6  and GA-XRD geometry. The measurements
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in GA-XRD geometry were performed to evaluate the formation of thin surface 

oxides in heat-treated specimens and avoid peak overlap between reflections of 

the coating and the substrate.

Peak positions and intensities were determined by a Gauss peak fitting routine. 

The phase identification was carried out by calculation of the d-spacing of the 

individual lattice planes (hkl) from 2 0  peak positions and subsequent comparison 

with standard patterns retrieved from the JCPDS-database for crystallographic 

data [141]. The intensities listed in the database can only be compared with 

the intensities from the intensities obtained form measurements in the (9/2(9 

geometry. The intensities from scans taken in GA geometry were therefore not 

used as criteria for the phase identification.

0 /2 0  measurements permit the determination of the lattice parameter aQj± 

[96,127]. In case of a nanolayered coating, a0jj_ represents a virtual lattice param

eter which is averaged from the individual layers. This measurement of aQ)j_ from 

lattice planes parallel to the coating normal gives an indication of the residual 

stress state in the coating [96]. Lattice parameters which are larger than those 

parameters of the unstressed reference material signify the compressive stresses in 

the lattice plane which cause an expansion of the lattice along the coating normal.

3 .2 .2 .3  T exture D eterm in ation

The Harris texture factor T* gives an indication whether the coatings grow with 

a preferred crystallographic orientation. T* was calculated from a <9/2 6  scan 

calculated according to the Harris inverse pole figure technique [142-144]. The 

proportion of grains with a certain orientation compared to a randomly oriented 

powder material of similar composition was calculated from the following equation:

I ( h k l )

T* = -------------  (3.3)
1 y i  (hkl)

n R(hkl)

In this equation, I(hki) represents the integral intensity of the individual reflec

tions. R^hki) stands for the calculated intensities of the powder standard and n  is
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the number of considered reflections. A T* of unity indicates random orientation, 

whilst T* exceeding 1 a specific orientation of the corresponding (hkl) planes is 

given.

3.2.2.4 Nanoscale Bi-Layer Periodicity Determination

Low angle XRD (LA-XRD) in <9/2(9 geometry ( 0 =  1.7° to 10°) was conducted 

to determine the nanolayer modulation period A [145]. Here, the nanoscale bi

layer acts as a lattice plane at which the incident beam is diffracted. Thus, A is 

estimated from Bragg’s law, according to the following equation (see Eq. 3.4):

A — n^
2sm(<9)

3.2.2.5 Stress Analysis

The coating stress was derived from GA-XRD measurements according to a mod

ified sin2(^ -m eth od  [146,147].

This method uses the fact that stresses distort the d-spacing d(hki),v of the 

individual lattice planes in the crystal. d(hki),&, and hence, the lattice parameter 

a(hki),& are deduced from the 2 0  positions in a XRD scan obtained from a GA- 

XRD measurement (see Sec. 3.2.2.1).

The residual stress is then derived using a bi-axial stress model which links 

a(hki),& 5 the stress free lattice parameter ao and the stress cr according the following 

equation:

+  Uo (3*5)

Here, E  represents Young’s modulus and v  gives Poisson’s ratio. A plot of 

this equation with versus sin2( $/) results in a straight line with the slope

m  from which cr can be derived if Young’s modulus E  and Poisson’s ratio v  are 

known:

a(hki),& =  crao



1 + V / \m  = ——  • a ■ a0 (3.6)
hi

At a sin2(!^) value of 2is/(l+is), a^ki),# corresponds to the stress-free lattice 

parameter a0. a0 in the nanoscale multilayer coating represents an average lattice 

parameter deduced from the combined CrN and CrAlYN layers. Here, a0 is a 

stress-free material parameter, in contrast to the stressed lattice parameter a0,± 

(see Sec. 3.2 .2 .2 ).

The GA measurements were carried out with an incident angle 7 =  2°, cor

responding to an X-ray penetration depth zi/e of 0.5 //m into the material. E  

was determined from a nanoindentation measurement (see Sec. 3.3.5.2 }. As is of 

CrAlYN/CrN is not known, it was estimated to 0.3.

3.2.3 Scanning E lectron M icroscopy and Energy D isper

sive X-ray A nalysis

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a technique which permits the observa

tion of a surface by means of rastering of an electron beam across the specimen 

surface [148]. This beam interacts with the sample material and causes various ef

fects, such as the backscattering of primary electrons, the formation of secondary 

electrons and the generation of X-rays. The detection of these electrons allows 

imaging of the sample surface.

Energy dispersive X-ray Analysis (EDS) as technique to investigate the chem

ical composition of materials employs the generation of X-rays by an electron 

transition mechanism. This involves the ionisation of an atom by incident elec

trons and the subsequent transition of electrons from an excited state into the 

ground state. During this relaxation process, X-rays are emitted. These X-rays 

appear in an EDS spectra as characteristic lines which are element specific. Semi- 

quantitative analysis of the elemental composition is possible by calculating the 

integral intensity of the individual EDS lines.

A Philips XL40 SEM microscope with a W filament was used to investigate
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the microstructure. Additionally, a FEI Nova NanoSEM 200 with a field emission 

gun (FEG) was used for high resolution imaging. The acceleration voltage Ua 

was chosen according to the surface features analysed. Both instruments were 

equipped with an Oxford EDS system for semi-quantitative analysis with N as 

the lightest detected element.

3.2.4 Transm ission E lectron M icroscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can be used as a powerful tool for mi- 

crustructural investigations of a variety of materials [149,150].

A conventional transmission electron microscope consists of a condenser lens, 

objective lens and intermediate and projector lenses (see Fig. 3.5).

In a TEM, an electron transparent specimen is illuminated by a parallel elec

tron beam. Imaging contrast arises from several sources, such as mass-thickness 

contrast and diffraction contrast. In crystalline samples, electrons diffracted from 

the lattice planes in the specimen are focused at the back focal plane of the ob

jective lens forming a diffraction pattern (DP). The shape and the corresponding 

d-spacing of this DP give information about the crystal structure, the lattice pa

rameter and the crystallographic orientation. A selected area diffraction pattern 

(SAD) is formed when the diffracting specimen volume is limited by an aperture. 

A bright field image (BF) is obtained by placing the objective aperture to restrict 

imaging to the undiffracted beam. Alternatively, using the diffracted beam for 

imaging, a dark field image (DF) is generated which, similar to the DP, contains 

information about crystal orientation.

In this study, electron transparent coating cross-sections were produced by 

mechanical grinding and polishing of the sample thickness to 30 fim. Subsequently, 

an Ar ion beam milling (GATAN PIPS 691) was used to produce a small hole in the 

coating region with electron transparent areas (thickness <200 nm) on each side 

of the hole. During this process, Cu from the grid that holds the cross-section can 

re-deposit on the surface of the coating. This Cu re-deposit is frequently observed 

in the obtained TEM images (see Chapt. 4 to Chapt. 6).
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Fig. 3.5: Schematic of a TEM apparatus demonstrating the pathway of electrons 
from the specimen to the imaging system

A Philips EM420 TEM microscope, provided at the University of Sheffield, 

with W filament and an acceleration voltage Ua of 120 kV was used to investigate 

thin film microstructure. The instrument was equipped with an ultra-thin Si(Li)- 

EDS detector for semi-quantitative chemical analysis (TEM-EDS). TEM-EDS was 

constrained to detection of O as the lightest element and therefore did not permit 

the analysis of N. Semi-quantitative investigations of the chemical composition 

was performed by a calculation of the integrated line intensities in the TEM-EDS 

spectra and subsequent comparison with an instrument internal standard. The 

experimental error of TEM-EDS strongly depends on the measurement conditions 

during the analysis. This error is estimated to be in a range of a few % and is 

believed to be similar in all measurements as identical measurement conditions 

were used.
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Moreover, a Philips CM-20 STEM microscope, equipped with a W filament 

and an acceleration voltage Ua— 200 kV, was used in conventional TEM mode. 

A JEOL 2010F instrument, at the University of Sheffield, equipped with a FEG 

filament and an acceleration voltage Ua= 2  kV, was utilised for analysis of the oxi

dised specimens. Furthermore, a JEOL 3010, provided at the Hungarian Academy 

of Sciences, with a LaB6 filament, Ua= 300 kW and a GATAN imaging filter for 

high resolution imaging was used for imaging of the lattice fringes.

3.2.5 E lectron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) is a technique that permits the chemical 

analysis of materials from an electron transparent material in a transmission elec

tron microscope (TEM) [149,151,152]. Here, a mono-energetic beam of electrons 

is scanned across the specimen. The electrons in the incident beam interact with 

the core electrons of the specimen material during this process. This interaction 

causes elastic and inelastic scattering of the incident electrons. Elastic scattering 

does not affect the electron energy whereas inelastically scattered electrons lose 

energy. The extent of this energy loss depends on the nature of the specimen 

electrons and their bonding states. The beam of transmitted electrons is then 

passed through a magnetic prism which disperses the electrons according to their 

energy. The electron energy loss is element specific for each transition and can be 

used to identify present elements. EELS permits the detection of light elements 

including N and is therefore a complementary technique to TEM-EDS.

Investigations were carried out in a JEOL 3010 high resolution TEM with a 

GATAN imaging filter at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Electron energy 

filtered elemental distribution maps were acquired with an analytical probe size 

fixed to 0.16 nm. These maps were taken from the N iL-edge, the Cr L2,3-edge and 

the Al iF-edge. It was necessary to use the Al AT-edge for analysis as the Al Z / 2 , 3 -  

edge at 73 eV is superimposed on the Cr M 1 edge at 73.5 eV. Signals arising from 

any Y edges could not be detected suggesting relatively low Y concentrations.
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3.3 M echanical and Tribological Testing

This section shortly introduces the techniques used in this study to investigate 

the mechanical and tribological coating performance.

3.3.1 Ball-C ratering Thickness M easurem ent

The coating thickness A was measured using a ball cratering technique. A rotating 

steel ball, with known radius rr , wears a crater, known as a calotte, through 

the coating revealing the substrate. Wear of the coating is promoted by adding 

diamond slurry to the touching surfaces. Inner and outer diameter rQ and r», 

respectively, of the calotte are measured using an optical microscope. A can then 

be calculated based on the following equation:

r 2 _  r 2
A -  -2 i  (3.7)

rT

The equipment used for analysing the coating thickness was a CSEM Calowear 

machine. The steel ball had a radius rT of 10 mm and a diamond slurry with a 

particle size of 3 \im was used.

3.3.2 Surface R oughness M easurem ent

The surface roughness R a was measured by surface stylus profilometer. The equip

ment used was a TAYLOR-HOBSON Talysurf-120L instrument with a 2 fim  ra

dius diamond stylus. The diamond tip was pulled over the surface with a height 

resolution of 0.005 /un.

3.3.3 A dhesion M easurem ent

Two different methods were used to evaluate the substrate/coating adhesion: (i) 

the scratch test and (ii) the Rockwell C test.
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3.3.3.1 Scratch A dhesion

In the scratch test [153-155], a Rockwell C diamond is drawn over the coated 

specimen surface (see Fig. 3.6). The applied normal force is continuously increased 

until the coating detaches from the substrate. The resulting damage is viewed by 

reflecting light microscopy. The critical load Lc  is defined as the load at which 

the first adhesive failure emerges.

For the scratch test a CSEM REVETEST instrument equipped with a 200 /im  

Rockwell C tip, was used. The force Fn  was subsequently increased with ION/mm.

Load [N/mm]

Velocity (mm/min)

Scratch channel
Rockwell C 
/indentor i

coating removed 
in scratchcontinuous spallation 

along scratch edge
Coating

Substrate

Fig. 3.6: Schematic arrangement of scratch test

3 .3 .3 .2  R ockw ell C (H R c) In dentation

A Rockwell C test [156,157] is carried out in a conventional Rockwell C testing 

machine with a C-type diamond indenter. The indenter is pressed into the coated 

sample. The imprint is afterwards viewed by optical light microscopy and the 

coating surrounding the imprint is searched for cracks and spallation. Depending 

on the degree of cracking and/or spallation of the coating around the indentation, 

the adhesion is categorized with HF1-HF4 acceptable for minor cracking and low 

degree of spallation and HF5-HF6 (unacceptable) for failure of the coating. The 

test is limited to coated samples with a substrate hardness exceeding H R c^  54 

and a maximum coating thickness of A<5 f i m .
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3.3.4 Friction and D ry Sliding W ear M easurem ent

Friction is defined as the resistance to relative motion of bodies in contact [158]. 

The friction coefficient (i can be expressed as the ratio of tangential force Ft 

and normal force Fn  that presses the two surfaces together (see the following 

equation):

Wear, the removal of material from a solid surface, occurs as a result of me

chanical action between two counterparts. The dry sliding wear rate ks can be 

estimated via Archard’s model (see the following equation):

ks =  F ^ i  (3'9)

Here, V r represents the loss in material volume and I the sliding distance.

Sliding wear tests are often conducted on a pin-on-disk tribometer [159]. Dur

ing the test, a stationary ball is pressed on a rotating sample by a normal load Fn . 

The tangential force F t is monitored as a function of sliding distance I. From this, 

ji can be deduced. For the calculation of ks, knowledge of the removed coating 

volume V r is required (see the following equation):

Vr =  2?xRtAt (3.10)

Here, Rt represents the radius of the sliding circle and At the cross-sectional 

area of the wear track.

A CSEM tribometer was used to determine the friction coefficient and the 

wear rate of the coatings. A 6 mm A120 3 sliding ball was used as counterpart. 

The ball was sliding with a linear speed of 10 cm.s-1 , a normal load F n  of 5 N 

and a radius Rt of 10 mm on the coated HSS sample for 1= 200 000 laps. The 

tests were carried out in an environment with a relative humidity H  of 13-34% 

and temperatures T  between 26-32 °C. The cross-sectional area of the wear track
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A t was measured using a Talysurf profilometer 120L (see Sec. 3.3.2).

3.3.5 M icro- and N ano-H ardness, Y oung’s M odulus

Hardness is a measure of the resistance of a material to deformation.

During a hardness measurement, a stylus is forced into the material being 

tested. The ratio between the total load and the projected area or depth of the 

permanent (plastic) indent provides a measure of hardness.

In this study, the hardness was evaluated by two methods: (i) Knoop micro

indentation and (ii) loading-unloading nano-indentation.

3.3.5.1 Knoop Indentation

The Knoop hardness H K  is a hardness measurement technique carried out with a 

Knoop indenter. This indenter has a pyramidal shape with a ratio of the diagonals 

of 1:7 and is commonly used for hardness measurements of coating systems [160].

Static micro-hardness measurements were performed using a Mitutoyo M VK/ 

G1 tester with a Knoop indenter and a constant load F n  of 0.25 N. This normal 

force was applied for 10 s and the long length dind of of the indenter footprint was 

measured by optical microscopy. Prom this, H K 0.025 was calculated according to 

the following equation:

tfK o .025 =  1-451 • (3.11)
ind

3.3.5.2 Nano-Indentation

Dynamic loading-unloading measurements allow insight into the elastic material 

properties [161,162]. During such a measurement the load is stepwise increased 

and the penetration depth is recorded (see Fig. 3.7(a)). This causes plastic and 

elastic deformation. The hardness H it  is then calculated from the maximum 

applied force FN,max and the projected contact area Ap at the indentation depth 

hc where the indenter has a maximum contact (see Fig. 3.7(b) for schematic of 

indent geometry):
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Fig. 3.7: Load-displacement curve obtained by nano-indentation with schematic 
of resulting indent

H it  =  (3.12)
Ap

Hit  is independent of the substrate material when hc is smaller than 10% of 

the coating thickness [161].

The Young’s modulus E  can be calculated by fitting the upper part of the 

unloading data with a power law relation after the Oliver & Pharr method [161] 

to obtain the reduced modulus Er. Assuming, Poisson’s ratio v  and V{nij of coating 

and indenter, respectively, and Young’s modulus Eind of the indenter are known, 

E  can be calculated according to following equation:

E  =  (1 -  v 2) ■ E in i~ ^ ~ ”‘*n i ) ' Er (3.13)
E r  •  E {nd

Dynamic loading-unloading experiments were performed with a CSM Nanoin- 

denter equipped with a Berkovich type diamond tip. Analysis was performed using 

one loading-unloading cycle with a load FN)Tnax=  50 mN and the loading time of 

60 s. When indenting CrAlYN/CrN, typical indentation depths were of the order 

of 300 nm which was well below the recommended 10% rule for maximum inden

tation depth [161]. As the Poisson’s ratio for the examined CrAlYN/CrN coatings 

is unknown, a value of 0.3 was estimated for all samples.
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3.3.6 D ry H igh Speed M illing

Dry high speed milling tests are q quick way to test the coatings in a real ap

plication environment. Such tests were performed in a MAZAK FJV-25 indus

trial cutting machine. 8  mm nose balled cemented carbide endmills were used 

for machining A2 steel with a hardness of 58 HRC in dry conditions using the 

following parameters: cutting speed 385 m/min, axial cutting depth 3.8 mm, 

stepover/radial cutting depth 0.4 mm and feed rate per tooth 0.05 mm /tooth. 

The end of tool life was defined by a 10% increase in cutting force.

3.4 Oxidation Texting

The oxidation performance of the coating was accessed using different techniques 

which will be introduced in the following.

3.4.1 Therm ogravim etric A nalysis

The high temperature oxidation behaviour of a material was determined by means 

of thermogravimetric (TG) analysis. In these TG measurements, the weight gain 

of a specimen under heating is recorded as a function of temperature. This allows 

determination of the extent of weight gain and the onset temperature of rapid 

oxidation (temperature at which weight gain increases rapidly).

TG measurements were carried out in a SETARAM Setsys 16/18 thermobal

ance. The tested specimen was heated up to 400°C with a ramp of 30°C/min. 

Further heating was carried out up to 1000°C with a rate of l°C/m in. Tests were 

performed in dry air with a flow rate of 12.5 mL/min. After reaching the final 

temperature, the samples were cooled down inside the furnace in flowing air.

3.4.2 Isotherm al O xidation A nalysis

Isothermal Oxidation tests were carried out in a Lenton Ltd. furnace. The samples 

were subjected to a heat-treatment in laboratory air at various temperatures and
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exposure durations. The furnace was pre-heated to the required temperatures, 

then the samples were introduced. After the corresponding holding-time, the 

samples were removed from the furnace and cooled down in laboratory air. Short

term oxidation was carried for 1 h with temperatures in a range of 850° to 1000°C. 

Additionally, long-term tests were conducted at 850°C for up to 100 h.
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CH A PTER 4

Influence of the Substrate  

Etching Pre-Treatm ent on the  

Coating M icrostructrue and 

Performance

Excellent substrate/coating adhesion is one of the key requirements for good func

tionality of the composite system in application. It is therefore required to engi

neer the substrate/coating interface in such a way that it provides high adhesion. 

One way to alter the interface structure is by bombarding the substrate surface 

with a flux of metallic ions. This treatment, the so called metal ion etching sub

strate pre-treatment, can forcefully remove contaminants from the surface and 

affect the growth structure of the subsequently deposited films. It is assumed 

that the effectiveness of the etching step is governed by the PVD technique used 

to pre-treat the substrate.

This chapter examines the influence of a HIPIMS pre-treatment on the inter

face structure and compares the generated morphology to one which forms after 

a conventional CA metal ion etching. Some selected mechanical properties will
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also be investigated. A description of the experimental set-up and the employed 

process parameters for the pre-treatment step is given in Sec. 3.1.

4.1 M icrostructural Characterisation

4.1.1 SEM  A nalysis

The visual appearance of the coating surface was examined by SEM analysis (see 

Sec. 3.2.3). Fig. 4.1 compares the surface morphology of CrAlYN/CrN coatings 

with a previous HIPIMS and a CA pre-treatment.

(a) HIPIMS pre-treated CrAlYN/CrN (b) Zoom of HIPIMS pre-treated
CrAlYN/CrN given in (a)

(c) CA pre-treated CrAlYN/CrN (d) Zoom of CA pre-treated CrAlYN/CrN
given in (b)

Fig. 4.1: SEM micrographs of CrAlYN/CrN pre-treated by (a), (b) HIPIMS and 
(c), (d) CA: The HIPIMS pre-treated specimen is nearly free of macro-particle 
induced growth defects
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The specimen with HIPIMS pre-treatment reveals a smooth surface with only 

very few growth defects being present with a maximum size of ~1.6 /mi. Defects 

with a diameter of > l//m  emerge with a density of 2.5xl0- 3/mi-2. The austenitic 

granular structure of the 304 stainless steel substrate material can be clearly ob

served. The surface roughness R a of the film (see Fig. 4.2), evaluated using a stylus 

measurement technique (see Sec. 3.3.2), is measured to be 0.043 fim. The coat

ing can therefore be characterised as nearly free of macro-particle induced growth 

defects. Present defects can be generated by arcing on the target during the pre

treatment step [163] or by the presence of contamination in the vacuum chamber. 

The visibility of the stainless steel structure may be due to preferential sputtering 

of the some grains during the high energetic HIPIMS ion bombardment [164].

The surface of the CA pre-treated sample, in contrast, is completely covered 

with growth-defects with a size up to 5 /mi. The generation of these defects 

is induced by macro-particles ejected from the target during the pre-treatment 

step [57,58,165,166]. The density of growth defects with a diameter exceeding

0.07 

0.06 

0.05 

■g 0.04
,=L
cc 0.03 

0.02 

0.01 

0.00

Fig. 4.2: Surface roughness R a of CrAlYN/CrN with Cr HIPIMS and CA pre
treatment

HIPIMS
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1 fim is calculated to be 32.5xl0-3//m-2 and therefore one order of magnitude 

higher than after HIPIMS treatment. In consequence, R a is measured to be 

0.53 fim and is therefore significantly higher than in the coating with HIPIMS 

pre-treatment.

It can be concluded that the HIPIMS pre-treatment generates growth-defect 

free and smooth coatings.

4.1.2 TEM  A nalysis

Cross-sectional TEM studies (see Sec. 3.2.4) permit the investigation of the sub

strate/coating interface. Fig. 4.3 shows BF-TEM micrographs of CrAlYN/CrN  

with a HIPIMS and CA pre-treated interface. The HIPIMS pre-treatment re

sults in a sharp and clean interface without foreign or amorphous phases (see 

Fig. 4.3(a)). A dark line situated directly below the interface and may arise from 

lattice strains in the substrate. HIPIMS metal ion implantation into steel sub

strates is reported for particle bombardment (£/*>= 600 V to 1000 V) by Cr and Nb 

ions [51,71]. There, implantation of the metal ions into a depth of 5-15 nm causes 

lattice distortion and irradiation damage. It is believed that similar lattice strains 

are induced by particle bombardment at Ub= -500 V due to the implantation of 

metal ions into the top surface layers of the substrate and, as a consequence, lead 

to the observation of a stress band in the BF-TEM micrograph.

In contrast to the HIPIMS pre-treated interface, the arc pre-treated interface 

appears more diffuse (Fig. 4.3(b)). In a few areas a thin layer with a fine grain 

structure, indicated by the arrow, can be observed. This suggests either the 

incomplete removal of the surface oxides, the deposition of a thin layer or the 

formation of a heavily distorted surface region as a result of radiation induced 

damage during the CA etching step.

Extensive TEM studies show that CA interfaces with Cr etch are highly clean 

and subsequently grown films have dense interfaces [75]. Treatment in a HIPIMS 

and CA plasma are both characterised by intense ion bombardment which, in turn, 

leads to interface with ion implantation. This structure represents essentially a



(a) HIPIMS pre-treated interface

(b) CA pre-treated interface

Fig. 4.3: BF-TEM micrographs of the substrate/base layer interface of
CrAlYN/CrN after (a) HIPIMS and (b) CA pre-treatment

similarity between these techniques.

In the following, the crystallographic growth on a poly crystalline substrate 

material after HIPIMS pre-treatment is examined in detail. SAD patterns can give 

information about the crystallographic orientation of the substrate and coating 

crystals. Patterns are taken from different positions at the substrate/coating 

interface and analysed regarding the position of the individual diffraction spots 

and a possible alignment of the spots relating to the substrate and coating crystals. 

The crystallographic orientation relationship between the substrate and base
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CrAIN

CrAIN

CrAIN

(a) Substrate/base layer interface with epitaxial growth relation

2ii»Fe

CrAIN 
1 1 l '  CrAIN

-220( P, (| CrAIN 
Fe • -  2,1

(b) Substrate/base layer interface with axiotaxial growth relation

Fig. 4.4: BF-TEM micrographs and corresponding SAD pattern of HIPIMS-pre- 
treated CrA1YN/ CrN with (a) epitaxial growth relation and (b) axiotaxial growth 
relation. The analysis was performed on two different substrate crystals of the 
same specimen

layer crystals after HIPIMS etching is analysed in Fig. 4.4. A BF-TEM micro

graph of the HIPIMS pre-treated film with corresponding SAD pattern from the 

interface is given in Fig. 4.4(a). The BF-TEM image shows a substrate crystal 

with individual columns of the CrAIN base layer. The columnar growth of CrAIN 

is mainly governed by the energy of ion bombardment (E/&= -75 V) during the 

deposition step and is characterised as a separate entity in Sec. 5.1. The SAD
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pattern is taken with the electron beam aligned along the [ll2] zone axis. Two 

sets of reflections, indexed as diffraction spots from the (111), (220) and (311) 

planes, are visible with spots at a larger distance corresponding to reflections of 

the substrate crystal and those at a shorter distance to the CrAIN crystals. Reflec

tions with identical (hkl) indices are mutually aligned, which is typically observed 

in hetero-epitaxially grown structures with lattice mismatch between the individ

ual materials. Hetero-epixatial growth is also referred to as cube-on-cube epitaxy 

where the crystalline and clean substrate surface serves as a template for the nu- 

cleation of the base layer and the growing CrAIN crystals adopt lattice structure 

and orientation of the substrate crystal [167].

A second type of orientation relationship is identified in Fig. 4.4(b) where a 

BF-TEM micrograph and the corresponding SAD pattern of the HIPIMS pre

treated specimen are given. The SAD pattern is taken with the [001] zone axis of 

the substrate crystal aligned parallel to the incident beam. The (220) reflections 

of the substrate are visibly in mutual alignment with the (220) reflections of the 

CrAIN crystals, as indicated by a circle, signifying alignment of the (220) planes 

in both materials. The (111) substrate reflections are not visible in the SAD 

pattern because they are forbidden reflections when aligning the beam along the 

[001] axis. The (111) reflections of CrAIN, however, are obvious in addition to the 

(220) CrAIN spots, giving a clear indication that the (111) planes of substrate and 

CrAIN are not aligned with each other. The SAD pattern with mutual alignment 

of diffraction spots on one axis attests that the atoms in the CrAIN crystals 

are oriented in only a single direction with the substrate atoms. The coating 

lattice planes are additionally tilted at a strong angle to the substrate lattice 

planes to minimise the difference in lattice spacing. This relation is referred 

to as axiotaxy [167]. The HIPIMS pre-treatment may cause both epitaxial and 

axiotaxial growth on large areas of the substrate surface.

High resolution BF-TEM imaging resolves the interface region on an atomic 

level (see Fig. 4.5). The phase contrast images reveal the clearly ordered atomic 

columns of substrate and base layer in close atomic registry between the individual
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CrAIN 111

f e e F e  1 1 1

(b)

Fig. 4.5: BF-TEM micrographs of the lattice planes of a HIPIMS pre-treated 
interface with (a) BF-TEM micrograph and (b) zoom of the image presented in 
(a) (arrows mark the (1 1 1 ) lattice planes in substrate and coating)

lattices with the (1 1 1 ) planes of the substrate merging smoothly into the (1 1 1 ) 

planes of the CrAIN baselayer. The interface region appears to be crystalline and
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Multilayers

Baselayer

Substrate

Fig. 4.6: BF-TEM micrograph of CrAIN with epitaxial growth on a large area of 
the substrate surface. The epitaxial growtt of the base layer merges into a growth 
structure governed by the process parameters

fully dense without misfit dislocations, amorphous regions or accumulation of gas 

atoms in form of bubbles. The atomic planes of base layer and the underlying 

substrate crystal seem to be in direct contact with each other. It is anticipated 

that the present interface structure provides strong adhesive bonding due to the 

formation of strong chemical forces, such as metallic, ionic or covalent bonds.

The crystallographic orientation between individual substrate crystals and the 

CrAIN base layer grains was investigated on various substrate grains analysing 

large substrate areas. Fig. 4.6 shows a BF-TEM micrograph of CrAIN with uni

form diffraction contrast directly adjacent to the interface, implying local epitaxy 

of the base layer on a large analysed area of more than 2  gm of the substrate crys

tal. Epitaxial growth is expected to be localised on the whole substrate crystal 

and to only change at the grain boundaries, depending on the orientation of the 

substrate grain.

Up to this point, a detailed examination of the effect of HIPIMS substrate 

pre-treatment on the appearance of the interface structure was given. As the 

relationship between a CA etching pre-treatment and the growth of subsequently 

sputtered thin films is already well established [72,74,168], this case will not 

be considered in detail. The Cr CA pre-treated interfaces, in general, provide 

a high degree of epitaxial growth which is comparable to that obtained on the
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investigated Cr pre-treated HIPIMS interfaces. As a result of this examination, it 

can be concluded that both HIPIMS and CA pre-treatment with Cr ions generate 

interfaces on which highly epitaxial films can be grown. The interface structure of 

these films are comparable in nature, however, the HIPIMS pre-treatment permits 

to overcome the limitation of macro-particle ejection.

Axiotaxic/epitatiac growth be may a characteristic in sputtered films which 

are deposited after HIPIMS substrate pre-treatment. A similar cystallographic 

relationship could be shown in CrN films on both 7 -TiAl and SS steel substrates 

after pre-treatment in a Cr or Nb HIPIMS plasma [71,77,169].

4.2 Influence of the Interface Structure on the  

M echanical Properties

The macroscopic behaviour of thin films is often strongly governed by the micro

scopic film architecture. Investigations of the mechanical behaviour, according 

to the testing techniques described in Sec. 3.2, reveal that many properties, such 

as hardness H it = 35 GPa and residual stress cr= -3.3 GPa, are independent of 

the pre-treatment technology. Important aspects for coating performance though, 

namely adhesion, friction and wear, are significantly ruled by the pre-treatment 

method. A more complete characterisation of the film performance of HIPIMS 

pre-treated CrAlYN/CrN is given at a later stage in Chapt. 5.

4.2.1 A dhesion

The adhesion of a thin film is considered to be determined by the chemical and 

physical properties of the substrate/coating interface. Fig. 4.7 compares the adhe

sive behaviour between HIPIMS and CA pre-treated CrAlYN/CrN. The coating 

adhesion increases strongly from Lc=  55 N to 61 N when the pre-treatment step 

is performed by HIPIMS.

The bonding strength between substrate and coating depends strongly on the
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Fig. 4.7: Critical load value Lq of CrAlYN/CrN with Cr HIPIMS and CA pre
treatment

interface structure [75]. Coatings pre-treated by conventional Ar etching, for 

example, with highly strained and voided interfaces are clearly inferior in their 

adhesion compared to CA etched coatings with their clean and dense interfaces 

and a local epitaxial structure [75]. The present study can show that HIPIMS in

terfaces have a similar nature to those observed after CA pre-treatment [74]. Both 

techniques provide the base for local epitaxial growth on large substrate surface 

areas. These epitaxial structures provide a strong bonding and, in turn, enhance 

the substrate/coating adhesion. The adhesion measurements (see Fig. 4.7) ad

ditionally indicate that the implementation of HIPIMS can further improve the 

bonding property of the coating. The HIPIMS pre-treated film benefits from the 

contamination-free interface with direct contact of substrate and base layer atoms 

in atomic registry. These characteristics promote a high bonding strength and 

result in films with excellent adhesive properties.

HIPIMS
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4.2.2 Tribological A nalysis

The friction behaviour of CrA1YN/ CrN was analysed by a pin-on-disk wear test 

(see Sec. 3.3.4). Fig. 4.8 compares the friction curves obtained from nanascale mul

tilayered CrA1YN/ CrN with CA and HIPIMS pre-treatment when sliding against 

an AI2O3 counterpart. Both curves remain at a stable level up to very high sliding 

distances of 200,000 laps. The performance in dry sliding, however, differs remark

ably with a friction coefficient fi=  0.62 in the CA pre-treated specimen compared 

to //=  0.43 when implementing HIPIMS pre-treatment. A comparison of the wear 

coefficients (see Fig. 4.9(a)) clearly shows that the the wear of the nanoscale multi

layer coating is in a similar range with ks at about 2x l0 -16 m3N - 1m-1 . The wear 

rate kcp  of the AI2O3 counterpart are by two orders of magnitude higher with 

2xl0 -14 m3N - 1m -1  (see Fig. 4.9(b)). In TiN coatings, friction and wear both de

crease with decreasing surface roughness when sliding against AI2O3 [170,171]. In 

CrAlYN/CrN, it is assumed that the smoother surface of the HIPIMS pre-treated 

coating causes reduced wear of the alumina ball and thus brings less debris into 

the sliding contact. This, in turn, may give rise to lower friction. Thus CA pre

treated Cr A1YN/ CrN is outperformed by a similar coating with HIPIMS substrate 

surface etching pre-treatment.
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Fig. 4.8: (a) Friction coefficient f i  of CrAlYN/CrN with Cr HIPIMS and CA pre
treatment as a function of sliding distance I and (b) average friction coefficient //, 
evaluated after sliding against a AI2O3 counterpart
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Fig. 4.9: (a) Sliding wear coefficient ks of the coating and (b) Sliding wear co
efficient kcp  of CrAlYN/CrN after sliding against AI2O3
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4.3 Chapter Summary

Substrate surface pre-treatment in a Cr/A r HIPIMS plasma generates films which 

have smooth surfaces and are free of macro-article induced growth defects. The 

ion bombardment during the etching step effectively cleans the substrate surface 

and removes contaminations. Subsequently grown films can nucleate in a local 

epitaxy or axiotaxy directly on the atomically clean surface and form high den

sity interfaces providing high adhesive bonding strength between the base layer 

columns and the underlying substrate grains. Local epitaxial growth can be pre

served on a large scale on areas of several fim  in length. CrAlYN/CrN coatings 

with HIPIMS pre-treatment are superior to those with CA pre-treatment with 

enhanced adhesion, reduced surface roughness and remarkably lower friction co

efficient. The supremacy of the HIPIMPS pre-treatment can be associated to the 

complete removal of surface contamination which may compromise the adhesive 

bonding strength of CA pe-treated samples as well as the absence of macro-particle 

induced growth defects which are detrimental for the friction behaviour when re

moved from the thin film.

In summary, a HIPIMS substrate etching pre-treatment prior to coating depo

sition generates highly dense and defect-free thin films with superior mechanical 

properties when compared to a CA pre-treatment.
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C H A PTER 5

Developm ent o f a Novel 

C rA lY N /C rN  Coating

5.1 Influence of Energetic Particle Bom bardm ent 

on the M icrostructure and M echanical Prop

erties

It was previously shown that the deposition conditions during thin film growth 

have a pronounced effect on the microstructure and the subsequently arising prop

erties (see Sec. 2.3). One such deposition parameter affecting the growth structure 

is the energy of the ions bombarding the growing film. It is is possible to relate 

this energy directly to the substrate bias voltage £ 4  applied to the substrate when 

all other process parameters are kept constant [6 6 ].

In the following, the effect of the substrate bias voltage Uj, in a range of -75 V 

to -150 V on microstructure, mechanical and tribological performance of novel 

CrAlYN/CrN nanoscale multilayer coatings is described. The deposition condi

tions for these coatings are described in Sec. 3.1.
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5.1.1 SN M S A nalysis

Coating composition was analysed by SNMS depth profiling (see Sec. 3.2.1). 

Fig. 5.1 shows a typical depth profile, here obtained from CrAlYN/CrN grown 

at Ub= -75 V. Three distinct zones can be distinguished. The CrAlYN/CrN is 

characterised by high atomic fractions of Cr (~28.7at%), A1 (~31.5at%) and N 

(~38.1at%) (see Fig. 5.1(a)). Additionally, low concentrations of Y (~0.5at%) 

and contaminations of 0  (<0.9at%) are found (see Fig. 5.1(b)). The composi

tion of the Y-free CrAIN base layer was determined from an individual sample 

which only comprised the base layer. The CrAIN base layer is represented by a 

slight enrichment in A1 (~44.6at%) and a reduction in both Cr (~31.3at%) and 

N (~31.3at%) (see Fig. 5.2). The substrate region is distinguished by the appear

ance of Fe and Ni in the profile and a decrease in signals related to the coating 

elements. Due to the characteristics of the SNMS technique, the transition be

tween these zones is gradual and does not mirror the presumably sharp interaces 

of the individual zones. The SNMS studies clearly reveal the non-stoichiometry 

of both the coating and the base layer with an excess in metal component.

Analysis of the chemical composition in all investigated specimens (see Fig. 5.3) 

reveals that the coatings consist of 27.7±1.4 at% Cr, 30.8±1.6 at% Al, a low Y of 

0.5±0.1 at% and a N content of 40.0±3.0 at%. It can be shown that the composi

tion is constant within the experimental error when analysed in [/& between -75 V  

and -150 V. CrN* [100], in contrast, depletes by ~2.8at% in N and Tii.^Al^N [93] 

diminishes by ~2.3at% in Al when investigated in a similar range of analysed bias 

voltages. In these cases, preferred re-sputtering of the light element N or Al was 

found responsible for variations in chemical composition. The error in the mea

surement of the chemical composition of Cr A1YN/ CrN prevents the determination 

of a similar effect in this material.
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5.1.2 X R D  A nalysis

Phase analysis was carried out by XRD measurements in <9/2 (9-geometry (see 

Sec. 3.2 .2 .2 ).

Fig. 5.4 represents a scan of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -75 V. Only one 

set of reflections is present signifying a single-phase NaCl B 1 fee lattice structure 

for CrAlYN/CrN. Individual peaks for fcc-CrN (JCPCD 76-2494, listed in the 

database [141]) and fee-AIN (JCPCD 25-1495) are not found. Reflections are la

belled according to their corresponding crystal lattice plane. Peaks labels ’S’ refer 

to reflections contributed from the 304 stainless steel (SS) substrate material. Al

though the chemical analysis demonstrates that the coating is non-stoichiometric 

with an excess in metal (see Fig. 5.3), no other phases, such as Cr2N (JCPCD 

35-0803) or hep-AIN (JCPCD 25-1133), are evident by XRD. This is in good 

agreement with literature. CrN^ thin films with similar metal/N ratio were found 

to consist of single phase CrNx [118]. hep-AIN is not found indicating an Al 

concentration in the CrAlYN layers either below the maximum theoretical solu-

900
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Fig. 5.4: (9/2(9-XRD scan of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at £/&= -75 V with
peak positions of standard CrN, fcc-AIN, Cr2N and hcp-AIN from the JCPCD 
database [141]
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bility of ~77.2at% Al in a CrN lattice structure [115] or may be forced into the 

fcc-lattice of the nanolayer structure.

A comparison of the obtained (9/20-X R D  diffractograms is shown in Fig. 5.5. 

All scans reveal a similar pattern of reflections as described above signifying a fee 

single phase lattice structure for CrAlYN/ CrN deposited in a range of Ub between 

-75 V and -150 V. Satellite peaks (see insert in Fig. 5.5(a)) due to a well defined 

multilayer structure are absent in coatings deposited at low I/&. Such satellite 

peaks of the (111) reflection, in contrast, are present when deposition was carried 

out at Ub> -120 V (see insert in Fig. 5.5(c)). The presence of high order satellite 

peaks is usually attributed to a reduced interface roughness between the individual 

layers [172].

The unstressed lattice parameter do of CrAlYN/CrN, which gives an average 

lattice parameter in the combined CrN and CrAlYN layers, determined by GA- 

XRD (see Sec. 3.2.2.5), is calculated to be 0.415 nmiO.OOl nm and is not affected 

by the applied Ub during deposition. This value is slightly higher than those in sin

gle phase fcc-CrN (JCPCD 76-2494) with ao,crN= 0.414 nm and fcc-AIN (JCPCD 

25-1495) with do,Aiiv= 0.412 nm, respectively, ao was also larger than observed in 

stoichiometric arc-deposited CrAIN with ao)c rAiN= 0.413 nm and similar Cr/Al 

ratio [114]. A comparison with a theoretical lattice parameter ao,t, which can be 

calculated from the weighted fraction of the individual components CrN, fcc-AIN 

and YN according to Vegard’s law [173], is not possible. Prediction of do,t of 

CrAlYN/CrN would assume the knowledge of do of compounds with similar sub

stoichiometry. Discrepancies between lattice parameters found by experiment and 

JCPCD standards may be related to the non-stoichiometry of CrAlYN/CrN. It 

is well known that the solid solution lattice parameter do of fcc-materials is a 

function of chemical composition [116,121]. A constant d0 for CrAlYN/CrN in 

the investigated Ub range indicates a stable and constant chemical composition. 

This is in good agreement with the results obtained by SNMS (see Fig. 5.3).

XRD analysis reveals that both the chemical and the phase composition of 

CrAlYN/CrN are independent of variations in Ub in the range of -75 V  to -150 V.
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5.1.3 T exture A nalysis

Texture factors were determined by (9 /2 (9-XRD analysis (see Sec. 3.2.2.3) and 

are compared in Fig. 5.6. A strong (110) fibre texture with a texture coeffi

cient T(22o)=  4.89 is observed in CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -75 V. A mixed 

(110)/(111) texture occurs when increasing Ub to -95 V with T̂ 220̂ = 1.12 and 

7 (in )=  4.91. Increasing Ub further to -120 V intensified the (111) texture with 

T(* n )=  5.62.

The texture evolution in nitride coatings is often explained in terms of a surface 

energy model [174,175]. This model proposes that low surface energy crystal 

planes align normal to the growth direction if the surface energy is minimised. 

The lowest surface energy planes in Bl-fcc structures are the (100) plane, followed 

by (110) and (111) with the next higher energies [175]. In case of CrAlYN/CrN 

grown at Ub= -75 V, in contrast, the (110) texture is dominant. The growth of 

CrA1YN/ CrN grown at Ub= -75 V is therforne not governed by the surface energy 

as driving force. A different model [176] explains the growth of (110) textures by 

the incorporation of tetrahedrally located dumb-bell N2 molecules along the [220] 

direction of the lattice. This model is also assumed to be valid in TiAlN/CrN, 

TiAlN/VN and CrN [177]. In highly stressed coatings, the strain energy model is 

often applied to explain the texture development [178]. In this model, the lowest 

strain energy becomes the major driving force in determining the preferred growth 

orientation [178]. In this case, the lattice plane whose elastic modulus is minimum 

will be oriented parallel to the surface. In Bl-fcc structures, this corresponds to 

the (111) plane. It is therefore likely that (111) texture in CrAlYN/CrN films 

deposited at higher Ub< -95 V is controlled by the strain energy.

5.1.4 SEM  A nalysis

The surface topography of CrAlYN/CrN was studied by SEM with results shown 

in Fig. 5.7. When depositing CrAlYN/CrN at low Ub= -75 V, a rough surface 

topography with cellular features is found (see Fig. 5.7(a)). This surface morphol

ogy is presumably attributed to columnar growth structures with dome-shaped
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column tops. The cell boundaries form a network of valleys which may arise from 

the so-called ’shadowing effect’ (see Sec. 2.3) during the growth process. Simi

lar structures are commonly observed in columnar PVD coatings grown at low 

Ub [179,180].

At Ub=  -95 V, the coating surface becomes smoother with a network of inter

connected cells. This morphology suggests a structure which is grown in conditions 

of energetic ion bombardment which is not high enough to completely eliminate 

shadowing effects . The surface topology of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub>  -120 V  

(see Fig. 5.7(c) and 5.7(d)) demonstrates a very flat surface with 2-dimensional 

equiaxial cells. Evidence for shadowing effects are not found. This morphology 

indicates an erosion-like effect due to re-sputtering as well as coating densification 

during the high-energy bombardment. A decreased coating roughness R a as a 

result of an increase in Ub and, hense, in energetic particle bombardment were 

previously reported in CrN [100], TiAIN [180] and ZrAIN [179]. These data are 

in agreement with the results found in CrAlYN/CrN.

5.1.5 TEM  A nalysis

The effect of ion bombardment on the microstructure of CrAlYN/CrN deposited 

at different Ub was investigated by TEM analysis with (see Sec. 3.2.4). An overview 

of the coating cross-sections including corresponding SAD pattern is given in 

Fig. 5.8.
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Fig. 5.9 shows details of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -75 V. Base layer 

and coating are poly crystalline with a columnar morphology. There are domains 

in which the columns of the multilayer are continuations of the base layer crys

tals. Columns grow in a competitive manner up to the column tops and exhibit 

dome-shaped column tops (see Fig. 5.10) and are responsible for the the surface 

morphology observed by SEM (see Fig. 5.7(a)). Voids and under-dense areas are 

present at the column boundaries (see Fig. 5.11). The presence of these low den

sity zones can be related to atomic shadowing processes occurring in films which 

are prepared by low energetic ion bombardment [6 6 ]. The ion bombardment pro

vided by Ub= -75 V is not sufficiently high to densify the CrAlYN/CrN film and 

generates a structure which can be associated with a zone T structure in Messier’s 

SZM [6 6 ].

SAD patterns were taken from different positions of the film cross-section (not 

shown). The mutual alignment of the diffraction spots of the CrAIN base layer 

and the underlying substrate crystal identify coating growth in local epitaxy or

Substrate

Fig. 5.9: BF-TEM micrograph of the CrAIN base layer region in CrAlYN/CrN 
deposited at Ub= -75 V  (Arrows indicate the presence of voids and under-dense 
areas)
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Fig. 5.10: BF-TEM micrograph of the upper part of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
Ub= -75 V  with under-dense column boundaries and dome-shaped column tops 
(Arrows indicate the presence of voids and under-dense areas)

Fig. 5.11: BF-TEM micrograph of the curved nanolayers with under-dense column 
boundaries in CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -75 V  (Arrows indicate low density 
regions at the column boundaries)
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axiotaxy which is mainly governed by the orientation of the substrate crystal (see 

Sec. 4.1.2). The initial orientation gradually turns into an orientation determined 

by the deposition parameter Ub. The SAD pattern obtained across the coating 

section (see insert in Fig. 5.8(a)) indicates the development of the (220) texture. 

This is in good agreement with the results obtained by (9/2<9-XRD investigation 

(see Fig. 5.5(a)).

In CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -95 V (see Fig. 5.8(b)), the base layer and 

coating are both polycrystalline columnar. The base layer columns continuously 

grow into the nanolayer region (see Fig. 5.12). The column boundaries are dense 

and free of inter-columnar voids. The nanolayers (see Fig. 5.13) are grown slightly 

convex evolving into dome-shaped column tops (see Fig. 5.8(b)). Bombardment 

with higher energetic particles causes the observed coating densification and elim

inates inter-columnar voids. The emerging morphology may be classified as a 

zone 2  structure according to Messier’s SZM [6 6 ].

Analysis of the SAD pattern (not shown) reveals local axiotaxic or epitactic 

growth of the base layer on large substrate surface areas with an increased lateral

Substrate

Fig. 5.12: BF-TEM micrograph of the CrAIN base layer region in CrAlYN/CrN 
deposited at Ub= -95 V  with dense column boundaries
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Fig. 5.13: BF-TEM micrograph of the slightly curved nanolayers in CrAlYN/CrN 
deposited at Uj,= -95 V  with dense column boundaries

extent of the epitaxial growth compared to the base layer growth at Ub— -75 V. 

The SAD pattern taken from the middle of the coating, containing both diffraction 

spots from substrate and coating, suggest a (1 1 1 ) crystallographic orientation 

(see insert in Fig. 5.8(b)). This is in good agreement with the XRD results and 

indicates a transition in growth mechanism energy according to the strain energy 

model [175].

As Ub during deposition is increased to -120 V, a change in microstructure 

becomes obvious (see Fig. 5.8(c)). The base layer contains both columnnar as well 

as large single crystal domains whith strongly pronounced epitaxial growth (see 

Fig. 5.14). A BF-TEM image of the interface with the corresponding SAD pattern 

(see Fig. 5.15) in a selected single crystal CrAIN clearly reveals the alignment of 

diffraction spots and identifies an epitaxial growth relationship between substrate 

and CrAIN. The nanoscale multilayer (see Fig. 5.16) grows in dense, columnar 

morphology. The layers are nearly parallel to the interface with only a minimal 

curvature. The individual columns are large with nearly flat column tops. An 

indication for increased column sizes is also given by the sharp and well defined
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Fig. 5.14: BF-TEM micrograph of the CrAIN base layer in CrAlYN/CrN de
posited at Ub= -120 V: CrAIN grown on substrate grain 1 reveals single crystalline 
growth whereas CrAIN grown on substrate grain 2 grows in a polycrystalline struc
ture

F e

200 220

Fig. 5.15: BF-TEM micrograph of the single crystalline CrAIN base layer de
posited at Ub= -120 V with the corresponding SAD pattern of the substrate/base 
layer interface indicating local epitaxial growth
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Fig. 5.16: BF-TEM micrograph of the nanolayers of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
Ub= -120 V: The nanolayers are curvature-free and the column boundaries are 
dense

diffraction peaks in the (9/2(9-XRD scan (see Fig. 5.5(c)). The dense and void- 

free coating morphology compares to a zone 2 structure in Messier’s SZM [6 6 ] and 

is obtained by high energetic ion bombardment.

When applying Ub= -150 V, a mixed coating structure with either columnar 

domains (see Fig. 5.8(d)) or single crystalline domains (see Fig. 5.8(e)) is found. 

The CrAIN base layer grains grow with high quality epitaxy fitting to the size and 

orientation of the local substrate crystal (see Fig. 5.17). In the columnar domains, 

these base layer grains continue growth into a polycrystalline multilayer with 

(111) preferential orientation which is governed by Ub (see insert in Fig. 5.8(d)). 

New crystals, also with (111) orientation, may grow as a result of repeated, ion 

bombardment induced re-nucleation (see Fig. 5.18). Re-nucleation points are 

found at various positions over the whole film thickness. In the single crystalline 

domains, in contrast, the coating grows as a single crystal from the interface 

(see Fig. 5.8(e)). Re-nucleation does not take place at a higher thickness. The 

original orientation of base layer at the substrate/base layer interface is preserved 

and governed only by the alignment of the substrate crystal (see SAD pattern
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Fig. 5.17: BF-TEM micrograph of the single crystalline CrAIN base layer region 
in CrAlYN/CrN deposited at E/&= -150 V  transforming into a single crystalline 
multilayer structure

Fig. 5.18: BF-TEM micrograph of the upper part of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
Ub— -150 V: Re-nuclation takes place with the growth of new crystals at a higher 
coating thickness (Arrows indicate re-nucleation points)

in Fig. 5.8(e)). The nanoscale layers (see Fig. 5.19) are curvature-free, clearly 

defined with sharp interfaces. These structures are found independently of the 

single or polycrystalline growth character of the coating and give strong evidence 

for high coating densification due to energetic particle bombardment.
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Fig. 5.19: BF-TEM micrograph of the nanolayers in two different columns of 
CrAlYN/CrN deposited at U b =  -150 V : The boundaries are highly dense and the 
nanolayers are curvature-free

The texture analysis (see Fig. 5.6(a)) reveals a slight decrease in T*in  ̂ when 

increasing Ub from -120 V to -150 V. The TEM additionally shows the presence 

of single crystal grains which grow accordingly to the crystallographic orientation 

of the substrate grain (see Fig. 5.8(e)). It is believed that these single crystal 

domains with rather random orientation contribute to the slight decrease in T*n i ) 

found in CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -150 V.

To conclude, the film microstructure of CrAlYN/CrN is found to be highly 

affected by changing the ion energy during deposition by applying Ub. Tab. 5.1 

directly summarises these results as function of Ub■

The ball-cratering thickness test (see Sec. 3.3.1) gives a measure of the coating 

thickness A which linearly decreases from 5.3 gm to 4.1 \im as Ub is increased 

(see Fig. 5.20). This reduction in coating thickness can be related to the observed 

coating densification as well as increased re-sputtering of atoms already deposited 

at the substrate. These results are in well agreement with those obtained from 

cross-sectional TEM investigations (see Fig. 5.8) which confirm thinner coatings 

when deposition takes place at high Ub.
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Tab. 5.1: Microstructure and texture of CrAlYN/CrN as function of substrate 
bias Ub

B ase  layer -75 V -95 V -120 V  -150 V
M icrostructure poly

crystalline
columnar

poly
crystalline 

columnar +  
single 

crystalline
voided void-free

C oating -75 V -95 V  -120 V -150 V
M icrostructure poly

crystalline,
columnar,

dome-shaped

poly
crystalline, 
columnar +  

single 
crystalline, 

flat
voided void-free

5.5- I
5.0- .......f ....... ...... .......... T

4.5-
o T ..

4.0- 1  ...
.............

3.5-
3.0-
2.5-
2.0-

O Coating Thickness
1.5- □ Baselayer Thickness

1.0-
0.5-

■ Total Thickness

..□.......
i — >— i— ■— >— >— i— >— >— 1— i— 1— '— '— i— i— >— f

-80 -100 -120 -140

Fig. 5.20: Coating thickness A as function of the substrate bias voltage Ub, de
termined by the ball-cratering test
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5.1.6 N anoscale Bi-Layer Periodicity

LA-XRD scans (see Sec. 3.2.2.4) were performed to determine the nanolayer pe

riodicity A (see Fig. 5.21(a)). 1st order reflections at 20=  2.1° and, additionally, 

2nd order reflections at 20=  4.1° are present in all coatings. These reflections be

come sharper and have a higher intensity as £/& is increased. When Ub is increased 

to -150 V, a third reflection appears in the scan at 2 0 =  2.9°. The appearance 

of a third reflection clearly gives evidence that, as Ub is increased, the interfaces 

between the individual component layers in the film become flatter and sharper. 

The observed peak itself may result from diffraction of the incident beam at layers 

that do not coincide with the combination CrAlYN/CrN as a bi-layer but may 

result from reflection of a different layer combination. Assuming that the reflec

tion represents a 2 nd order peak, the correlated total thickness would be ~ 6  nm. 

In Sec. 5.3.1, the thickness ratio of the individual layers CrN and CrAlYN in 

CrAlYN/CrN (Cr target power Pcr= 8  kW) is calculated to be 0.95. Assigning 

these data to CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -150 V, CrAlYN and CrN have a 

roughly equal thickness of ~2 nm. The observed reflection in the LA-XRD may 

result from one of two possible reflecting systems, namely CrAlYN/CrN/CrA1YN 

or CrN/CrAlYN/CrN, which both have an approximative thickness of ~ 6  nm.

The nanolayer periodicity A (see Fig. 5.21) is calculated to be ~4  nm in all 

coatings. A clear indication for a reduced A, as as expected from reduced coating 

thickness A (see Fig. 5.20, measured by ball-cratering), cannot be confirmed and 

may be due to limitations of the LA-XRD method when analysing curved surfaces.

5.1.7 R esidual Stress

The stressed lattice parameter ao,± was measured from the (9/2(9-XRD diffrac- 

togram and gives the lattice constant for planes which are normal to the coating 

surface (see Sec. 3.2 .2 .2 ). a0,± is found to steadily expand from 0.416 nm at 

Ub— -75 V to 0.422 nm at higher Ub of -150 V  (see Fig. 5.22). The lattice expan

sion normal to the surface may indicate the presence of compressive stresses in 

the coating plane.
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Fig. 5.21: Nanoscale bi-layer thickness A of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at various 
bias voltages Ub, investigated by LA-XRD: (a) LA-XRD scans with high order 
reflections from the nanolayers and (b) Bi-layer periodicity A
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The stress state in the coatings was analysed by the XRD analysis according 

to the sin2(!^) method (see Sec. 3.2.2.5). From this, a plot of a^p^-sin2^ )  is 

obtained. A positive slope of this plot signifies tensile stresses whereas a negative 

slope represents compressive stresses in the coating. The negative slope of this 

plot obtained from the investigated CrAlYN/CrN indicates that the nanoscale 

multilayer coatings are in a compressive stress state (see Fig. 5.23(a)). Medium 

compressive stresses cr in a range of -3.3 GPa at Ub= -75 V and -9.5 GPa at Ub= 

-150 V are present in the investigated coatings (see Fig. 5.23(b)). This strong 

increase in a  of ~300% may be attributed to the fact that the coating is com

posed mainly of light elements. High residual stress levels are generally associated 

with higher defect densities induced by energetic ion bombardment [57]. During 

this bombardment two competing processes occur with (i) an energy transfer to 

condensing atoms and (ii) the generation of defects. Thin films containing light 

atoms (Cr, Al: atomic weight <52 amu) require less activation energy for surface 

diffusion which is necessary to move the atoms to their equilibrium position [181]. 

The excess energy is therefore available for defect formation and can generate high

4.25

4 .20-

“  4.15

-80 -100 -120 -140

Fig. 5.22: Stressed lattice parameter aot± of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at various 
bias voltage Ub
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defect densities and, hence, high residual stress levels.

5.1.8 H ardness and Y oung’s M odulus

The nano-hardness Hit  (see Sec. 3.3.5.2) is at a level of 35 GPa to 52 GPa and 

rises strongly as Ub is increased (see Fig. 5.24(a)). Additionally, a similar rise in 

hardness from HK 3170 to HK 4290 (see Fig. 5.24(b)) is observed when analysing 

the Knoop hardness H K 0,025 (see Sec. 3.3.5.1). H it  of CrAlYN/CrN grown at 

Ub>  -95 V exceeds 40 GPa. Coatings with higher hardness are often categorised as 

superhard coatings [87]. It can therefore be concluded that CrAlYN/CrN grown 

at Ub>  are superhard coatings.

Several strengthening mechanisms, all providing obstacles for dislocation move

ments, contribute to enhanced hardness of CrAlYN/CrN. Growth-defect harden

ing is one such growth mechanism [182]. The high energetic ion bombardment 

induces high defect densities. One indication for these defects are high residual 

stresses (see Fig. 5.23). These defects also provide obstacles for dislocation move

ments [182] and therefore enhance the hardness of CrAlYN/CrN. Microstruc- 

tural changes caused by variations in Ub during deposition also affect H it - At 

high Ub, the nanolayer structure becomes more pronounced and less wavy (see 

Fig. 5.19). These better-defined interfaces, with sharp transitions between the in

dividual layers, hinder dislocation movements more effectively [14] and contribute 

to the remarkable increase in hardness.

The elastic properties were determined by means of Young’s modulus E  (see 

Sec. 3.3.5.2). E  is found with 380±25 GPa in all CrAlYN/CrN coatings analysed 

in the range of Ub=  -75 V to -150 V.

5.1.9 A dhesion

The substrate/coating adhesion was determined by means of the critical load L c  

obtained from scratch testing (see Sec. 3.3.3.1). L c  exceeds high levels of 45 N 

in all coatings (see Fig. 5.25). The low bias CrAlYN/CrN {Ub=  -75 V) reveals 

a high L c  value of 61 N which linearly decreases to 45 N at high Ub=  -150 V.
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Fig. 5.25: Critical Load values L c  as a function of bias voltage Ub

Fig. 5.26(a) shows, for CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -75 V, a SEM image of a 

typical scratch scar produced by the moving stylus. EDS analysis in an area in 

which chipping failure occurred exhibits only the presence of substrate elements 

and confirms adhesive thin film failure. Similar results are found in all analysed 

coatings.

Further adhesion measurements were carried out in accordance to the Rockwell 

C indentation test (see Sec. 3.3.3.2). Fig. 5.27 presents the Rockwell C indents 

for CrAlYN/CrN deposited at various Ub. The imprint of CrAlYN/CrN grown at 

Ub= -75 V reveals cracking of the coating at the rim (see Fig. 5.27(a)). As Ub is 

steadily increased, first spallation of coating segments takes place in the medium 

Ub coatings (£4= -95 V (see Fig. 5.27(c)) and -120 V (see Fig. 5.27(e)). Further 

increase in Ub results in complete coating spallation at the rim of the indent (see 

Fig. 5.27(g)). The adhesion grades are classified as HF1 to HF4 with increasing 

Ub.

The results of scratch adhesion testing and Rockwell indentation are consis

tent and show a similar trend of degrading substrate/coating adhesion as Ub is 

increased.

Excellent adhesion with values as high as L c — 61 N and a HF1 classification
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Fig. 5.26: Analysis of adhesive failure in CrAlYN/CrN grown at Ub= -75 V on a 
HSS substrate: (a) scratch scar with coating spallation at the rim and (b) EDS 
spectra taken from the positions indicated in (a)

are obtained as result of the HIPIMS etching pre-treatment. Residual stresses a 

as high as -9.5 GPa (see Fig. 5.23(b)) can induce large forces at the substrate/base 

layer interface and, in turn, reduce the level of additional external loading tha t
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(b) Ub= -75 V, zoom of (a)

(c) Ub= -95 V (d) Ub— -95 V, zoom of (c)

(e) Ub=  -120 V (f) Ub= -120 V, zoom of (e)

(g) Ub=  -150 V (h) Ub= -150 V, zoom of (g)

Fig. 5.27: Rockwell indentation imprints of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at various 
bias voltages Ub
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can be tolerated by the coating. In this case, delamination occurs and, as a result, 

the adhesion decreases.

5.1.10 Friction and D ry Sliding W ear

The friction behaviour of CrAlYN/CrN was assessed by testing the samples on a 

pin-on-disk equipment (see Sec. 3.3.4).

Fig. 5.28 compares the friction coefficients of CrAlYN/CrN. The friction co

efficient /x is in a range of 0.43 to 0.55 and varies only slightly with Ub. The dry 

sliding wear coefficient ks (see Fig. 5.29(a)) signifies generally low wear rates ks in 

a range of 2 .7xl0 -16 to 3 .7xl0 -17 m3N'"1m-1 . Strongly decreasing wear rates ks 

are observed as Ub is increased. The wear rate kcp  of the AI2O3 counterpart (see 

Fig. 5.29(b)) is in a range of 10-14 m3N- 1m -1  and with this at least two orders 

of magnitude higher than ks of the coating.

The friction curves of CrA1YN/ CrN deposited at different Ub demonstrate the 

evolution of fi up to high sliding distances (see Fig. 5.30). After a short running

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4-

0.3

0 . 2 -

0.0
-100-80 -120 -140

Fig. 5.28: Friction coefficient // of CrAlYN/CrN as function of substrate bias 
voltage Ub
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Fig. 5.29: (a) Sliding wear coefficient ks of the coating and (b) Sliding wear 
coefficient kcp  of the counterpart as function of the bias voltage Ub
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Fig. 5.30: Continued
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in-period, n remains at constant levels up to high sliding distances. This is true for 

all analysed coatings. The stability of fi up to high distances indicates steady-state 

wear.

In order to understand how to optimize the wear properties of CrAlYN/CrN 

coatings, it is important to identify the operating wear mechanisms. Analysis of 

the wear track is necessary before further discussion as different wear mechanism 

can be active.

The surface of CrAlYN/CrN ({/&= -75 V) (see Fig. 5.31) reveals 3 distinct 

areas after dry sliding: the wear track, a transition zone between wear scar and 

coating and the unaffected thin film with lose accumulation of wear particles. The 

wear scar shows a smooth, defect free surface without wear particles on the wear 

track. Additionally, no signs of micro-cracking or coating spallation are observed. 

Wear takes place in a mild wear regime. In the transition zone at the rim of the 

wear scar (see Fig. 5.32), two different phenomena can be observed (i) the removal 

of the column tops (see Fig. 5.33) and a material transfer zone (see Fig. 5.34). An 

EDS spectrum of this material shows the presence of all coating elements including 

N and also a substantial O signal (see Fig. 5.35, spectrum 1). Large amounts of 

wear debris are found outside the wear track (see Fig. 5.36). These particles are 

flake-shaped and have a variety of sizes in the sub-micron range. In the EDS

Fig. 5.31: SEM micrograph of the wear scar and the wear debris of CrAlYN/CrN 
deposited at [/&= -75 V after sliding for 200,000 laps against AI2O3
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Fig. 5.32: SEM micrograph of the transition zone between the wear scar and 
undamaged CrAlYN/CrN coating deposited at Ub= -75 V after sliding for 200,000 
laps against AI2O3

Fig. 5.33: SEM micrograph of the worn-off column tops CrAlYN/CrN deposited 
at Ub— -75 V after sliding for 200,000 laps against AI2O3
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Fig. 5.34: SEM micrograph of the transferee! material in the transition zone be
tween the wear scar and the undamaged CrAlYN/CrN coating deposited at Ub= 
-75 V after sliding for 200,000 laps against AI2O3 (higher magnification compared 
to Fig. 5.32)
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Fig. 5.35: EDS spectra of (1) transfered material in the transition zone (see 
Fig. 5.34) and (2) of the wear particles outside the wear track (see Fig. 5.36) 
and (3) as-deposited coating
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Fig. 5.36: SEM micrograph of the wear particles which have accumulated outside 
the wear track of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -75 V  after sliding against AI2O3

spectrum, a high O signal is measured from this debris whereas N is absent (see 

Fig. 5.36, spectrum 2). This absence of N implies the complete oxidation of these 

wear particles.

CrAlYN/CrN deposited at £/&= -75 V is characterised by columnar structure 

with inter-columnar voids and dome-shaped column tops (see Fig. 5.10). This 

morphology result in the dome-shaped column tops (see Fig. 5.7(a)). These col

umn tops provide places for high asperity contact between coating and sliding 

counterpart. When in moving contact, plastic deformation can be induced at 

these places and result in the removal of the column tops by mechanical wear (see 

Fig. 5.33). Additionally, material is also removed from the ball (see Fig. 5.29(b)). 

These wear particles are then entrapped at the moving interface between the 

sliding interfaces. Here, they act as third body wear particle and oxidise un

der the high temperatures (flash temperatures) that arise during sliding. Debris 

generated in this tribo-oxdidation condition is then either transferred to the rim 

of the wear track, sticks to the sliding counterpart or accumulates to form the 

large scale debris. From this, it may be concluded that the wear mechanism in
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Fig. 5.37: SEM micrograph of the wear debris accumulated outside the wear track 
in CrAlYN/CrN deposited at U b =  -150 V  after sliding for 200,000 laps against 
AI2O3

CrAlYN/CrN grown at low £/&= -75 V takes place via combined mechanical wear 

and tribo-oxidation. As CrAlYN/ CrN is a nanoscale multilayer, it is likely that the 

mechanical wear takes place via the previously described nanolayer de-lamination 

wear (see Sec. 2.14 or [89,183]).

The tested CrAlYN/CrN deposited at high Ub= -150 V (see Fig. 5.37) reveals 

a smooth wear track, material transfer and, moreover, wear debris. This is consis

tent with the observations made from the low Ub coating (see Fig. 5.31). The high 

Ub coating, however, shows a significantly reduced amount of transferred material 

at the track rim and wear debris outside the track. The wear debris, moreover, 

appears to consist of smaller agglomerates (see Fig. 5.38). From this, is is con

cluded that the wear of the high Ub coatings also takes place by mechanical wear 

and tribo-oxidation. This coating, however, reveals a better resistance to wear.

These observations may be in close relation to the microstructure of the coat

ing. As Ub is increased, the structure becomes more dense, inter-columnar voids 

are eliminated and the coating surface becomes very smooth (see Sec. 5.1.5). These
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Fig. 5.38: SEM micrograph of the wear particles of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
U b=  -150 V  after sliding for 200,000 laps against A120 3

smooth surfaces (see e.g. Fig. 5.7(d)) reduce the coating wear as they lack the 

wear-promoting column tops (see Fig. 5.7(a)). Moreover, the nanolayer structure 

with its curvature-free structure (see Fig. 5.18) may have a higher resistance to 

the layer-by-layer delamination. Furthermore, the coating hardness increases with 

Ub (see Fig. 5.24(a)). This rising hardness (.Hit = 35.0 GPa to 52.1 GPa) pro

vides with a higher resistance against mechanical wear and therefore significantly 

reduces ks (see Fig. 5.29(a)).

5.1.11 D ry H igh Speed M illing

Dry high speed milling was performed in a A2 hardened steel (see Sec. 3.3.6). 

A tool life time tLifetime (see Fig. 5.39) up to 45 min can be achieved when Ub is 

-75 V. This life time drastically declines to 19 min for Ub= -150 V.

The failure mechanism during the milling process was investigated in detail 

in CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -75 V (see Fig. 5.40). On the flank side (see 

Fig. 5.40(a)), the coating is spalled off from the cutting edge revealing the tool. 

Additionally, material is removed from the tool by abrasive and sliding wear. In
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Fig. 5.39: Lifetime tLifetime of a CrAlYN/CrN coated endmill in dry high speed 
milling as function of substrate bias voltage Ub

other regions, a build-up of material can be observed. Abrasive and sliding wear 

occur at the same time. On the rake side (see Fig. 5.40(b)), in contrast, spallation 

of material is found on large areas.

EDS elemental distribution maps were taken from the cutting edge, showing 

the distribution of various elements present in either tool, coating or workpiece 

(see Fig. 5.41). Large quantities of work piece material, such as Fe, Si and V, are 

transferred to the build-up edge of the tool. O is found on large areas of the tool 

surface, mainly in conjunction with Fe and Si. W is mainly distributed at the 

cutting edge. From these distribution maps, it can be concluded that material 

is transfered from the workpiece to the cutting tool. Additionally, coating and 

transferred material oxidise during the milling process in which temperatures up 

to 1000°C can be generated [184]. Oxidation mainly occurs in regions with a high 

amount of transferred work piece material. W  at the cutting edge indicates the 

removal of the protective coating due to adhesive failure.

In summary, identified failure mechanisms during dry high speed millingare 

transfer of work piece material, oxidation as well as adhesive coating failure. These
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Spallation

(a) Flank side

(b) Rake side

Fig. 5.40: SEM micrographs of a CrAlYN/CrN coated cutting tool after dry high 
speed milling of A2  HSS (The coating was grown at Ub= -75 V)

tool failure mechanism are observed in all coatings and therefore dependent of 

variations in Ub-
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(g) V K -map (h) W I/a-map

Fig. 5.41: EDS elemental distribution mapping of a CrAlYN/CrN coated endmill 
after dry high speed milling in A2 steel
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5.2 Influence of the Stabilisation of Bias Volt

age on the M icrostructure and M echanical 

Properties

A change of the experimental set-up was necessary to stabilise the bias voltage U& 

applied to the substrates during the deposition step (see Sec. 3.1).

The effect of additional stabilisation of Ub on microstructure and thin film 

performance was only marginal and will therefore not be discussed in detail. Two 

aspects, however, are worth mentioning.

Firstly, this bias stabilisation lead to a film densification which is obvious at the 

column boundaries. The open columnar structure, as found in CrAlYN/ CrN when 

deposited without stabilisation (see Sec. 5.1.5) is replaced by a dense structure 

without voids being present at the column boundaries (see Sec. 5.3.4).

Most coating properties are not influenced by this structural change. The slid

ing wear behaviour, however, is significantly affected with a remarkable reduction 

of wear rate ks by nearly one order of magnitude from 2.7xl0-16 m3N-1m-1 to 

4.5xl0-17 m3N-1m-1. This behaviour was most probably related to the delamina

tion wear mechanism found in nanoscale multilayer thin films [185] which predicts 

reduced wear rates for films with dense column boundaries and flat superlattice 

layers.

Other film properties were similar and will not be explicitly itemised.
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5.3 Influence of the Chemical Com position on 

the M icrostructure and M echanical Proper

ties

The chemical composition of a coating is of crucial importance for many coating 

properties (see Chapt. 2.4). In multilayer coatings, different options of manip

ulating the chemical concentration are given by either a change of composition 

within the individual layer or by a variation in relative concentration of one layer 

component, i.e. by means of thickness alteration.

This section describes the manipulation of chemical composition by a variation 

in the power Pcr on the Cr target during the nanolayer deposition step. The mi

crostructure as well as the mechanical and tribological properties of these coatings 

will be discussed. Details of the process parameters are given in Sec. 3.1.

5.3.1 N anoscale Bi-Layer Periodicity

The nanolayer periodicity A was determined from LA-XRD diffractometry (see 

Sec. 3.2.2.4). The obtained LA-XRD scans (see Fig. 5.42(a)) show a first and 

second order reflection (20=  2.3° and 4.4°) obtained from CrAlYN/CrN grown 

at Pcr= 8 kW. Coatings grown in a medium Pcr range of 4-6 kW show only a 

first order reflection (20=  2.6° at Pcr— 6 kW and 20=  3.0° at Pcr— 4 kW). As 

Per is decreased, the reflections become less sharp and decline in peak intensity. 

CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Pcr— 2kW, in contrast, does not reveal any reflec

tions. The peak shift to higher 2 0  positions at lower Pcr indicates a reduction 

in the nanolayer periodicity A (see Fig. 5.42(b)). The peak broadening and the 

reduction in relative count intensity may be due to some level of interfacial mix

ing and roughness in the film [186]. In coatings with smaller lattice period, the 

interface represents a greater proportion of the period thickness and, hence, peaks 

are broader with less relative intensity. The absence of a nanolayer reflection in 

CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr= 2 kW may indicate a very fine layered layer struc-
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Fig. 5.42: Low angle 0 /2 6  scans and bi-layer thickness A of CrAlYN/CrN de
posited at various Cr target powers Per, analysed by LA-XRD
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Fig. 5.43: Coating thickness A as function of Cr target power P cr

ture with extremely low reflection intensity or could be caused by a limitation in 

the LA-XRD technique. Further investigations by TEM analysis (see Sec. 3.2.4) 

is necessary to verify one of these assumptions.

The nanolayer periodicity A is calculated (see Eq. 3.4, Sec.3.2.2.4) and de

creases from 3.9 nm to 2.9 nm as Pcr is decreased (see Fig. 5.42). From this, an 

approximately linear relationship can be found when only accounting for reflec

tions of coatings grown at Pcr between 4 kW and 8 kW:

A =  0.23-Per +  1.96 nm (5.1)

Extrapolation of Eq. 5.1 to Pcr =  0 kW gives the thickness of the CrAlYN 

layer of 1.96 nm. Thus, when deposition is carried out at Pcr =  8 kW, the CrN and 

CrAlYN components of the multilayer have an approximately equal thickness with 

a ratio of 0.95. This value may have an effect on mechanical thin film behaviour. 

A maximum hardness, for example, is expected when the individual components 

of the nanolayers have an equal thickness [14].
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Direct evidence of a reduced CrN layer thickness is also presented when plot

ting the total coating thickness A (see Fig. 5.43), measured by ball cratering 

thickness measurement (see Sec. 3.3.1). Here, a reduction in A of the nanoscale 

multilayer from 4.9 fivn to 3.5 fim is found.

5.3.2 SN M S A nalysis

SNMS depth profiling was carried out to determine the coating composition (see 

Sec. 3.2.1). All plots reveal a steady composition across the nanolayers (see 

Fig. 5.44).

A direct comparison of the coating atomic fractions (see Fig. 5.45(a)) shows 

that the Cr content of the coatings decreases from ^32.8at% to ~21.5at% as 

Per is reduced. The m etal/N  ratio (see Fig. 5.45(b)) significantly decreases from 

1.9 to 1.5 as Per is reduced. This signifies that films deposited at low P cr are 

closer to a stoichiometric composition. CrN coatings are known for their affinity 

to form sub-stoichiometric nitrides [118]. In CrAlYN/CrN, minimising the CrN 

component therefore improves the coating stoichiometry. During thin film growth, 

numerous ions contribute to the energy transfer to the substrate and cause both 

densification and re-sputtering of the coating. Light elements, such as N, are 

especially prone to be re-sputtered [179]. Cr as a heavy atom (52 atu) significantly 

adds to ion-induced re-sputtering effects of the growing film. With the reduction 

of Peri it is expected that A1 as a much lighter element becomes more dominant 

in the bombardment process. Due to its lower weight (27 atu), its effect on the 

re-sputtering of N from the growing coating may be less pronounced than for 

Cr. Therefore, a reduction in Cr inside the plasma may generate thin films with 

higher N contents. Similar behaviour was reported for CrAIN where higher N 

concentrations were found in low Cr containing films [119].

The Cr/Al ratio (see Fig. 5.45(b)), which is 0.90 at Pcr— 8 kW, decreases 

to 0.56 when P cr is reduced to 2 kW. The changing ratio is directly related the 

reduction in the Cr atomic fraction.

The sputtering time in the depth profiles (see Fig. 5.44) required until substrate
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Fig. 5.44: SNMS depth profiles of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at different Cr target 
powers Per
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elements Fe and Ni were detected decreases from ~6000 s from Per— 8 kW to 

~4000 s at P cr=  2 kW. Assuming constant sputtering rates, the reduction in 

sputtering time is another indication of reduced film thickness. This is in good 

agreement with the analysis of the bi-layer periodicity (see Fig. 5.42) and the 

coating thickness (see Fig. 5.43).

5.3.3 X R D  A nalysis

Phase analysis was carried out by 6>/2<9-XRD measurements (see Sec. 3.2.2.2). 

Single phase NaCl (Bl)-fee CrAlYN/CrN is the only phase present in all coatings 

(see Fig. 5.46). The individual reflections are indexed according to their corre

sponding (hkl) lattice planes. Reflections labeled ’S’ correlate to the substrate 

material. A strong contribution of substrate peaks is found in all diffractograms.

It is shown that the phase composition is not affected by a variation in P c r - 

This is related to the fact that, by changing Pcr, only the thickness of the CrN 

layer is affected. The elemental composition of the individual layers CrAlYN and 

CrN, in contrast, is not changed. The expected phases are therefore similar in all 

coatings and do not vary with Pqt • This Bl-fcc phase is also obtained when P cr 

is fixed to 8 kW and the bias voltage U?> is varied in a range of -75 V to -150 V  

(see Sec. 5.1).

The unstressed lattice parameter a0 (see Fig. 5.47) is found to decrease linearly 

from 0.4158 nm at P c r =  8 kW to 0.4144 nm in case of P c r — 2 kW. This behaviour 

may be explained by the correlation between lattice parameter ao,crAiYN and 

«o,crN of the individual nanolayers. Shrinkage of the lattice spacing is a well 

reported phenomenon in fcc-CrAIN coatings and relates to the replacement of Cr 

by A1 atoms [119,121]. The measured lattice parameter ao is composed of the 

weighted fraction in lattice parameter of CrAlYN and CrN. Removal of CrN as 

component with the larger spacing therefore may result in coating system with 

smaller lattice parameters no, as P cr is reduced. It is expected that the lattice 

spacing (Xq̂ ctAIYN of CrAlYN is smaller than flo.cwv of CrN as A1 is introduced 

into the lattice.
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Fig. 5.47: Unstressed lattice parameter aQ of CrAlYN/CrN as function of the Cr 
target power Pcr

5.3.4 TEM  A nalysis

Microstructural analysis was carried out by TEM studies (see Sec. 3.2.4). All 

coatings (see Fig. 5.48) grow in a columnar competitive structure with columns 

nucleating in the CrAIN base layer and growing continuously up to the column 

tops. The film thickness A is found to decrease as Pcr was reduced due to the 

reduction of CrN layer thickness inside the coating, confirming the result of the 

ball cratering thickness measurement (see Fig. 5.43).
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Fig. 5.49: BF-TEM micrograph of the upper part of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
PCr= 8 kW

Fig. 5.50: BF-TEM micrograph of the nanolayers in CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
Pcr= 8 kW: The column boundaries are dense and void-free (Arrow indicates a 
dense column boundary)

CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr— 8kW shows a dense columnar structure (see 

Fig. 5.48(a) and Fig. 5.49). The nanolayers (see Fig.5.50) are well defined and
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clearly reveal a bi-layer periodicity A= 3.8 nm. The column boundaries are dense 

and free of inter-columnar voids. A measured from the BF-TEM micrograph 

corresponds well to A determined by LA-XRD (see Fig. 5.42(b)).

A reduction of Pcr to 6 kW results in a coating with similar structural details 

(see Fig. 5.48(b), further details not shown) compared to those obtained at Pcr= 

8 kW.

The coating deposited at Pcr= 4 kW grows in a competitive columnar struc

ture (see Fig. 5.48(c)). Here, less dense structures with inter-columnar voids are 

found (see Fig. 5.51). The nanoscale multilayers are clearly visible on a nanometer 

scale (see Fig. 5.52). Additionally, low density regions are found at the column 

boundaries.

During the deposition process, the samples are subjected to three-fold rota

tion and deposition from four different targets (see Sec. 3.1). These low density 

zones are possibly related to the previously mentioned reduction in particle bom

bardment at lower Pcr • It is expected that, as Pcr is reduced, less Cr particles 

are ejected into the plasma and, hence, reduced numbers of ions/atoms arrive at 

the substrate to bombard the growing surface. It is therefore suggested that less 

energy is transferred into the growing coating and less dense coatings form. Ac-

Fig. 5.51: BF-TEM micrograph of the upper part of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
Per— 4 kW: The column boundaries are voided (Arrows indicate a dense column 
boundary, a box hints to the nano-layer structure)
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Fig. 5.52: BF-TEM micrograph of the nanolayers in CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
Pcr= 4 kW with the image taken at higher magnification: The column boundaries 
are under-dense (Arrows indicate low density regions)

cording to Messier’s SZM, a reduction in ion bombardment causes the growth of 

less dense coatgings. This, in turn, could explain the formation of coatings with 

inter-columnar voids.

CrAlYN/CrN which was prepared at Pcr= 2 kW reveals a columnar structure 

(see Fig. 5.48(d)). In this structure, layered features in the bulk of the column as 

well as low-density regions can be observed on a nanolayer scale (see Fig. 5.54). 

The thickness of these layers is measured to a value of ~1.8 nm. At Pcr— 2 kW, 

a theoretical CrN thickness of 0.46 nm is estimated (see Eq. 5.1), resulting in a 

theoretical bi-layer thickness A of 2.4 nm. The measured A, however, is therefore 

somewhat thinner than expected and corresponds roughly to the thickness of the 

CrAlYN layer (1.96 nm after Eq. 5.1). The observed structure is possibly arising 

from the previously mentioned decrease in ion bombardment at lower Pcr • It is 

suggested that, as the specimens pass in front of the Cr target, only a limited 

number of particles arrive at the substrate. The condensing ions/atoms may only 

form layers with a thickness of a few atomic layers. Additionally, subsequent re- 

sputtering of these layers could partially remove these layers when the substrates 

are subjected to ion bombardment in front of one of fully powered targets. As a
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Fig. 5.53: BF-TEM micrograph of the upper part of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
Per— 2 kW: The coating grows in a columnar structure

Fig. 5.54: BF-TEM micrograph of the layered ” near-monolithic” features in 
CrAlYN/CrN deposited at P cr— 2 kW

result, a layered structure with high and low density zones could be generated. 

These zones may be imaged by TEM analysis due to mass-thickness contrast 

arising from the under-dense layers at the position of the CrN layers. The resulting
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Fig. 5.55: Average column diameter dc of CrAlYN/CrN as function of Cr target 
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coatings could be referred to as ”near-monolithically” grown. This hypothesis is 

supported by the absence of a reflection in the LA-XRD scan (see Fig. 5.42(a)) 

which suggests a structure without clearly defined nanolayers.

TEM imaging allows the determination of the average column diameter dc, 

measured at the column top (see Fig. 5.55). dc decreases linearly from ~200 nm 

to ~130 nm as a function of Pcr• In Ag/Cu coatings, dc was found to increase as 

function of the thicker layer [187]. In the case of CrAlYN/CrN, this does not seem 

to be the case, as the CrAlYN layer as thicker layer is constant at 1.9 nm (see 

Sec. 5.3.1). In the former case, however, the deposition time of the thicker layer 

was the variable process parameter for deposition which may explain discrepancies 

in the findings.

It can be concluded from TEM analysis that CrAlYN/ CrN grows in a polycrys

talline columnar structure with distinct nanolayers. The initially dense coatings 

(Pcr=  6 kW to 8 kW) become less dense with inter-columnar voids (Pcr=  4 kW), 

as Per is reduced. With a further reduction in Pcr to 2 kW, a ”near-monolithic”’ 

structure without clearly developed nanolayers forms.

~i— 1— 1— >— i— i- 
6 84

Pcr [kW]
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5.3.5 Texture A naysis

Texture coefficients T* (see Sec. 3.2.2.3) were calculated to investigate the presence 

of a preferred crystallographic growth direction (see Fig. 5.56). A (110) texture is 

observed in CrAlYN/CrN with Per— 8 kW (T̂ 110̂ = 4.7). Reducing to Pcr results 

in a relative decrease of the (110) preferred orientation (T̂ 110̂ = 2.9 at Pcr =  

4 kW) and becomes more randomly oriented ((TJ*n l)=  1.8, T̂ n0^= 1.0 and T̂ 100̂ = 

1.5). Deposition at Per— 2 kW resultes in a film with mixed (110), (331) texture 

(f̂ 1(no)== 2-5 and T^00̂ = 1.6).

It can be seen that the coating grows in a more random orientation as Pcr and, 

hence, the CrN layer thickness decreases. CrN deposited under similar conditions 

is known to be strongly (110) textured [100]. In CrAlYN/CrN, thick CrN nanolay

ers would therefore favour the development of (110) crystallographic orientation 

as the CrN contributes significantly to the growth characteristics of the nanolayer 

composite. With the removal of this (110) textured component, this favoured 

orientation is expected to decrease. The “near-monolithic” CrAlYN (Pcr=  2 kW) 

does not follow this trend towards higher random structuring but has a mixed pre

ferred orientation. The drastic change in texture in CrAlYN deposited at low Pcr 

may be a result of changed microstructure without the presence of a nanoscale 

multilayer structure. Identical results were found for TiAlN/CrN superlattice 

coatings with similar microstructure and bi-layer period [188]. The texture devel

opment as described above may be characteristic for nanoscale multilayer coatings 

with a CrN component.

5.3.6 R esidual Stress

The lattice parameter a0,± (see Sec. 3.2.2.5) and the residual stresses a  in the 

coating (see Sec. 3.2.2.5) were analysed by XRD measurements.

The lattice parameter a0)± (see Fig. 5.57(a)) decreases from 0.4174 nm to 

0.4149 nm when Pcr is reduced to 4 kW and then slightly increases again to 

0.4157 nm as Pcr is further reduced (Pcr— 2 kW). These values are up to 0.4% 

higher than the unstressed lattice parameter ao (see Fig. 5.47) and indicate com-
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pressive stresses within the films as the lattice expands perpendicular to the sur

face.

Determination of the residual stresses a  (see Fig. 5.57(b)) reveals compressive 

stresses in all coatings. The stress levels are in a medium range decreasing from 

-3.8 GPa for deposition at high P cr to -2.2 GPa for P cr— 4 kW. The coating 

deposited at Pcr-> however, shows slightly higher a  of -2.8 GPa.

The ion bombardment can significantly affect the stress state of the coating, 

as shown in CrAlYN/CrN coatings grown at various substrate bias voltages £/& 

(see Fig. 5.23(b), Sec. 5.1.7). The TEM investigations of CrAlYN/CrN deposited 

under various Pcr conditions reveal a reduction in coating densification, especially 

at the column boundaries (see Fig. 5.3.4). From this, it is suggested that the ion 

bombardment during deposition drops as Pcr decreases. This diminution in ion 

bombardment is expected to introduce less defects in the growing structure and, 

hence, generate lower stresses. The increased stress in CrAlYN/CrN grown at 

P cr=  2 kW may be related to the “near-monolithic” coating structure which 

significantly differs from the nanoscale multilayers. A similar correlation between 

Per and the residual stresses was reported for TiAIN/ CrN nanoscale multilayer 

films [188].

5.3 .7  H ardness and Y oung’s M odulus

In the present study, Hit  is found to be in a range of 36 GPa to 39 GPa (see 

Fig. 5.58(a)). These values are constant within the error of the measurement. 

Hjt , therefore, seems to be independent of the variation in PCr.

Many factors can influence the coating hardness, such as residual stress a  

and bi-layer thickness A as well as the grain or column size, respectively. Effects 

on hardness may act to oppose and compensate each other. Hardness may be 

induced by residual stresses cr in the film (see Sec. 5.1.7). Stress and hardness 

both originate from lattice defects and, for this reason, usually occur in combi

nation [57]. In CrAlYN/CrN, a  decreases as P cr is lowered (see Fig. 5.57(b)). 

Thus, is cr was mainly governing the hardness, a reduction in hardness would be
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expected. Another important mechanism determining hardness in nanoscale su

perlattice coatings is the bi-layer thickness A [14]. The optimum film hardness 

is expected in films with a A between 5 nm and 12 nm and a thickness ratio of 

1:1 between the individual layers. In CrAlYN/CrN, both parameters are changed 

by variation in Pcr and, hence, CrN layer thickness. A is between 3.8 nm and

2.7 nm (see Fig. 5.42(b)). This is well below optimum reported in literature [14]. 

Additionally, the thickness ratio between CrN and CrAlYN is close to the opti

mum of 1 (0.97 in P cr=  8 kW) but shifts further away from the designated ratio 

to a minimum value of 0.17 (P cr=  2 kW) as Pcr is reduced. If the layer struc

ture is too thin, the resistance to the indenting body is only low as dislocation 

movements are only hindered inadequately and, thus, the nanolayer hardness is 

compromised. Assuming A was the only parameter determining the hardness, a 

decrease in hardness would be expected as P cr is reduced. Grain refinement as 

a hardening mechanism after the Hall-Petch relation is a well documented phe- 

nomen [182]. In CrAlYN/CrN, the average column diameter dc decreases with 

reduced Pcr (see Fig 5.55). Assuming hardening due to grain refinement as only 

hardening mechanism, the hardness of CrAlYN/CrN would therefore increase with 

reduced P cr-

The fact, however, that the nano-hardness Hit  is not affected by a variation 

in Per (see Fig. 5.58(a)) indicates joint action of different hardening mechanism 

with opposing effects. A possible decrease in hardness due to reduction in residual 

stresses a  and bi-layer thickness A may possibly be compensated by an increase in 

hardness caused by grain refinement at the same time. This, in turn, could result 

in constant hardness values which is independent of Pcr •

The coating stiffness, characterised by of Young’s modulus E  (see Sec. 3.3.5.2), 

is found in a range of 385 GPa (Pcr=  8 kW) to 360 GPa (Per— 2 kW) (see 

Fig. 5.58(b)). It is known that CrN films have a lower elastic modulus E  than 

CrAIN when deposited under similar conditions [119]. If a similar relation is true 

for CrN and CrAlYN, it is suggested that E  increases as P cr is reduced and less 

CrN is introduced into the composite.
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5.3.8 A dhesion

The coating adhesion was determined by means of scratch adhesion testing (see 

Sec. 3.3.3.1). High critical load values L c  rise from 65 N to 72 N as Pcr is reduced 

(see Fig. 5.59). The scratch adhesion is determined by numerous factors, such as 

residual stresses and ductility. It is shown previously that high residual stresses 

a lead to early adhesive failure at the substrate/coating interface (see Sec. 5.1.9). 

In the present case, a decreases slightly from -3.8 GPa to -2.2 GPa as Pcr is 

lowered (see Fig. 5.59). As a consequence, these coatings are better adherent. 

CrAlYN/CrN produced at Pcr= 2 kW is unexpectedly well adherent with Lc=  

72 N despite higher a than in the coatings grown at Pcr= 4 kW and 6 kW. 

Monolithic (Cr,Al)N coatings reveal improved adhesion, as the Cr atomic fraction 

is lowered and Young’s modulus E  increased [189]. This is due to the fact that thin 

films with higher elastic modulus are more resistant to plastic deformation and 

therefore exhibit higher Lc  values [155]. CrAlYN/CrN coatings also have a higher 

stiffness with lower Pcr and, consequently, lower Cr content (see Fig. 5.58(b)). It 

is suggested that the increase in Lc  values for deposition at Pcr is related to this
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Fig. 5.59: Critical Load values L c  as a function of Cr target power Pcr
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enhanced stiffness.

5.3.9 Friction and Dry Sliding Wear

CrAlYN/CrN coatings were tested on a pin-on-disk tribometer in dry sliding con

ditions (see Sec. 3.3.4). All obtained friction curves (see Fig. 5.60) show smooth 

and steady friction values up to very high sliding distances 1= 200.000 laps. The 

friction coefficient \i is in a range of 0.45 to 0.5 for sliding contact against a AI2O3 

counterpart (see Fig. 5.61). The lowest value is obtained for deposition at Per— 

8 kW. The sliding wear coefficient ks is on a very low level of 4 .5xl0 -17 m37V- 1m -1  

at P cr=  8 kW (see Fig. 5.62). This values slightly increases for a change in 

Per to 4 kW and then shows a strong rise by nearly one order of magnitude to  

2 .2x l 0 -16 for PCr=  2 kW.

Wear particles found on the surface of the coating after testing have a variety 

of sizes with the dimensions ranging from a few tens up to several hunderends of 

nanometers (see Fig. 5.63).

Relating the wear behaviour to the coating microstructure, it is known that 

CrAlYN/CrN grown at Per— 8 kW reveals a dense columnar microstructure (see 

Fig. 5.50) with a pronounced nanolayer structure. This structure has been defined 

as beneficial for low wear rates [190]. Few wear particles are generated during the 

test and, hence, a low // is achieved. As Pcr decreases to 4 kW, the coating 

changes to an open columnar structure (see Fig. 5.49). The interspaces between 

the individual columns are in range of hundreds of nanometers. In such structures, 

the very small wear particles can become canted at the inter-columnar spaces. 

This cant can then increase the adhesion between the sliding partners and, as a 

result, cause enhanced adhesive wear [190].

CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr with its “near-monolithic” growth structure re

veals the highest wear rate. A comparison of monolithic and nanolayered coat

ings [185] suggests that monolithic coatings reveal higher wear rates as wear par

ticles are removed from the coating due to crack propagation along the column 

boundaries. It is assumed that a similar mechanism is responsible for the some-
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Fig. 5.63: Wear particles on the surface of CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr= 2 kW 
after sliding against A120 3 for 200,000 laps

what increased ks in CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr= 2 kW.
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5.4 Chapter Summary

This section gives a summary of the structure and properties of CrAlYN/CrN 

grown under various deposition condiations. Here, two process parameters were 

changed during the deposition: (i) the energy of the bombarding ions during the 

growth process and (ii) the chemical composition of the coating.

The energy of the impinging ions at the growing films was changed by a varia

tion in the substrate bias voltage £4 between -75 V and -150 V. The investigated 

CrAlYN/CrN are sub-stoichiometric in their chemical composition and have an 

excess in the metal component (metal/N ratio ~1.5) and have an approximately 

equal Cr and A1 atomic fraction (Cr/Al ratio ~0.90). These coatings contain 

only low atomic fractions of Y (~0.5at%). CrAlYN/CrN with this composition 

forms a pseudo-binary B1 fee single phase lattice structure. The chemical compo

sition and the phase composition are therefore not affected by £ 4  and, hence, the 

energetic ion bombardment. CrAlYN/CrN deposited at low £4= -75 V exhibits 

a polycrystalline columnar morphology with inter-columnar voids. As Ub is in

creased to -95 V, the coating is densified, the column boundaries are void-free and 

the curvature of the nanolayers decreases. When further increasing £4, a coat

ing structure with coexisting polycrystalline columnar and single crystal domains 

form. These single crystals are limited to the CrAIN base layer region at 14= 

-120 V, but extend all the way to the column tops for £4= -150 V. The novel 

CrAlYN/ CrN coatings exhibit a coating morphology which is strongly dependent 

on £4- The observed structures are consistent with those predicted by Messier’s 

structure zone model [6 6 ]. An increase in Ub causes a change in the preferred 

crystallographic orientation of CrAlYN/CrN from (110) at Ub= -75 V to (111) 

at higher Ub >-95 V. The increase in £4 also causes high compressive residual 

stresses up to -9.5 GPa (£4= -150 V) which are accompanied by a strong increase 

in hardness. This higher hardness, combined with the curvature-free nanolayer 

structure, is beneficial for the wear resistance and results in a reduction in the 

wear rate ks by one order of magnitude from already low 2.7xl0~ 16 m3N- 1m _1  to 

extremely low 4.7xl0~ 17 m3N- 1m-1. The excellent substrate/coating adhesion,
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which is provided by the HIPIMS substrate pre-treatment, ranges from critical 

load values L c  of 41 N to 61 N with the lower L c  values in the highly stresses 

coatings. In summary, the analysis of the coating microstructure, the mechan

ical and tribological properties reveals that the performance of CrAlYN/CrN is 

strongly dependent on Ub and, hence, the energy of the impinging ions during the 

growth process.

The chemical composition of CrAlYN/CrN was controlled by a variation in 

the power P cr on the Cr target in a range of 8 kW to 2 kW during the nanolayer 

deposition. Coatings grown at high P cr— 8 kW have an equal atomic fraction 

of Crand A1 (Cr/Al ratio ~0.90) whereas coatings grown at low P<>= 2 kW are 

rich in A1 (Cr/Al ratio ~0.56). This reduction in Cr content goes along with 

thinner CrN nanolayers in the multilayer structure. The deposition at Pcr re

duced the Cr thickness by an extent that the layers are not clearly defined and 

a “near-monolithic” structure forms. All investigated CrAlYN/CrN grow in a 

Bl-fcc lattice structure. The phase composition is therefore not influenced by the 

change in P cr in the investigated range. High Pcr CrAlYN /CrN coatings have a 

pronounced (110) crystallographic orientation. This orientation deminishes and 

the crystals grow in nearly random orientations as P cr is reduced. This change 

in texture is caused by the removal of the (110) growth promoting CrN. Regard

ing the mechanical performance, all studies CrAlYN/CrN coatings have medium 

residual stresses cr in a range of -2.8 GPa to -3.7 GPa, an equal hardness H it  of 

'-'•'3000 GPa and identical friction coefficients /x of ~0.47. These properties are 

therefore only marginally affected by a change in Pcr and, hence, chemical com

position. The wear rates, in contrast, strongly increase as Pcr is reduces. This 

declining wear resistance may be caused by a reduction in the CrN layer thickness 

and a possibly occurring change in the wear mechanism from nanolayer delami

nation to crack propagation. To conclude, the investigation of the CrAlYN/CrN  

coatings show that the microstructure and most mechanical and tribological prop

erties remain unaffected by a change in Pcr and the resulting variation in chemical 

composition.
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CH A PTER 6

O xidation Behaviour of

C rA lY N /C rN

This chapter presents a study of the oxidation behaviour of CrAlYN/CrN. In 

the first part, the short term isothermal oxidation of 1 h up to high temperatures 

of 1000°C is analysed. Following this, the long term oxidation for up to 100 h 

exposure time at 850°C is investigated. Subsequently, the impact of various pro

cess parameters, including ion bombardment and chemical composition, on the 

oxidation performance of CrAlYN/ CrN films is discussed.

6.1 Therm ogravim etric Analysis

Dynamic thermogravimetric (TG) analysis (see Sec. 3.4.1) was performed to inves

tigate the oxidation behaviour of CrAlYN/CrN (standard deposition parameters 

Ub= -75 V and Pcr= 8  kW) grown on 304 stainless steel (SS) substrates. TG 

analysis can be used for a fast and exact comparison of the oxidation performance 

of various coating/substrate systems, as it gives information on the rate of weight 

gain p as well as the transition temperatures T  at which changes in the fitted 

linear slope of p occur.
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Fig. 6.1: Dynamic thermogravimetric data of CrAlYN/CrN and TiAIYN/CrN on 
304 stainless steel substrates for thermal ramping at 5 K.min- 1  in dry air

The weight gain p of CrAlYN/ CrN as a function of temperature T  is presented 

in Fig. 6.1. In this, three distinct regions can be clearly distinguished. Below a 

transition temperature of T\=  800°C, weight gain takes place at a low rate of 

0.6xl0~ 5 g.m- 1K-1. Above 800°C, a higher rate of l.lx lO - 3  g.m- 1K - 1  can be 

observed. This rate increases furthermore to 5.2xl0~ 3 g.m- 1K - 1  above T2= 970°C. 

From this, the onset temperature of rapid oxidation can be derived to 970°C. It is 

assumed that the different weight gain rates are associated with different oxidation 

processes occurring upon heating. A discussion will be given at a later stage (see 

Sec. 6.2.5) after detailed analysis of these processes in isothermal testing.

Additionally, Fig. 6.1 compares the weight gain of CrAlYN/CrN to a recently 

developed TiAIYN/CrN film [191] used as coating for cutting tools. The weight 

gain p of TiAIYN/CrN (weight gain rates of 1.5xl0- 4  g.m- 1K - 1  below 585°C, 

2.0xl0- 3  g.m- 1K - 1  between 585°C and 950°C, 5.2xl0- 2  g.m- 1K-1) is higher by up 

to one order of magnitude and, moreover, the onset of rapid oxidation is at 950°C
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lower than in CrAlYN/CrN. This significantly improved oxidation resistance of 

CrAlYN/CrN is related to the removal of the highly reactive Ti from the thin 

film. Superior oxidation behaviour in Ti-free films was already reported when 

comparing CrN/AIN and TiN/AIN films [192].

In conclusion, TG analysis as a fast oxidation experiment permits the identi

fication of three different oxidation regimes as a function of temperature. How

ever, no information about the actual oxidation processes in the coating can be 

retrieved. The following sections describe a more detailed investigation of the 

oxidation behaviour at high temperatures.
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6.2 Short Term Oxidation for 1 h up to 1000°C

This section investigates the oxidation mechanisms taking place during short term 

isothermal oxidation testing of CrAlYN/CrN for 1 h at different temperatures 

between 850°C and 1000°C. The knowledge of oxidation processes in the chosen 

exposure and temperature regime is of importance in applications such as dry 

high speed milling where the typical tool life time are in a range of 1 h [193] and 

temperatures at the tool surface exceed >950°C [191].

6.2.1 R eactions after 1 h at 850°C

The oxidation performance of CrAlYN/CrN coatings exposed to air for 1 h at 

850°C was investigated after the heat-treatment using a variety of different anal

ysis techniques.

SEM surface observations (see Sec. 3.2.3) can give information on the appear

ance of the film surface before and after heat-treatment. The chemical composition 

can be determined by means of EDS analysis (see Sec. 3.2.3). The film surface 

was investigated after heat-treatment (see Fig. 6.2). After 1 h heat-treatment at 

850°C, the initial film surface remains smooth and does not oxidise visibly (see 

Fig. 6.2(a)). However, network of cracks is observed (see Fig. 6.2(a)). Despite the 

appearance of cracks, the heated coating is well adherent and does not spall off.

The presence of O in the film is demonstrated by EDS analysis with an O 

content of ~5at%  (see Fig. 6.3). Additionally, a Cr/Al ratio of ~1.66 is found 

which increases from ~1.63 (measured from the C xK -k\K  line ratio obtained by 

EDS) in the as-deposited state (see Fig. 6.3(c)). The presence of O in the coating 

signifies that surface oxidation takes place after heat-treatment for 1 h at 850° C. 

The increasing Cr/Al ratio implies an increase in Cr atomic fraction which may 

arise from Cr diffusion from the substrate into the coating.

The crack propagation in the coating may be correlated to the generation of 

thermal stresses crth which arise due to the mismatch in thermal expansion coef

ficient a  between the individual components [19]. ath can be estimated according
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Fig. 6.2: SEM micrographs of the coating surface after isothermal heat-treatment 
in laboratory air for 1 h at different temperatures: Cracks open in the coating 
and small oxide crystals form on the surface as the temperature is increased
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to the following equation:

EcrAlYN/CrN ®CrAlY N/CrN ~  <^304SS
ath — 1 Tf, 7̂  (6-1)

t  ~  l^CrAlYN/CrN J-d~ 1

Here, a  represents the thermal expansion coefficient of coating and substrate 

{oLCrAiYN/CrN and (*30455, respectively), Tj the deposition temperature and T  the 

heat-treatment temperature. / icrAiYN/CrN is the Poisson’s ratio and EcrAlYN/CrN 

is the Young’s modulus (see Sec. 5.1.8) of the coating. OLcrAiY N/CrN is derived to be 

4.6xlO- 6K-1  from linear extrapolation of the expansion coefficients of the binary 

components CrN (a c rN =  3.5xlO- 6K-1  [103]) and AIN (qa in =  5.5 x 10- 6K-1  [194]). 

^30455 is 17.3 lO ^K " 1 [195]. HcrAiYN/CrN is estimated to 0.3 as no other data 

is available. If tensile stresses ath exceed the residual stresses a  of the coating, 

cracking occurs. These cracks then permit fast pathways for the oxidising medium 

to the substrate and allow the oxidation of the substrate. For purely theoretical 

considerations, i.e. ignoring stress relief, the temperature at which cracking in 

CrAlYN/CrN is expected to appear is estimated to 830°C. Cracks in the coating 

are observed after heating to 850°C (see Fig. 6 .2 ) and therefore in well agreement 

with the above estimation.

XRD analysis at a glancing angle 7 =  2° and an X-ray penetration depth 

z i /e of ~560 nm allows the determination of changes in the phase composition 

(see Sec. 3.2.2). GA-XRD patterns of the as-deposited coating and films af

ter a 1 h heat-treatment at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 6.4. At 

850°C, all observed reflections can be unambiguously identified as reflections of 

the CrAlYN/CrN phase (see Fig. 5.4, Sec. 5.1.2). CrAlYN/CrN is therefore the 

only phase.

Cross-sectional TEM investigations (see Sec. 3.2.4) give information on the 

thin film microstructure after heat-treatment. Imaging of the bulk coating (see 

Fig. 6.5) reveals large columnar grains. A SAD pattern (see insert in Fig. 6.5) 

clearly reveals only reflections related to the CrAlYN/CrN phase. The nanolay

ers (not shown) are similar to the structure in as deposited state (see Fig. 5.11, 

Sec. 5.1). The preservation of the coating features gives evidence of low interdif-
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Fig. 6.3: Continued

fusion between the individual layers and bulk CrAlYN/CrN after heat-treatment 

at 850°C remains unaltered by the heat-treatment. The TEM analysis confirms 

the thermal stability of CrAlYN/CrN at 850°C which was already shown in the 

GA-XRD investigation (see Fig. 6.4).

Fig. 6.6 shows a BF micrograph taken from the top region of the CrAlYN/CrN  

film with a 20±7 nm thick layer, located underneath the previously mentioned 

Cu-redeposit (see Sec. 3.2.4). TEM-EDS analysis shows that this layer consists of 

Cr, A1 and O and is an oxide scale that formed during the high temperature heat- 

treatment. N as a light element cannot be detected as the TEM-EDS analysis is 

restricted to O as the lightest element (see Sec. 3.2.4). In the bulk coating, in 

contrast, only Cr and A1 are detected indicating that the O uptake is limited to 

the top surface and diffusion into the bulk via volume diffusion processes does not 

take place after 1 h heat-treatment at 850°C.

It is evident that TEM can verify the presence of an nano-scale oxide on top 

of the thin film whereas GA-XRD cannot identify new phases in the film after the
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Fig. 6.5: BF-TEM micrograph and the corresponding SAD pattern taken from the 
bulk CrAlYN/CrN after heat-treatment in laboratory air at 850°C: A columnar 
coating structure with a pronounced texture is present

Cu re-deposit

Fig. 6 .6 : BF-TEM micrograph of the oxide scale grown on CrAlYN/CrN after 
heat-treatment in laboratory air at 850°C (A Cu-redeposit forms on top of the 
oxides as an artifact from the TEM preparation)
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heat-treatment. The discrepancy between these results are most probably due to 

the limitations in the GA-XRD method to detect phases with extremely small 

volumes if their relative contribution in reflection intensity of the oxide phases is 

extremely low.

To summarise, CrAlYN/CrN retains its nanoscale multilayer upon heating 

to 850°C. During this treatment, a thin, dense (Cr,Al)-oxide scale forms on the 

coating surface. Importantly, heating result in the formation of cracks which can 

act as fast access pathways for the oxidising medium.

6.2.2 R eactions after 1 h at 900°C

The study of dynamic TG data of CrAlYN/CrN (see Fig. 6.1) with its increase in 

weight gain in regime 2 (measured to 60% between 850°C and 900°C) gives strong 

evidence of accelerated oxidation processes at the higher temperature.

The effect of isothermal heat-treatment at 900°C on the oxidation performance 

of CrAlYN/CrN was analysed from SEM surface observations (see Fig. 6.2(b)). 

Large numbers of cracks appear inside the coating (see Fig. 6.2(b)). The higher 

extent of cracking is most probably related to higher thermal stresses that are 

present in CrAlYN/CrN at 900°C compared to 850°C (see Eq. 6.1). CrAlYN/CrN  

remains attached to the substrate and indicates good coating adhesion after the 

heat-treatment. Despite the presence of cracks, the coating surface remains rel

atively smooth and and free of large oxide crystals (see Fig. 6.2(b)), indicating 

good oxidation performance. EDS analysis, however, confirms an increase in O 

content (~9.5at%) (see Fig. 6.3). It is therefore suggested that surface oxidation 

takes place at a very low rate. The detection of Fe (~0.6  at%) (Fig. 6.3(b)) and 

the increase in Cr/Al ratio (from ~1.63 in the as-deposited state to ~1.67) (see 

Fig. 6.3(c)) implies the diffusion of Fe and Cr from the 304 stainless steel substrate 

into the coating.

The GA-XRD pattern (see Fig. 6.4) reveals numerous reflections. From the 

measured 2 6  positions, the corresponding lattice spacing d (see Eq. 3.1, Sec. 3.2.2) 

is calculated and then used to identify the phases which are present (see Tab. 6.1).
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Tab. 6.1: Possible phases identified by GA-XRD (see Fig.6.4) in CrAlYN/CrN 
heat-treated for 1 h at 900°C (Multiple listing indicates more than one possible 
candidate per peak and/or peak overlap)

No. 2 6 d Candidates
[°1 [nm] fcc-CrN romb-Cr20 3

(JCPCD 76-2494) (JCPCD 74-0326)
d(hkt) [nm] (hkl) d(hki) [nm] (hkl)

1 24.40 0.360 0.363 (012)
2 33.48 0.267 0.266 (104)
3 37.54 0.239 0.239 (111)
4 41.05 0.219 0.218 (113)
5 43.73 0.207 0.207 (200)
6 58.88 0.156 0.158 (018)
7 63.50 0.146 0.146 (220) 0.146 (214)

The typical reflections of the pseudo-binary CrAlYN/CrN phase (see Fig. 5.4, 

Sec. 5.1.2) are detected. Additional reflections are observed (e.g. at 2 6 — 24.40°, 

41.05° and 58.88°) and can be clearly matched to a corundum-type Cr20 3 phase 

(rombohedral Eskolaite, JCPCD 74-0326). The Cr2C>3 Eskolaite phase is be

lieved to form during surface oxidation of CrAlYN/CrN. The oxidation of CrN 

films is suggested to take place via a replacement mechanism during which the 

N in the CrN phase is replaced by O to form Cr20 3 and N2 is released into 

the gas phase [105]. It is assumed that a similar reaction process takes place in 

CrAlYN/CrN films. As no A1 or Y containing phases are found, it is believed that 

these elements may disolve in the Cr20 3 phase to form (Cr,Al)20 3.

Structural investigations by TEM (see Fig. 6.7) reveal an intact nanoscale layer 

structure in the bulk coating. The columnar structure is also retained, although 

voids form at the column boundaries. The preservation of the nanolayers implies 

that interdiffusion between the individual layers is only limited at 900°C. The 

void formation at the boundaries can occur due to annilihation and annealing 

processes with the accumulation of point defects, e.g. vacancies in the lattice, at 

the column boundaries [92].

At the coating top (see Fig. 6.8), a compact single layer oxide scale with a 

thickness of 36±5 nm can be observed. TEM-EDS confirms the presence of Cr,
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20.00 nm

Fig. 6.7: BF-TEM micrograph of the bulk CrAlYN/CrN after 1 h heat-treatment 
in laboratory air at 900°C: Pores form at the column boundaries

A1 and O within this layer. The combined results of XRD and TEM-EDS allow 

an estimation on the structure of the Cr20 3  phase. As no phase related to Al, 

such as AI2O3 , is present the film and the oxide scale is known to contain Al, it 

can be suggested that the oxides consist of a (Cr,Al)20 3 solid solution.

6.2.3 R eactions after 1 h at 950°C

The TG measurements strongly indicated accelerated surface oxidation at tem

peratures above 950°C (see Fig. 6.1). The reactions taking place at these temper

atures are examined in detail after heat-treatment of CrAlYN/ CrN for 1 h at this 

temperature.

The surface morphology, investigated by SEM, (see Fig. 6.2(c)) with a rela

tively smooth surface and the previously described crack network, remains largely 

unaffected by the increase in temperature to 950° C. A considerable amount of O 

(~17%) is taken up by the coating (see Fig. 6.3) and signifies an increased oxida

tion rate. Additionally, the Fe content (~1.3 at%) (see Fig. 6.3(b)) and the Cr/Al
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Fig. 6 .8 : DF-TEM micrograph of a dense oxide scale grown on CrAlYN/CrN after 
1 h heat-treatment in laboratory air at 900°C: An oxide scale forms on the coating 
top; an under-dense structure forms underneath the compact top oxide scale

ratio (~1.69) (see Fig. 6.3(c)) further increase and indicate more pronounced dif

fusion of Fe and Cr into the coating.

The GA-XRD diffractogram (see Fig. 6.4) reveals numerous reflections. Tab. 

6 .2  lists all measured reflections and suggests possible candidates for the phase 

identification. A detailed analysis allows the identification of the CrAlYN/CrN 

phase which is represented by the CrN reflections. Additionally, Cr2N (hexago

nal, JCPCD 35-0803, reflection e.g. at 26=  56.10°) and AIN (hexagonal, JCPCD 

76-1620, reflection e.g. at 26=  35.98°) are found. Corundum-type Cr2 0 3  (rhom- 

bohedral Eskolaite, JCPCD 74-0326) can also be unambiguously matched (e.g. 

reflections at 26=  24.73° and 41.53°). In summary, GA-XRD reveals the pres

ence of CrAlYN/CrN, Cr2N, hep-AIN together with Cr20 3 after heat-treatment 

for 1 h at 950°C. The formation of the Cr2N and AIN phases is in agreement with 

thermodynamic predictions (see Tab. 2 .1 , Sec. 2 .1 ) as the formation enthalpy of 

these compounds (-126 kJ.mol- 1  and -318 kj.m ol-1) is more negative than the for-
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Tab. 6.2: Possible phases identified by GA-XRD (see Fig. 6.4) in CrAlYN/CrN 
heat-treated for 1 h at 950°C (Numbers in bold indicate reflections which can be 
unambiguously matched)

No. 2 0

[°]
d

[nm]
Candidates 

fcc-CrN 
(JCPCD 
76-2494) 

d(hki) [nm]

hcp-C^N  
(JCPCD 
35-0803) 

d(hki) [nm]

hep-AIN 
(JCPCD 
25-1133) 

d(hki) [nm]

romb-Cr2 0 3  
(JCPCD 
74-0326) 

d(hki) [nm]
1 24.73 0.360 0.363
2 33.55 0.267 0.270 0.266
3 35.98 0.250 0.248
4 37.15 0.242 0.241
5 37.69 0.239 0.239 0.224 0.237
6 41.53 0.217 0.218
7 42.60 0 .212 0 .212
8 43.79 0.207 0.207
9 50.13 0.182 0.183
10 56.10 0.164 0.164
11 58.60 0.158 0.158
12 59.38 0.156 0.156
13 63.50 0.146 0.146 0.146
14 66.18 0.141 0.146
15 67.28 0.139 0.139 0.139
16 69.73 0.135 0.135
17 76.21 0.125 0.125
18 76.53 0.124 0.124
19 79.44 0.121 0 .120

mation energy of CrN (and supposedly CrAIN) (-118 kj.mol-1 ) and a phase trans

formation is therefore favoured. Additionally, the growth of C^Os was also to be 

expected due to the highly negative formation energy of -1135 kj.m ol-1 . AI2O3 , 

in contrast, which has an even higher negative formation energy of -1621 kj.m ol-1  

and would therefore be expected to preferably form in comparison with C^Os is 

not detected. It is therefore suggested that the Al content in the coating material 

is too low to form an individual AI2O3 phase after a heat-treatment for 1 h at 

950°C.

TEM analysis of the coating heat-treated at 950°C (see Fig. 6.9) clearly shows 

pronounced microstructural changes in the material. The initially columnar grains
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Fig. 6.9: DF-TEM micrograph of the bulk CrAlYN/CrN after 1 h heat-treatment 
in laboratory air at 950°C: (a) The coating renucleates starting from at the bottom 
of the columns; (b) Cr-rich and Al-rich crystals segregate at the column boundaries
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Fig. 6.10: DF-TEM micrograph of the oxide scale grown on CrAlYN/CrN after 
1 h heat-treatment in laboratory air at 950°C: Column boundaries permit access 
of O into the coating and lead to oxide formation

recrystallise (see Fig. 6.9(a)) with nucleation points located preferentially at bot

tom of the columns. The new grains largely follow the growth direction of the 

initial columns, but globular crystals accumulate at the former column bound

aries. These crystals (see Fig. 6.9(b)) with a size of ~10-15 nm are identified by 

TEM-EDS as grains rich in either Cr or Al. Although the presence of N can

not be analysed using TEM-EDS, a comparison with XRD results indicate that 

the grains may consist of Cr2N and hep-AIN. The nanoscale multilayer struc

ture remains intact in large areas, mainly located towards the column tops (see 

Fig. 6.10) indicating that the recrystallisation process is not completed after 1 h 

heat-treatment at 950° C.

The formation of Cr2N and hep-AIN, known to appear in monolithic CrN [104, 

196] and CrAIN [114,197], also seem to take place in the CrAlYN/CrN nanoscale 

multilayer. Whereas the phase segregation in CrAIN [114] takes place at temper

atures between 950°C and 1000°C, the degradation of the CrAlYN/CrN films is 

here, in contrast, already in an advanced stage at 950°C. Different explanations
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may be given for this behaviour. The phase transition in CrAIN [114] is known to 

shift to lower temperatures when the coating is higher Cr containing (see Fig. 2.15, 

Sec. 2.4.3.2). In CrAlYN/CrN, the coating becomes higher Cr containing as diffu

sion from the substrate occurs (see Fig. 6.3(c)). Assuming the phase transition in 

CrAIN and CrAlYN/CrN takes place with similar reactions, it is suggested that 

the diffusion of Cr from the substrate is one of the main mechanisms promoting 

the observed phase transformation. Another explanation may be given with the 

non-stoichiometry of CrAlYN/CrN with an excess of metal. It may also be the 

case that the nanolayer structure with a combination of two unstable systems CrN 

and CrAlYN mutually influence each other and accelerate the phase decomposi

tion. The phase transition may, furthermore, be affected by the presence of Y in 

the multilayer coating.

TEM microscopy shows the formation of a 35±9 nm thick, dense oxide scale 

covering the film (see Fig. 6.10). This oxides also propagates along the column 

boundaries into the coating. Additionally, an under-dense structure is observed 

at the coating/oxide interface. The oxide formation at the column boundaries is 

caused by O diffusion along the columns [21,131,198]. The formation of under- 

dense regions and voids at the interface is often attributed to vacancy condensa

tion. These vacancies can accumulate as a result of outward ion transport [199]. 

Interfacial voids in CrN coatings, for example, were reported as a result of outward 

Cr diffusion [30]. Voids in CrAlYN/ CrN may therefore occur due to diffusion of 

Cr and Al through the scale. In CrN coatings, the trapping of N2 at the interface 

due to reduced diffusivity through the scale was identified as a mechanism for the 

formation of interfacial voids [30]. In CrAlYN/CrN, two reactions can be identi

fied as a source for N2: (i) the phase transformation from CrAlYN/CrN into C ^N  

and hep-AIN and (ii) the oxidation of CrAlYN/CrN into (Cr,Al)20 3 . Trapping of 

N2 may therefore contribute to void formation.

In summary, XRD and TEM investigations suggest two simultaneously occur

ring processes in CrAlYN/CrN isothermally heat-treated at 950°C with, firstly 

with a partial coating decomposition into Cr2N and AIN and, secondly, elevated
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surface oxidation with the formation of (Cr,Al)20 3 .

6.2.4 R eactions after 1 h at 1000°C

In this section, the reaction processes taking place after isothermal heat-treatment 

for 1 h at 1000°C are investigated in detail.

SEM surface observations after heat-treatment at 1000°C (see Fig. 6.2(d)) re

veal a smooth coating surface without coating spallation or other defects except 

the formerly mentioned crack network after lh  heat-treatment at 1000°C. Crystals 

grow inside these cracks. EDS investigations (see Fig. 6.3(a)) show a strong in

crease in 0  atomic fraction (~45 at%) and give clear evidence of faster oxidation. 

Increased Fe contents (~1.2%) and a higher Cr/Al ratio (~1.71 at%) are also de

tected (see Fig. 6.3(b)). The diffusion of Fe, Cr and other substrate elements can 

take place via surface diffusion through the cracks and via diffusion along grain 

and column boundaries, as reported in TiAlCrN [131]. As previously mentioned, 

cracks permit fast access of the oxidising medium to the substrate and promote 

the growth of oxides. It is therfore suggested that the crystals growing in the 

cracks are oxides from the substrate.

Investigations of the phase structure by GA-XRD (see Fig. 6.4) exhibit nu

merous reflections at similar 2 0  positions to those reported after heat-treatment 

at 950° C and therefore confirm the presence of the previously observed phases 

Cr2N, AIN, Cr20 3 . The strongest increase in reflection intensity is related to the 

Cr2 0 3  reflections whereas the reflections of CrAlYN/CrN are below the detection 

limit. This increase in Cr20 3 intensity implies a higher Cr20 3 volume fraction in 

the sampled volume and therefore signifies the growth of thicker oxides.

Cross-sectional TEM investigations were carried out to determine possible 

changes in the microstructure after heating (see Fig. 6.11). The columnar struc

ture of the as-deposited state (see Fig. 5.8(a), Sec. 5.1.5) is replaced by a globular 

polycrystalline structure. At the coating top, a layered structure can be seen 

which is presumably an oxide scale.

The microstructure in the bulk after demonstrates a fine-grained globular crys
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tal structure (see Fig. 6.12). TEM-EDS identifies these grains as either Cr- or 

Al-rich. An SAD pattern from this region (see insert in Fig.6 .12) reveals a variety 

of discrete diffraction spots. Different phases can be identified from the corre

sponding d-spacing (see Tab. 6.3). These are CrN, Cr2N and hcp-AlN. The CrN 

phase is believed to represent an fcc-CrAIN phase as a remaining of the initial 

CrAlYN/CrN structure. These combined findings of XRD, TEM-EDS and SAD 

signify that the recrystallisation of CrAlYN/CrN at 1000°C takes place with a 

phase transformation into Cr2N and AIN. It is concluded that initial as-deposited 

nanoscale multilayer structure (see Fig. 5.11, Sec. 5.1.5) is completely replaced by 

a globular coating stucture after heat-treatment for 1 h at lOOOoC.

The oxide formation was investigated in more detail by TEM (see Fig. 6.13(a)) 

showing the presence of an oxide consisting of two distinct layers with a total 

thickness of ~50 nm at the very outer surface. The scale consists of grains with

Fig. 6.11: BF-TEM cross-sectional micrograph of CrAlYN/CrN after 1 h heat- 
treatment in laboratory air at 1000°C: The coating has a polycrystalline structure 
with a reaction zone at the coating top
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Fig. 6.12: BF-TEM micrograph and the corresponding SAD pattern from the bulk 
CrAlYN/CrN after heat-treatment in laboratory air at 850°C (Reflections of the 
SAD pattern are listed and indexed in Tab. 6.3)

a lateral size of up to 100 nm and appears to be dense and void-free. A TEM- 

EDS line scan was performed across the scale cross-section and the calculated 

normalised Cr/Al and 0 /(C r+ A l) ratios are summarised in Fig. 6.13(b) with 3 

distinct regions found. The first 6  nm are discarded as the signal in this region is an 

artefact from the TEM specimen preparation. Within the first 30 nm at the very 

scale top, both constant Cr/Al (~1.5) and 0 /(C r+ A l) ratios (~2.7) are found. 

Proceeding further towards the bulk, the Cr/Al ratio more than triples (~4.2) 

whereas the 0 /(C r+ A l) ratio drops (~ 2 .1 ). The higher Cr/Al ratio signifies a 

higher local presence of Cr in the inner oxide layer. The stepwise increase of Al 

closer to the coating top suggests outward diffusion of Al, leaving Cr in its initial 

position and generating a duplex-oxide with an Al-rich outer oxide and an Cr- 

rich inner oxide. The Al-rich layer also binds higher O contents which may be 

related to a high O affinity of Al compared with Cr. Although the calculation of 

count ratios gives only qualitative information on the elemental distribution of the
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Tab. 6.3: Possible phases identified from the SAD pattern (see insert in Fig.6.12) 
in the bulk of CrAlYN/CrN coating heat-treated at 1000° C

N o. d Candidates
[nm] fcc-CrN hcp-C^N hep-AIN

(JCPCD 76-2494) (JCPCD 35-0803) (JCPCD 25-1133)
d(WH) [nm], (hkl) d(iM) [nm], (hkl) d(hki) [nm], (hkl)

1 0.305 0.305 (101)
2 0.265 0.270 (100)
3 0.249 0.241 (110)
4 0.239 0.239 (111) 0.224 (002)
5 0.212 0.212 (111)
6 0.197 0.207 (200)
7 0.187 0.182 (102)
8 0.162 0.164 (112)
9 0.157 0.156 (110)
10 0.183 0.146 (220)
11 0.140 0.138 (300) 0.138 (300)
12 1.173 0.119 (222) 0.185 (202)
13 0.116 0.118 (302)

individual elements, it gives clear evidence that these processes are taking place.

Electron energy filtered elemental distribution maps (see Sec. 3.2.5) were taken 

to investigate the effect of heat-treatment on the element distribution within the 

thin film (see Fig. 6.14). A comparison of the N and O distribution maps shows a 

high intensity O signal in the region of the oxide scale and the porous layer with 

a combined total thickness of ~180 nm receding deeper into the bulk coating. 

The N signal becomes strong proceeding into the bulk after ~550 nm. These 

findings indicate surface oxidation and O diffusion into the thin film with a large 

O diffusion zone. The N in this region may be partially replaced by O according 

to the oxidation reactions discussed previously. The Al and Cr distribution maps 

show a high Al distribution in the oxide scale whereas Cr is found to a lesser extend 

in the very top outer scale but mostly located directly underneath the Al-rich zone. 

The results signify the formation of an Al-rich outer oxide and a Cr-rich inner 

oxide and confirm the TEM-EDS data obtained from the oxide scale. Regions
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Fig. 6.13: Analysis of oxide scale formation on top of CrAlYN/CrN after 1 h heat- 
treatment in laboratory air at 1000°C: (a) BF-TEM micrograph with a double 
layered oxide scale and pores at the coating/scale interface; (b) EDS line scan 
across the oxide scale
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tered elemental distribution maps 
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after 1 h heat-treatment in labo
ratory at 1000°C
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without signal in the porous zone arise from voids in the material. In general, Cr 

accumulates in some grains whereas the Al signal is distributed more evenly in the 

layer. The segregation of Cr and Al becomes more pronounced in the O diffusion 

zone where large grains rich in either Cr or Al are detected. Coating grains within 

the O diffusion zone which are rich in Cr are also rich in O, whereas grains with 

high Al content were O deficient in comparison. An explanation for this behaviour 

may be found in decomposition of CrAlYN/CrN into Cr2N and AIN. The coating 

degradation can result in the formation of two components with different oxidation 

resistance. Cr2N is known to start oxidising at temperatures above ~675°C [30] 

whereas hep-AIN remains stable up to ~850°C [200,201]. A direct comparison 

of these materials under similar testing conditions is not available but literature 

gives an indication for better oxidation resistance of AIN at 1000°C. Therefore, 

O is preferentially accumulated in grains consisting of Cr2N whereas AIN remains 

nearly oxygen-free.

Fig. 6.15 shows TEM micrographs of the substrate/baselayer interface after 

heat-treatment. The initially sharp and clearly defined interface becomes wavy 

and the recrystallisation of the baselayer results in grains which protrude and 

intermix with the substrate grains (see Fig. 6.15(a)). Mutual inter-diffusion be

tween substrate and base layer takes place at the interface. TEM-EDS analysis 

confirms the presence of grains rich in Al and Cr within the substrate close to the 

interface region (maximum distance 80 nm) and, at the same time, Fe is found 

within individual base layer grains (see Fig. 6.15(b)). These findings indicate that 

interdiffusion at the interface occurs.

The reactions taking place in CrAlYN/ CrN nanoscale multilayer coatings upon 

heating to 1000°C can be identified as (i) diffusion of substrate elements through 

cracks and, additionally, into the coating, (ii) a phase transformation into Cr2N 

and hcp-AIN and (iii) the formation of a duplex-oxide layer with a Al-rich outer 

layer and a Cr-rich innner layer.
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(b)

Fig. 6.15: DF-TEM micrographs of structural changes at the substrate/base layer 
interface of CrAlYN/CrN after 1 h heat-treatment in laboratory air at 1000°C: 
(a) rough substrate/coating interface and (b) a recrystallised base layer with in
terdiffusion of elements
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6.2.5 T herm ogravim etric A nalysis vs. Isotherm al H eat- 

Treatm ent

In the continuous TG measurements (see Fig. 6.1) it was shown that CrAlYN/CrN 

gains weight at three different rates (regime 1 to regime 3). After extensive anal

ysis of the reactions taking place in isothermally heated CrAlYN/CrN, these re

actions can now be linked to the observed weigh gain in the TG curve.

Below 800°C (regime 1), slow oxidation of the CrAlYN/CrN coating is sug

gested to be the main oxidation mechanism of CrAlYN/CrN.

In isothermally heated CrAlYN/CrN, cracks are observed in the coating at 

850°C (see Fig. 6.2(a)). These cracks provide fast access paths of the oxidising 

medium to the substrate and allow oxidation of the substrate material. The first 

appearance of such cracks was estimated at 830°C. This temperature is close to 

800°, the temperature at which a significant increase in weight gain is observed 

in the TG curve (regime 2). The surface of CrAlYN/CrN additionally oxidises 

with the formation of a steadily growing (Cr,Al)2C>3 scale. It is therefore believed 

that substrate oxidation through the cracks and relatively low coating oxidation 

contribute to higher weight gain.

When increasing the temperature of the isothermal heat-treatment from 950°C 

to 1000°C, accelerated substrate oxidation is observed. Furthermore, the coating 

structure undergoes a phase transformation and a layered oxide scale forms. This 

duplex-oxide suggests high oxidation of the substrate. The onset temperature of 

rapid oxidation in CrAlYN/CrN is estimated to 970°C from the TG measurement 

(see Fig. 6.1). The weight gain above 970°C (regime 3) is therefore caused by high 

substrate oxidation and accelerated coating oxidation.
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6.3 Long term  oxidation up to 100 h at 850°C

Oxidation experiments were conducted on larger time scales at medium temper

atures. These tests were implemented to study the behaviour of CrAlYN/CrN 

at a temperature which could represent a real service environment, e.g. a low 

temperature stage of a gas turbine or a molding tool. This section describes the 

oxidation behaviour of CrAlYN/CrN at comparatively low temperatures of 850°C 

between 1 h and 1 0 0  h heat-treatment duration.

6.3.1 R eactions after 1 h

The oxidation processes of CrAlYN/CrN taking place after oxidation for 1 h at 

850°C were previously discussed in Sec. 6 .2  and will only be shortly summarised. 

It is shown that the as-deposited columnar coating structure is retained after heat- 

treatment (see Fig. 6.18(a)). The only visible sign of surface oxidation is presence 

of a ~23nm thick, dense oxide layer (see Fig. 6 .6 , Sec. 6.2).

6.3.2 R eactions after 5 h

SEM analysis of the specimen surface after 5 h exposure to laboratory air re

veals a relatively smooth coating surface with randomly propagating cracks (see 

Fig. 6.16(b)). The surface observations suggest only marginal surface reactions 

after heating for 5 h.

The GA-XRD pattern (see Fig. 6.17) shows the typical reflections of the 

CrAlYN/CrN single phase (see Fig 5.4, Sec. 5.1). Additionally, low intensity 

reflections of other phases appear. These phases are identified and indexed from 

the calculated lattice spacing d (see Eq. 3.1, Sec. 3.2.2) which corresponds to 

the measured 2 0  positions (see Tab. 6.4). Reflections of hexagonal Cr2N (e.g. at 

2 0 =  29.07° and 42.55°, JCPCD 35-0805), hexagonal AIN (e.g. at 2 0 =  37.74° and 

59.64°, JCPCD 25-1133) and rhombohedral corundum type Cr20 3 (e.g. at 2 0 =  

24.40° and 55.02°, JCPCD 74-0326) are positively identified. The GA-XRD anal

ysis therefore distinguishes the CrAlYN/CrN phase, Cr2N, hep-AIN and Cr20 3
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Fig. 6.16: SEM micrographs of the surface of CrAlYN/CrN after exposure for up
to 100 h to laboratory air at 850°C: Crystals with increasing size grow on top of
the coating surface and above 20 h exposure time also inside cracks
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Fig. 6.16: Continued
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after 5 h heat-treatment.

TEM analysis was carried out to study the effect of heat-treatment on the 

microstructure of CrAlYN/CrN. A BF-TEM micrograph of CrAlYN/CrN (see 

Fig. 6.18(b)) demonstrates that the columnar structure (see Fig. 5.8(a), Sec. 5.1) 

is retained after heat-treatment for 5 h at 850°C. At this magnification, no mi- 

crostructural changes or oxidation processes can be observed.

Possibly occurring diffusion processes in the coating can be investigated by 

analysing the distribution of elements across the coating cross-section. For this, 

semi-quantitative TEM-EDS spot analysis of Cr, A1 and Fe was carried out at dif

ferent positions to obtain a concentration profile of these elements (see Fig. 6.19). 

Fe (with ~78at% in the substrate) is also present in the base layer (~1.6at%) 

and the coating (< lat%  at a distance of 1 .8  /im from the substrate/base layer 

interface). A high Cr atomic fraction is detected in the substrate (~22 at%), 

in the base layer (~34at%) and in the multilayer structure (~53at%). A1 is not 

present in the substrate but is detected in the base layer (~63at%) and in the
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Tab. 6.4: Possible phases identified from the GA-XRD diffractogram (see
Fig. 6.17) of CrAlYN/CrN heat-treated for 5 h at 850°C (Numbers in bold indicate 
reflections which can be unambiguously identified)

No. 2 6
[°]

d
[nm] fcc-CrN 

(JCPCD 
76-2494) 

d(hki) (hkl)

hcp-Cr2N 
(JCPCD 
35-0803) 

d(hki) (hkl)

hep-AIN 
(JCPCD 
25-1133) 

d(hkl) (hkl)

romb-Cr203  
(JCPCD 
74-0326) 

d(hki) (hkl)
1 24.40 0.365 0.366 (012)
2 29.07 0.307 0.305 (101)
3 33.28 0.269 0.249 (002)
4 37.48 0.240 0.239 (111)
5 37.74 0.238 0.237 (101)
6 39.79 0.227 0.226 (006)
7 42.55 0.212 0.212 (111)
8 43.55 0.208 0.207 (200)
9 49.97 0.183 0.183 (102)
10 50.65 0.180 0.182 (024)
11 55.02 0.167 0.167 (116)
12 59.64 0.155 0.156 (110)
13 63.45 0.147 0.146 (220)
14 64.01 0.145 0.146 (214)
15 72.01 0.131 0.132 (112)
16 76.34 0.125 0.125 (311) 0.125 (004)
17 76.67 0.124 0.124 (217)
18 78.60 0.122 0.121 (306)

nanoscale multilayer (~46at%). From this, a Cr/Al ratio of ~1.15 is derived in the 

nanolayer structure. With the presence of Fe inside the bulk coating, evidence is 

given for the diffusion of Fe from the 304 stainless steel substrate into the coating. 

Additionally, the increase in Cr/Al ratio of ^1.15 after heat-treatment compared 

to ~1.04 in the as-deposited state indicates diffusion of Cr into the coating.
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Fig. 6.19: TEM-EDX spot analysis profile for the metallic components Cr, Al and 
Fe over the total coating cross-section after 5 h heat-treatment in laboratory air 
at 850°C: In the multilayer structure, the Fe content is ~2.5at% and the Cr/Al 
ratio is ~ 1 .1

In TEM imaging (see Fig. 6.20), the nanolayers are clearly visible in the thin 

film multilayer region. Additionally, pores are discovered at the column bound

aries. These voids may form as point defects in the coating, e.g. vacancies in the 

lattice, excess N2 or incorporated inert gas atoms (Ar) precipitate at the grain 

boundaries during the heat-treatment [92].

A SAD pattern taken from the nanolayers in the middle of the coating cross- 

section (see insert in Fig. 6.18(b)) shows the typical diffraction arcs of the tex- 

tured CrAlYN/CrN. Additionally, a number of discrete diffraction spots are 

found. From the d-spacing of these spots (see Tab. 6.5), the individual phases 

CrN (JCPCD 76-2494), Cr2N (JCPCD 35-0803) and AIN (JCPCD 25-1133) are 

identified. These diffractions arcs of the CrN phase were already observed in the 

as-deposited coating and after 1 h at 850°C (see insert in Fig. 6.18(a)). These arcs 

of the CrN phase therefore represent the pseudobinary CrAlYN/CrN nanolayer
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Fig. 6.20: BF-TEM micrograph of the bulk CrAlYN/CrN after 5 h heat-treatment 
in laboratory air at 850°C: Pores form at the column boundaries (indicated by 
arrows)

Porous layer

Multilayer
■ J

Fig. 6.21: BF-TEM micrograph of the oxide scale on CrAlYN/CrN after 5 h heat- 
treatment in laboratory air at 850°C: A low density layer is situated underneath 
the oxide scale at the coating/scale interface

structure. These findings confirm the results obtained from the GA-XRD scans 

(see Fig. 6.17) in which reflections of CrAlYN/CrN, Cr2N and AIN were found.

At the very column top, a 26±5 nm thin, dense oxide layer forms at the coating 

(see Fig. 6.21). Underneath the dense oxide, a region with speckled contrast is 

found. This contrast may arise from a material with low density. Determination of
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(a) Through-thickness crack with for- (b) Crack at interface with large reac- 
mation of various oxides tion pool and void formation

Fig. 6.22: BF-TEM micrographs of a through-thickness crack in the CrAlYN/CrN 
after 5 h heat-treatment in laboratory air at 850°C

the chemical composition by TEM-EDS shows the presence of Cr, Al and O in the 

oxide scale. The growth of oxide scales often takes place via outward migration of 

coating material [199,202]. Coating elements can diffuse into/through the oxide 

and provide material for the oxide growth. This element migration may leave a 

zone with low density and/or pores at the coating/oxide interface. It is likely 

that similar diffusion processes of Cr and Al also occur in CrAlYN/CrN. The 

previously mentioned mechanism of N2 trapping at the coating/oxide interface 

(see Sec. 6.2.3) and the precipitation of defects, e.g. incorporated Ar atoms [92], 

may also contribute to the formation of a low density zone. Previously performed 

GA-XRD investigations (see Fig. 6.17) affirm a Cr20 3  phase as reaction product. 

The TEM-EDS investigation, in contrast, reveals the presence of Al in the thin 

oxide. It is therefore suggested that the detected Cr20 3 phase incorporates Al into 

the lattice to form a (Cr,Al)20 3 solid solution. Thermodynamic predictions of the 

Cr20 3-Al20 3 phase system postulate the formation of two co-existing corundum 

type solid solution of which one is Al-rich and one Cr-rich [203-205] for a Cr/Al
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Tab. 6.5: Possible phases identified from the SAD (see insert in Fig. 6.18(b)) in 
the bulk of CrAlYN/CrN coating heat-treated for 5 h at 850° C

N o. d Candidates
H fcc-CrN hcp-C^N hep-AIN

(JCPCD (JCPCD JCPCD
76-1684) 35-0803) 25-1133)

d{hkl} H i  (hkl) d{hkl} H i  (hkl) d{hM) H i  (llkl)
1 0.269 0.269 (100)
2 0.239 0.239 (111) 0.241 (110)
3 0.224 0.224 (002)
4 0.205 0.207 (200)
5 0.163 0.164 (112)
6 0.156 0.156 (110)
7 0.147
8 0.140 0.139 (300)
9 0.126 0.125 (311) 0.127 (113)

ratio of ^ 1  and a temperature of 850°C. In the present CrAlYN/CrN system, 

however, only one corundum type (Cr,Al)203  is found. It may be expected that 

the heat-treatment time of 5 h is not sufficiently long for these two phases to form. 

Exposure for longer times may therefore be necessary to clarify this point.

Through-thickness cracks are observed in the coating (see Fig. 6.22). The ex- 

sistance of such cracks is already known from the SEM surface observations (see 

Fig. 6.16(b)). Large crystals form inside the crack (see Fig. 6.22(a)). TEM-EDS 

identifies these crystals as a mixture of grains with varying Cr, Fe, Mn and Al 

content. A large reaction pool (see Fig. 6.22(b)) is located at the bottom of the 

crack and consists mainly from Fe, Cr and Ni with traces of Mn and O. Further

more large voids are observed at the substrate/base layer interface. Atoms can, for 

example, migrate along the interface into the crack and form oxides there. More

over, TEM-EDS depth profiling (see Fig. 6.19 shows that a substantial amount 

of substrate elements are present in the bulk coating. The chemical composition 

of the crystals in the crack with Cr, Fe and O as main components suggests that 

various (Cr, Fe)-oxides form. Fe and Mn can be classified as elements originating 

from the substrate. This suggests that the less oxidation resistant substrate oxi
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dises rapidly when exposed to open air and fills the crack with porous oxides. The 

presence of Al in these oxides additionally hints that coating oxidation contributes 

to the crack closure and, hence, coating elements accumulate in the crack. The 

observed voids at the interface can develop when material is removed from these 

regions by either surface diffusion of material through cracks or volume diffusion 

into the bulk coating.

To sum up, the CrAlYN/CrN retains largely a nanolayer structure. XRD and 

TEM investigations reveal the additional presence of Cr2N and hcp-AIN in the 

coating. Oxidation of the coating causes the formation of a (Cr,Al)203  scale.

6.3.3 R eactions after 20 h

SEM observations of coating surface of CrAlYN/CrN after 20 h heat-treatment 

(see Fig. 6.16(c)) shows cracks in the coating with crystals growing inside these 

cracks, presumably oxides from the substrate. The coating surface itself remains 

relatively smooth with the typical dome-shaped morphology, however, first facet

shaped crystals are visible (see Fig. 6.23) and give macroscopic evidence of surface 

oxidation.

The GA-XRD diffractogram (see Fig. 6.17) shows low intensity reflections of 

CrN representing the CrAlYN/CrN phase (e.g. at 2 0 =  37.52° and 43.63°). Ad

ditionally, Cr2N reflections (e.g. at 2 0 =  42.53°) and AIN (e.g. at 2 6 =  33.25°) 

are found. Furthermore, reflections of Cr203  are present (e.g. at 20=24.50°  

and 50.54°). For each phase, more than one reflection is present which is un

ambiguously identifiable. Consequently, the phases in CrAlYN/CrN after 20 h 

heat-treatment at 850°C are CrAlYN/CrN, Cr2N and hcp-AIN as well as Cr20 3 . 

These phases were already observed after heat-treatment for 5 h at 850°C (see 

Tab. 6.4, Sec. 6.3.2).

A TEM micrograph of the coating cross-section is shown in Fig. 6.18(c). The 

micrograph reveals a columnar coating structure and shows a thin and dense re

action layer at the top of the coating. The nanolayer structure can be observed 

in the bulk coating (see Fig. 6.24). Furthermore, large pores form at the column
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Fig. 6.23: High resolution SEM micrograph of the CrAlYN/CrN surface after 
20 h heat-treatment in laboratory air at 850°C: First oxide crystals appear on the 
dome-shaped morphology of the as-deposited coating

boundaries which extend across the total coating thickness and interconnect the 

substrate and the coating tops. Additionally, foreign crystals with sizes of 100- 

200 nm in diameter are found. These crystals are either rich in Cr or in Al with 

traces of Y (<2at%), as evidenced by TEM-EDS. The highly Al-containing crys

tals incorporate higher contents of Y whereas Y detection in the Cr-rich regions is 

rather limited. A SAD pattern of these structures (see insert in Fig. 6.18(c)) shows 

a mixture of diffraction arcs and discrete spots. Analysis of the d-spacing reveals 

the CrAlYN/CrN phase (represented by CrN), Cr2N and AIN. The earlier ob

served diffractions arcs of the CrA1YN/ CrN phase are weaker in comparison with 

the SAD pattern taken after 5 h heat-treatment (see insert in Fig. 6.18(b)). Addi

tionally, more spots relating to the previously observed Cr2N and AIN phases are 

present. The reduction of the CrAlYN/CrN diffraction arcs with the simultaneous 

increase in diffraction spots of Cr2N and AIN suggest that the initial CrAlYN/CrN 

is partially replaced by these new phases. As the TEM-EDS analysis of individual 

grains always shows a mixture of Cr and Al, it can be expected that the Cr2N
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Fig. 6.24: BF-TEM micrograph of oxide scale on CrAlYN/CrN after 20 h heat- 
treatment in laboratory air at 850°C with the formation of microcrystals inside 
the bulk as well as an oxide scale on the coating surface (Arrows indicate pores a 
the column boundaries)

and AIN phases incorporate a substantial amount of the complementary element.

The TEM verifies that the bulk CrAlYN/ CrN preserves a nanolayer structure 

which is replaced in few places by polycrystalline globular Cr2N and Y-containing 

hcp-AIN.

The growth of a dense oxide layer is observed at the film surface (see Fig. 6.24). 

These oxide crystals have an average size of 16-25 nm and form a smooth surface 

morphology. A low density region underneath the scale, already characterised 

after 5 h by speckled contrast layer (see Fig. 6.21), becomes more pronounced and 

thicker when heat-treatment is carried out for 20 h. TEM-EDS identifies Cr, Al 

and O in the scale (Cr/Al ratio ~2.13) and reveals the presence of the substrate 

elements Fe and Mn (both < la t%  metal content) in some of the oxide crystals. 

These substrate elements can migrate to the coating surface either by surface dif

fusion through cracks in the coating (see Fig. 6.16) or by grain boundary diffusion 

though the voided boundaries in the bulk material (see Fig. 6.24). When reaching
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the surface, these substrate elements are then incorporated into the growing oxide.

In the GA-XRD diffractogram (see Fig. 6.17), a Cr203  phase is detected. 

This Cr203 as only oxide phase. Other phases are not present. The previously 

mentioned TEM-EDS studies show that this oxide consists of predominantly Cr 

and Al as well as low contentrations of Fe and Mn. The XRD studies indicate that 

no Al-based oxides form in the scale. The presence of Al in the scale, however, 

suggests that Al is incorporated in the Cr203  forming a (Cr,Al)203  solid solution 

with incorporation of Fe and Mn.

In conclusion, the CrAlYN/CrN remains intact in large regions of the coating. 

However, the coating degradation cumulatively proceeds with a phase transfor

mation of CrAlYN/CrN into Cr2N and Y-rich AIN and the formation of a Fe- and 

Mn- containing (Cr,Al)203  oxide scale.

6.3 .4  R eactions after 50 h

SEM surface observations after 50 h heat-treatment (see Fig. 6.16(d)) demonstrate 

the growth of surface oxides at a larger scale compared to that observed after 

shorter heat-treatment experiments. The initially dome-shaped coating surface 

(see Fig. 5.7(a), Sec. 5.1) is completely replaced by small facet-shaped oxides (see 

Fig. 6.25). Additionally, cracks open up with an extensive growth of crystals inside 

are observed. This strongly increased amount of oxides both on the coating surface 

and inside the cracks gives direct evidence of accelerated oxidation of coating and 

substrate.

The XRD diffractogram (see Fig. 6.17) shows numerous reflections. The phases 

Cr2N, hcp-AIN and Cr20 3 , which already form after heat-treatment for 5 h, are 

again identified. Additionally to these reflections, further reflections are found. 

Additionally, FeCr204  (reflections e.g. at 2 0 =  35.25°, monoclinic, JCPCD 24- 

0511) can be identified. The formation of this phase signifies oxidation of the sub

strate. The growth of (Fe,Cr)-oxides was already observed after 5 h (see Fig. 6.22). 

At this stage, it was not possible to identify the phase structure of these crystals. 

After 50 h, in contrast, a Fe-containing phase is evidenced by GA-XRD mea-
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Fig. 6.25: High resolution SEM micrograph of the CrAlYN/CrN surface after 
50 h heat-treatment in laboratory air at 850°C: Fine grained oxides grow on the 
coating surface

surements (see Fig. 6.17) and therefore implies that the oxides crystals inside the 

cracks grow in a FeCr2 0 4  phase structure.

TEM investigations were conducted to identify microstructural changes oc

curring upon heating. The cross-sectional view (see Fig. 6.18(d)) shows that the 

initially columnar structure in the bulk coating is replaced to a large extent by 

small polycrystalline grains. A small band of inhomogeniously distributed crystals 

(reaction zone) with a rough surface appearance can be observed at the coating 

top. It is suggested that this structure arises from surface oxidation.

A TEM-EDS spot analysis profile was taken from the thin film cross-section 

(see Fig. 6.26). Fe is observed in the base layer (~3.1at% metal content) and 

the coating (~2.5at%). Additionally, a higher Cr content (~36at% in the base 

layer and ~54at% in the multilayer region) is also present over the total cross- 

section resulting in a Cr/Al ratio of 1.32. Furthermore, small amounts of Mn are 

detected (< lat% , below quantification limit). A comparison of the Fe content 

and the Cr/Al ratio after 5 h (see Fig. 6.19) and 50 h heat-treatment shows an
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increase in Fe (from ~1.5at% to ~3.1at%) and in Cr/Al ratio (from ~1.15 to 

~1.32). This increase in Fe signifies accelerated Fe diffusion into the coating at 

longer heat-treatment times. The increase in Cr/Al ratio, in addition, suggests 

the diffusion of Cr from the substrate into the coating and, in consequence, an 

increase in the Cr atomic fraction. The presence of Mn in the coating, moreover, 

implies the diffusion of Mn from the substrate into the coating.

Microstructural TEM observations reveal the presence of a polycrystalline mor

phology over the complete cross-section (see Fig. 6.18(d)). Some of these crystals 

can reach dimensions of up to ~50 nm in diameter (see Fig. 6.27). The initial 

column boundaries are still present, despite the obvious changes in morphology. 

Additionally, a very faint nanolayer structure is found in isolated grains (not 

shown). The preservation of the nanolayers in isolated grains suggests that the 

phase decomposition process is in an advanced stage but nevertheless incomplete
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Fig. 6.26: TEM-EDS spot analysis profile over total coating cross-section after
50 h heat-treatment in laboratory air at 850°C: The Fe content is ~2.5at% and
the Cr/Al ratio is ~1.3 in the coating
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Porous
region

Fig. 6.27: BF-TEM micrograph of the top region of CrAlYN/CrN after 50 h heat- 
treatment in laboratory air at 850°C: A polycrystalline globular morphology of 
the bulk, a wavy oxide scale and a porous zone at the coating/scale interface are 
present (Arrows indicate large globular crystals)

after 50 h heat-treatment. An SAD pattern taken from the bulk (see insert in 

Fig. 6.18(d)) shows a variety of discrete diffraction spots. From this, the phases 

CrAlYN/CrN (represented by CrN), Cr2N and AIN can be identified. The pre

viously described SAD pattern from coatings heat-treated for shorter times (see 

insert in Fig. 6.18(c)) reveal distinct diffraction arcs of the CrAlYN/CrN phase. 

These arcs are only very faint in the present pattern but are they are largely 

replaced by discrete diffraction spots. This implies the loss of the preferred crys- 

tallographic orientation in the coating and is a signal of the phase decomposition 

of CrAlYN/CrN.

At the coating top, a 110±14 nm thick oxide scale and a 184±16 nm thick, 

strongly voided region underneath this scale are observed (see Fig. 6.27). The ox

ide scale appears to be less dense and well-defined than in those films heat-treated 

for shorter exposure times (see Fig. 6.24). It is obvious that the scale has a wavy 

surface and the scale thickness changes over the length of the surface. The pores 

in the voided zone take a relatively large reaction volume and extend in irregular 

distances deep into the bulk material. Advanced outward diffusion of Cr and/or 

Al, the trapping of released N2 and the accumulation of point defects are possi
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ble reaction mechanisms for the void formation at the interface. These reactions 

are suggested to be similar to those taking place after short-term oxidation of 

CrAlYN/CrN for 1 h exposure temperature at high temperatures of 1000°C (see 

Fig. 6.14(a), Sec. 6 .2 ). TEM-EDS investigations identify elements in the oxide 

scale as Cr, Al and 0  with incorporations of Fe and Mn. The element analysis in 

individual grains shows the co-existence of Cr and Al with varying ratios in these 

crystals (~  1.8-2.7). This rather high ratio implies that the oxide scale is Cr-rich 

in comparison to the bulk coating (Cr/Al ratio ~1.32) also suggest the formation 

of a crystal mixture from (Cr,Al) 2 0 3  with various compositions. The GA-XRD 

diffractogram (see Fig. 6.17) clearly exhibits the presence of Cr20 3. Taking into 

account that the oxide is highly Al-containing, it is implied that the oxide crystals 

form an Al-rich Cr2 0 3  phase.

In short, after heat-treatment for 50 h at 850°C, the CrAlYN/CrN film un

dergoes a nearly complete phase transformation into Cr2N and AIN and forms an 

oxide scale consisting of (Cr,Al)2 0 3 . Substrate oxidation takes place at an accel

erated rate, especially in regions in which the steel substrate is exposed through 

cracks in the protective coating, leading to the growth of FeCr20 3 oxides.

6.3.5 R eactions after 100 h

SEM surface observations show the growth of large oxide crystals both on the 

coating surface and inside cracks after 1 0 0  h heat-treatment in laboratory air (see 

Fig. 6.16(e)). Facet-shaped crystals on the coating (see Fig. 6.28) can grow to 

sizes exceeding 500 nm with a density of 0.35 The cracks in the coating are

largely filled with crystals protruding above the specimen surface. Two different 

types of crystals can be identified by their shape. The majority of these crystals 

has a “facet-shaped” appearance (see Fig. 6.29(a)) while others are more “sausage

shaped” (see Fig. 6.29(b)). Both types of oxide consist of a mixture of Cr, Fe, 

Mn and O (analysed by EDS). The facet-shaped oxides are highly Mn-containing 

and form (Cr,Fe,Mn)-oxides whereas the “sausage-shaped oxides” with their lower 

Mn-content can be classified as (Cr,Fe)-oxides.
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Fig. 6.30 shows a SEM micrograph of a cross-section of the heat-treated film. 

There, a crack propagates through the coating thickness. This crack is filled with 

a large number of crystals which can be identified as (Cr,Mn,Fe)-oxides by EDS. 

Large voids are present at the substrate/base layer interface and extend over a 

length of > 6  gm. Material which was initially present at the interface can either 

diffuse along the interface to fill the crack or, at the same time, migrate through 

the base layer into the coating. The extent of void formation on large lengths 

signifies that the element diffusion is in an advanced stage.

Analysis of the GA-XRD diffractogram (see Fig. 6.17) shows a similar pattern 

to that obtained after 50 h. Peaks appear at similar 2 0  positions and can be 

accomplished to identify Cr2N, AIN, Cr2 0 3  as well as FeCr20 4 .

Post-treatment TEM investigations can reveal microstructural changes caused 

by the thermal treatment (see Fig. 6.18(e)). The initially columnar structure is 

completely replaced by globular grains. The original column boundaries can only 

be identified in the lower part of the coatings. A large interaction zone which

Fig. 6.28: High resolution SEM micrograph of the CrAlYN/CrN surface after 
lOOh heat-treatment in laboratory air at 850°C: Facet-shaped oxide crystals have 
a density of 0.35 fim~2 for crystal sizes above 500 nm
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det HV mag spot WD Lens Mode mode
TLD 10.00 kV 8 000 x 2.C 4 S mm EDX SE 3 100-850

(a) Facet-shaped oxides

(Cr, Fe)-oxide

det HV mag spot WD | Lens Mode mode 
TLD 10.00 kV 4 000 x 4 5 5 0 mm EDX SE 3 100-850

(b) Sausage-shaped oxides

Fig. 6.29: SEM micrographs from surface oxides after lOOh heat-treatment in 
laboratory air at 850°C: (a) “Facet-shaped” (Cr,Fe,Mn)-oxides and (b) “sausage” - 
shaped (Cr,Fe)-oxides (Note differences in magnification)
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arises from surface oxidation can be observed at the coating top.

TEM-EDS profiling was conducted to examine the diffusion of substrate el

ements into the coating (see Fig. 6.31). The plot demonstrates Fe in the base 

layer (~4at% metal content) and the bulk coating (~4.75at%). Within the lay

ered region at the top (see Fig. 6.18(e)), Fe significantly enriches to ~19%. Cr 

(stable at ~57at% in the bulk material) is also found in higher concentration in 

the oxidised zone (~71at%). Al (represented with ~38% in the bulk material), 

in contrast, is strongly depleted in this top layer (~10%). The Cr/Al ratio in the 

bulk is consequently calculated to be ~1.50 in the bulk and to be ~7.10 in the 

top. Other substrate elements, e.g. Mn and Ni, are also present in the measured 

spectra; their relative content, however, is below the quantification limit of lat%.

Comparing the chemical composition before and after heat-treatment, an in

crease in Cr/Al ratio after 100 h (~1.50) in the bulk structure becomes apparent 

compared to the as-deposited state (~  1.04), after 5 h (~1.15 (see Fig. 6.19)) and

ubstrate
.

det HV mag spot I WD I Lens Mode j mode 
TLD 10.00 kV 30 000 x, 3.0 ] 4.1 mm I EDX [ SE

Fig. 6.30: SEM micrograph of CrAlYN/CrN coating cross-section after 100 h
heat-treatment in laboratory air at 850°C: Oxides grow through a crack in the
coating; voids form at the substrate/base layer interface
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also 50 h ('-'-'1.32 (see Fig. 6.26)). This steady increase in the Cr atomic fraction 

most probably results from diffusion of Cr from the substrate into the coating.

TEM examination of the bulk coating shows the previously mentioned poly

crystalline globular structure (see Fig. 6.32) in which individual grains are rich in 

either Cr or Al and Y (~1.5at% ). Analysis of an SAD pattern  taken from this 

structure (see insert in Fig. 6.18(e)) allows the identification of CrN, Cr2N and 

AIN. In the previous analysis of the SAD pattern, the CrN phase was associated 

with the nanolayered CrAlYN/CrN structure. In the present case, however, this 

structure is completely replaced by the new recrystallised structure. It is therefore 

rather suggested th a t grains of a fcc-CrAIN or possibly fcc-CrAlYN are present 

inside a m atrix of Cr2N and AIN.

TEM examination of the coating top was performed to investigate the oxida

tion reaction caused by the heat-treatm ent (see Fig. 6.32). A 152±21nm thick

100

9 0- o> —  Cr
—  Fe80-

7 0 -
Cr/AI = 1.5
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0 1 2 3 4 5

Mum]

Fig. 6.31: EDS spot analysis profile over to tal coating cross-section after 100 h
heat-treatm ent in laboratory air at 850°C: The Fe content is ~4.7at%  and the
C r/A l ratio is ~1.5 in the bulk coating
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Fig. 6.32: BF-TEM  micrograph of the oxide scale on CrAlYN/CrN after 100 h 
heat-treatm ent in laboratory air at 850°C: Large FeCr20 4 crystals protrude from 
a porous (Cr,Al) 20 3  oxide scale

oxide scale forms. A large porous region is situated underneath the top oxide 

and has a thickness of 231±16 nm. Furthermore, large crystals protrude from 

the porous scale and consist of a m ixture of Cr (~53.2at%  metal content), Fe 

(~20.6at% ), A1 (~11.9at% ), Mn (~10.0at% ) and Ni (~4.2at% )) in combination 

with O (analysed by TEM-EDS). The elemental composition of the crystals in the 

porous oxide is mainly governed by a mixture of Cr (~71.4at% ), A1 (~9.7at% ) 

and O. This oxide also contains Fe (~18at% ) and Mn (< la t% ).

The phase composition of the crystals growing above the scale may be es

tim ated from the combined results of TEM-EDS and GA-XRD. The elemental 

composition of the crystals growing above the scale gives roughly a C r/Fe ratio  of 

~2.6. In the GA-XRD diffractogram (see Fig. 6.17), FeCr20 4 is the only detected 

phase th a t contains Fe. The C r/Fe ratio in this phase is 2  and reasonably close 

to  the Fe/C r ratio measured in the crystals. It is therefore suggested th a t the 

oxides protruding from the scale, are FeCr2C>3 crystals with partial replacement
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of Fe and Cr by Al, Ni and Mn. Fe-containing oxides are also found in the cracks 

that form upon heating to elevated temperatures (see Fig. 6.29). These oxides 

may also form a FeCr20 3  phase which then contributes to the detection of this 

phase in the GA-XRD diffractogram (see Fig. 6.17).

To conclude, the phase transformation is nearly complete after heat-treatment 

for 100 h. Phases that form during this process are fcc-CrAIN or fee CrAlYN 

as well as Cr2N and AIN. Additionally, porous, highly Fe- and Mn-containing 

(Cr,Al)2 0 3  forms on top of the coating. Furthermore, FeCr2C>3 crystals are situ

ated on top of these oxides.

6.3.6 Determination of the Scale Growth Rate

The above discussion of microstructural changes and oxidation processes occurring 

in CrAlYN/CrN upon heating allows an insight into the oxidation kinetics of this 

system. One way to access the progressive oxidation of CrAlYN/CrN is by means 

of oxide scale thickness £ measurements (carried out by TEM) . In the present 

analysis, the thickness (§  of the oxide scale and the thickness of the porous 

layer at the coating/scale interface are presented as linear, a half-logarithmic and 

a half-parabolic plots (see Fig. 6.33). A linear slope in these plots signifies growth 

according to the corresponding rate law.

The best fit of the £s is achieved when using the parabolic law (see Eq. 2.2, 

Sec. 2.1). The scale growth after the parabolic law is often correlated to diffu

sion controlled processes as rate determining factor [25,135]. In CrAlYN/CrN, 

the outward diffusion of Cr and possibly Al were identified as possible oxidation 

mechanism. Simultaneously, inward diffusion of O is expected. The oxide growth 

after a parabolic law implies that these diffusion processes dominate the growth 

rate of the oxides on CrAlYN/CrN coatings.

The growth of the porous layer, in contrast to the scale growth, cannot be 

fitted clearly by one of the suggested reaction laws. The thickness of the voided 

zone is found to be 10-20 nm thinner than the oxide scale when heat-treatment 

is carried out for <50 h. After longer heat-treatment (>50 h), the voided zone is
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Fig. 6.33: (a) Linear, (b) half-logarithmic and (c) half-parabolic plot of the oxide 
layer thickness and the thickness £p of the porous zone after isothermal heat- 
treatm ent at 850°C, determined by TEM  imaging
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Fig. 6.33: Continued

found to be 70-80 nm thicker than the scale. The question arises which processes 

cause this strong rise in porous layer thickness. Outward migration of coating 

elements was already identified as one of the factors contributing to the formation 

of an porous region under the scale. Other void forming mechanisms are the pre

cipitation of point defects, e.g. vacancies or trapped Ar [92] and the trapping of 

N2 [30]. In CrAlYN/CrN, it is likely th a t N2 is released during (i) the oxidation 

and (ii) the phase transformation. The strong increase in the thickness of the 

porous layer for exposure times >50 h cannot be explained solely by these mech

anism. The disproportionally large change in thickness coincides with the phase 

transform ation which is in a very advanced stage after 50 h of heat-treatm ent. 

This phase transform ation may be an additional source for N2. This additional 

N2 can then accumulate under the oxide scale and may cause the observed strong 

rise in porous layer thickness £p after 50 h heat-treatm ent.
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6.4 Influence of the Energetic Particle Bombard

ment on the Oxidation Performance

It is well known th a t factors such as m icrostructure or chemical composition have 

significant influence on the oxidation performance of thin films. As the effect of 

the bias voltage Ub during the deposition step on the microstructure as well as 

mechanical properties were already investigated in detail in Sec. 5.1; the next step 

is to analyse the effect of a variation in Ub on the oxidation performance.

6.4.1 Therm ogravim etric A nalysis

Continuous thermogravimetric analysis (see Sec. 3.4.1) was performed as a quick 

test to compare the oxidation performance of CrAlYN/CrN grown at various Ub. 

Fig. 6.34 compares the weigh gain p of various CrAlYN/CrN films as a function
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Fig. 6.34: Dynamic thermogravimetric da ta  of CrAlYN/CrN deposited a t varying 
Ub on 304 stainless steel substrates for therm al ramping a t 5°C m in -1  in dry air: 
CrAlYN/CrN grown at Ub= -120 V has the lowest to tal weight gain
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of temperature. The weight gain of all specimens is extremely low (weight gain rate 

< 0.6xl0“5 g.m_1K_1) below temperatures of ^800°C (regime 1). Prom 800°C to 

970°C (regime 2), the weight gain of the low Ub coating (£/*,=-75 V) progresses with 

a linear slope (l.lx lO -3 g.m-1K_1) whereas the C7fc= -95 V CrAlYNCrN increases 

weight at a reduced rate (7.4xl0~4 g.m-1K-1 ). The high Ub films (£/&=-120 V  

and -150 V), in contrast, show a steady increase in weight gain in regime 1 and 2 

which cannot be fitted linearly. All coatings start to gain weight at an increased 

rate above temperatures of 970°C±5°C (regime 3). The weight gain in regime 

3 is one order of magnitude higher compared to regime 2. Here, the high Ub 

coatings again oxidise at a lower rate than the low Ub coatings. The lowest rate 

of 4 .4xl0-3 g.m-1K-1 is observed in CrAlYN/CrN grown at £/&=-120 V. This 

suggests that a high Ub during deposition generates CrAlYN/CrN coatings with 

improved oxidation resistance. A more comprehensive discussion of this behaviour 

will be given at a later stage (see Sec. 6.4.3).

6.4.2 Isothermal Heat-Treatment for 100 h at 850°C

Isothermal heating was performed for 100 h at 850°C to determine the oxidation 

performance of CrAlYN/CrN grown under various Ub conditions in a long-term 

experiment.

6.4.2.1 SEM Analysis

Fig. 6.35 shows the surface of the individual coatings after 100 h exposure to 

laboratory air at 850°C. Cracks are observed in the films deposited at Ub= -75 V  

(see Fig. 6.35(a)). The extent of cracking notably declines when Ub is increased 

to -95 V (see Fig. 6.35(b)). In contrast, cracking does not take place at all when 

the coating is grown at higher £/&>-120V (see Fig. 6.35(c) and 6.35(d)).

Crack networks appear in many coatings upon heating and are correlated with 

the residual compressive stresses in the coating and the thermal stresses induced 

by the heating [19,206]. Cracking occurs when the tensile stresses induced by a 

difference in thermal expansion coefficient between substrate and coating exceed
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(c) -120 V (d) -150 V

Fig. 6.35: SEM micrographs from the surface of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at differ
ent Ub after 100 h heat-treatm ent at 850°C: Cracks appear in the low Ub coatings 
(U b < -95 V) whereas the high Ub coatings (£ /& > -1 2 0  V) are crack-free

the residual compressive stresses in the coating. In the current investigation, the 

residual stresses increase from -3.3 G Pa at Ub= -75 V to -9.5 G Pa at Ub= -150 V 

(see Fig. 5.23(b), Sec. 5.1). The tem perature a t which cracking can theoretically 

occur first may be calculated from Eq. 6.1 (see Sec. 6.2). For purely theoretical 

considerations, i.e. disregarding stress relief, cracking would occur at 830°C in the 

film grown at Ub—-75 V, at 1020°C for deposition at Ub= -95 V and in the highest 

Ub specimen at 1465°C. Thus cracking is more likely to  occur when the coating is 

deposited at high t/&.
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6.4.2.2 XRD Analysis

GA-XRD diffractograms of CrA1YN/ CrN were taken to determine the phase struc

ture after the isothermal heat-treatment (see Fig. 6.36). In all coatings, reflections 

are found at similar 2 0  positions and allow the determination of the phases Cr2N, 

AIN as well as Cr20 3 . FeCr20 4  is also detected. It is therefore shown that these 

phases form in all investigated coatings after heat-treatment and that the forma

tion of these phases is independent of Ub applied during deposition.

6.4.2.3 TEM Analysis

It was shown earlier on (see Sec.5.1.5) that microstructure of CrAlYN/CrN is 

strongly dependent on the Ub during deposition. The coatings deposited at C4<- 

120 V are mainly grown in a columnar structure, whereas higher I4>-120 V leads 

to a structure with single crystalline domains which are limited to the base layer 

at Ub= -120 V but extend into the nanolayers at Ub= -150 V. The latter specimen 

is exemplarily investigated after heating to examine the oxidation resistance of a 

coating with partially non-columnar microstructure.

In the coating cross-section after heat-treatment for 100 h (see Fig. 6.37), dis

tinct areas of polycrystalline and single crystalline regions are observed next to 

each other. The single crystals are solely located in the lower part of the coating 

and do not extend to the coating tops. The nanolayer structure in the single 

crystalline domains can be clearly observed in these domains (see Fig. 6.38). An 

SAD pattern from this region (see insert 1 in Fig. 6.37) shows clearly the dis

tinct diffraction spot of a single crystal CrAlYN/CrN (see insert in Fig. 5.8(e), 

Sec. 5.1.5). The boundary between the single crystalline and the polycrystalline 

regions is characterised by a sharp transition (see Fig. 6.39). In the polycrys

talline regions, the initial nanoscale multilayer is completely replaced by globular 

grains. Analysis of the corresponding SAD pattern from this region (see insert 2 

in Fig. 6.37) clearly shows the presence of CrN, Cr2N and AIN. A similar phase 

transformation was discovered in earlier investigations in polycrystalline colum

nar CrAlYN/CrN after heating (see Sec. 6.3). It is therefore suggested that the
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Fig. 6.37: BF-TEM  micrograph of the coating cross-section and corrsponding SAD 
pattern  of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at £/&=-150 V after 100 h heat-treatm ent at 
850°C: A distinct morphology with a polycrystalline domain with small globular 
grains and a large single crystalline domain is present

phase transform ation in this examined specimen is limited to regions with initially 

columnar structure.

The metal distribution in the single and polycrystalline regions in the lower 

part of the coating was analysed by TEM-EDS analysis (see dotted lines in 

Fig. 6.37). Fe is found in both regions (see Fig. 6.40(a)) with lower contents 

in the singlecrystalline regions (~2.4at%  in the base layer and 1.0at% in the coat

ing a t a distance of 0 .8  /mi to the substrate/base layer interface) compared to  the 

polycrystalline domains (~3.5at%  in the base layer and ~2.8at%  in the coating). 

The C r/A l ratio in the single crystal is moreover consistently lower (1.29 com

pared to  1.43). The TEM-EDS analysis implies th a t Fe and Cr diffuse from the 

304 stainless steel substrate into the coating. This diffusion processes are more 

pronounced in the polycrystalline regions.

It is known th a t the coating in as-deposited state  (see Fig. 5.8(d), Sec. 5.1) has
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Fig. 6.38: BF-TEM  micrographs of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Ub= -150 V after 
100 h heat-treatm ent a t 850°C: Nanolayers are present in the single crystal domain 
whereas globular crystals dominate the polycrystalline domain

domains with a columnar structure and, consequently, column boundaries. Upon 

heating, Cr and Fe can diffuse along these boundaries and modify the chemi

cal composition of the coating (see Sec. 6.3). It is assumed th a t this composi

tional modification may initiate the phase transform ation from a CrAlYN/CrN 

nanoscale multilayer into CrAIN, Cr2N and AIN. In the as-deposited single crystal 

domains (see Fig. 5.8(e)), these fast diffusion paths are absent and, hence, bound

ary diffusion is suppressed. The migration of substrate elements into the coating 

can therefore only take place via volume diffusion. In CrAlYN/CrN, however, 

the nanolayers are still present after heat-treatm ent for 1 0 0  h and imply th a t the 

volume diffusion in these zones is relatively low. Therefore, boundary diffusion is 

suggested as main diffusion mechanism in CrAlYN/CrN. As boundaries are not 

present inside these single crystal domains, less substrate elements can m igrate 

into the coating and the nanolayers are preserved in these regions.

At the specimen surface, a continuous, but very inhomogeneous crystalline
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Fig. 6.39: BF-TEM  micrograph of the bulk CrAlYN/CrN deposited a t Ub—-150 V 
after 100 h heat-treatm ent at 850°C: A sharp boundary is found between single 
crystalline and polycrystalline domains

oxide scale is found on top of the thin film (see Fig. 6.41) with a 164nm±35nm 

thick oxide scale and a 223±40 nm thick porous layer. The appearance of the 

oxide scale is identical in the regions on top of the poly crystalline and partially 

single crystalline regions (see Fig. 6.42). TEM-EDS identifies a m ixture of Cr 

(~81.3at% ), Al (~14.9at% ), Fe (~7.2at% ), Ni and Mn (both <  la t% ) and O 

in the scale. The GA-XRD diffractogram (see Fig. 6.36) can identify the phase 

structure of this oxide scale GA-XRD diffractogram. The analysis gives evidence 

of a Cr20 3  phase. The TEM-EDS analysis, in contrast, presents other elements, 

especially Al, in the scale. Hence, it is concluded th a t a mixed (Cr,Al)20 3 phase 

with incorporations of substrate elements forms.

A comparison of the scale structure after heating between CrA lYN/CrN  grown 

at Ub= -75 V (see Fig. 6.18(e), Sec. 6.3) and -150 V reveals strong differences. 

At Ub= -75 V, the coating contains a high atomic fraction of Fe (~18at% ). Ad

ditionally, highly Mn-containing FeCr20 4 oxides protrude from the porous scale 

(see Fig. 6.32, Sec. 6.3). CrAlYN/CrN grown at Ub= -150 V, in contrast, contains
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Fig. 6.41: BF-TEM  micrograph of a dense oxide on CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
Ub = -150 V after 100 h heat-treatm ent at 850°C

Fig. 6.42: BF-TEM  micrograph of the oxide scale on CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 
Ub = -150 V after 100 h heat-treatm ent at 850°C: Large crystals form a dense 
oxide scale. A porous zone is situated at the coating/scale interface

less Fe (~7.2at% ) and, additionally, FeCr20 4  crystals on top of the more dense 

scale are completely absent. This suggests th a t less substrate elements m igrate 

to  the coating top and, hence, oxidation of these elements is reduced when single 

crystalline zones are present in the initial coating structure and the coating is free 

of cracks. Due to this reduced diffusion in single crystalline regions (see Fig. 6.38),
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the growth of large FeCr20 4 crystals at the outerm ost scale surface is inhibited.

In summary, it can be stated th a t the oxidation performance of CrA1YN/ CrN 

can be engineered by a variation in Ub during thin film growth. In CrAlYN/CrN 

grown at Ub— -150 V, a partially single crystalline coating structure is found 

which reduces the diffusion of substrate elements into the coating, enhances the 

stability of the bulk m aterial and reduced the growth of dense, Fe-containing 

oxides. The main factor improving the oxidation performance of CrAlYN/CrN 

grown at different Ub is the removal of cracks in the coating when a high U b > - 1 2 0  V 

is applied.

6.4.3 Therm ogravim etric A nalysis vs. Isotherm al H eat- 

Treatm ent

In Sec. 6.4.1, a thermogravimetric analysis of the CrAlYN/CrN coating on 304 

stainless steel substrates was performed which revealed th a t coatings grown at 

high Ub have a lower weight gain and, hence, a better oxidation resistance than  

their low Ub opponent (see Fig. 6.34).

Isothermal testing of the coatings (see Sec. 6.4.2) show th a t cracks are present 

in CrAlYN/CrN grown at low Ub (see Fig. 6.35). These cracks act as fast access 

routes for the oxidising medium and perm it oxidation of the substrate. A weight 

gain in the TG test is therefore governed by the combined weight gain due to 

surface oxidation of the coating and oxidation of the substrate. The high Ub 

coatings, in contrast, are free of these cracks and the weight gain of these specimens 

is therefore solely governed by the coating oxidation.

The weight gain of CrAlYN/CrN grown at Ub= -120 V showed the lowest 

weight gain of the analysed specimen (see Fig. 6.34). CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 

Ub= -150 V has an only slightly higher weight gain. Both specimens have single 

crystal domains which are known to reduce the diffusion of Fe and Cr from the 

substrate into the coating. This reduced diffusion should, in turn, improve the ox

idation resistance as the formed oxide scales are denser and protect the underlying 

coating better from further access of the oxidising medium. An im portant factor
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to consider in this special case is the coating thickness (see Fig. 5.20, Sec. 5.1.5). 

CrAlYN/CrN grown at Ub= -120 V is slightly thicker (4.7 fini) than its high Ub— 

-150 V opponent (4.2/mi). It is speculated that Fe, Mn and Cr therefore require 

longer time to diffuse through the thicker coating and therefore reduce the ox

idation rate. This in turn, could result in lower weight gain rates in the TG 

analysis.
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6.5 Influence of the Chemical Com position on 

the Oxidation Performance of Cr A1YN/ CrN  

Coatings

In Sec. 5.3, it was investigated in detail how a variation in the power Pcr on the 

Cr target during the deposition of the nanolayer structure affects the microstruc

ture and the mechanical properties of CrAlYN/CrN. In the following, it will be 

examined how this change in Pcr influenced the oxidation performance of these 

coatings.

6.5.1 Therm ogravim etric A nalysis

Thermogravimetric analysis (TG) (see Sec. 3.4.1) was performed to  investigate 

the weight gain of CrA1YN/ CrN on 304 stainless steel substrates as a function of
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Fig. 6.43: Dynamic thermogravimetric da ta  of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at varying 
Per on 304 stainless steel substrates for therm al ramping at 5 K .m in - 1  in dry air
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temperature T (see Fig. 6.43). All coatings reveal a low weight gain p (<0.5 g.m2) 

up to ~800°C (regime 1). Above ~800°C, all coatings gain weight at a higher 

rate. This rate is highest (1.1 g.m-3K-1) in CrAlYN/CrN deposited at Pcr=  

8 kW. Lower rates are determined for coatings grown at lower Pcr- CrAlYN/CrN  

grown at the lowest Pcr=  2 kW has the lowest rate (5.2 g.m-4K-1) and the lowest 

weight gain between 800°C and 970°C (regime 2). Above 970°C, a strong increase 

in weight gain is observed in all specimen. This onset temperature at 970±5°C  

of rapid oxidation is identical in all coatings. In summary, the TG investigation 

implies that CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr=  2 kW with the highest Al-content has 

the by far lowest weight gain.

TG analysis alone cannot provide information on the oxidation mechanism. 

Isothermal heat-treatment is therefore carried out to examine the oxidation per

formance of these coatings in more detail. The results of this examination are 

then compared to the results obtained from the TG test (see Sec. 6.5.3).

6.5.2 Isothermal Oxidation

To investigate the effect of P cr, and hence, the chemical composition on the long 

term oxidation, isothermal heat-treatment was carried out for 100 h at 850°C in 

laboratory air (see Sec. 3.4.2).

6.5.2.1 SEM Analysis

SEM observations of the coating surface after heating (see Fig. 6.44) shows exten

sive cracking of the coating with a significant amount of oxide crystals growing 

out of these cracks. These observations are similar in all investigated coatings.

The coating surface of CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr— 8 kW exhibits large ox

ide crystals (see Fig. 6.44(a)). Crystals with a size >500 nm have a density 

of 0.35 jum-2 (see Fig. 6.28). As Pcr is reduced, the heat-treated surfaces be

come smoother and fewer large crystals are visible. This is especially obvious 

in CrAlYN/CrN grown at P cr— 2 kW. On this specimen, the density of large 

crystals with a size >500 nm is reduced by a factor of ~ 3  to 0.12 /mi-2 . It is
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(b) 6 kW

Fig. 6.44: SEM micrographs of the surface of CrAlYN/CrN deposited a t different 
Per after 100 h heat-treatm ent at 850°C: The growth of oxide crystals is observed 
on the coating surface and inside cracks in all coatings
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Fig. 6.44: Continued
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Fig. 6.45: SEM micrograph from the surface of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at
Per— 2 kW  after 1 0 0  h heat-treatm ent at 850°C: Oxide crystals with a size 
>500 nm have a density of 0.12/zm- 2

therefore concluded th a t smaller oxides form on top of CrAlYN/CrN when Pcr 

during deposition is reduced.

6 .5 .2 .2  X R D  A nalysis

The GA-XRD diffractrograms of CrAlYN/CrN taken after 100 h isothermal heat- 

treatm ent in laboratory air at 850° are shown in Fig. 6.46. All diffractograms show 

a variety of reflections which can be attribu ted  to Cr2N, AIN, Cr20 3  and FeCr20 4 . 

In CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr— 2 kW, reflections of an additional phase can be 

identified (see insert in Fig. 6.46) with corundum-type A120 3 phase (reflections 

e.g. at 2(9= 25.23° and 51.82°, JCPCD  71-1684) (see Tab. 6 .6 ). The existence 

of this phase signifies th a t the Al atomic fraction (~23at% , C r/A l ratio 0.56 (see 

Fig. 5.45, Sec. 5.3.2) in CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr— 2 kW  is sufficiently high to 

form an Al20 3  phase next to the previously observed Cr2C>3 . The Cr20 3 phase 

diagram [203-205] predicts the formation of two corundum-type oxides a t 850° C 

for a C r/A l ratio of 0.5. In this experiment, theory and experiment agree with
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Tab. 6 .6 : Selected reflections from the GA-XRD diffractogram (see Fig.6.4 identi
fying a corundum-type AI2O3 phase in CrAlYN/CrN grown at P cr=  2 kW heat- 
treated for 100 h at 850°C

No.

,—
, t

o
—

d
[nm]

AI2O3 
(JCPCD 35-0803)) 

dfMi} [nm] (hkl)

Possible overlap with 
Phase

3 25.23 0.353 0.355 (012)
13 37.23 2.413 0.242 (110) AIN, Cr20 3, FeCr20 4
19 42.54 2.123 0.323 (113) Cr2N, FeCr20 4
23 44.72 2.025 0 .2 0 0  (2 0 2 ) Cr2N, Cr20 3, FeCr20 4
28 51.82 1.763 0.177 (024)
34 56.38 1.631 0.163 (116) Cr2N, Cr20 3, FeCr20 4
38 59.90 1.543 0.154 (018)
46 65.42 1.425 0.143 (214)
52 72.93 1.296 0.127 (1010) AIN, Cr20 3

each other.

6.5.2.3 TEM Analysis

The TG analysis (see Fig.6.43) reveals that CrAlYN/CrN deposited at P cr=  2 kW 

has the lowest weight gain when compared to other Cr A1YN/ CrN grown at higher 

Per in a temperature range from 800°C to 970°C.

This coating with an Al atomic fraction of ~23at%, a Cr/Al ratio of ~0.56(see 

Fig. 5.45) and a near-monolithic structure (see Fig, 5.54, Sec. 5.3.4) is therefore 

exemplarily studied by TEM to examine the effect of P cr and hence, the chemical 

composition on the oxidation performance.

Cross-sectional TEM studies (see Fig. 6.47) reveal a polycrystalline coating 

structure with elongated grains in the bulk and a clearly defined oxide layer at 

the outer surface after heat-treatment at 850°C for 100 h. The initial columnar 

morphology structure (see Fig. 5.48(d), Sec. 5.3.4) is replaced by this structure 

of elongated crystals which occupy the places of the former columns. A large 

reaction zone, resulting from oxidation processes, is situated at the coating top.

TEM-EDS depth profiling across the coating cross-section (see Fig. 6.48) re

veals the substrate element Fe in the coating (~4.3at% of total metal content).
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Fig. 6.46: GA-XRD pattern  (incident angle 7  =  2°C) obtained from CrA lY N/CrN  
after heat-treatm ent in ambient air for 100 h at 850° C: An additional corundum- 
type AI2O3 phase is identified in the low Pcr= 2 kW  coating
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Fig. 6.47: BF-TEM  micrograph and the corresponding SAD pattern  from the 
middle of the bulk coating of CrAlYN/CrN deposited at P c r =  2 kW  after 1 0 0  h 
heat-treatm ent a t 850°C

The C r/A l ratio in the the bulk coating decreases significantly from ~1.03 close 

to  the base layer to ~0.68 at the coating top just below the oxide scale. This ratio 

even decreases more in the scale (~0.31). The observed high Fe content in the 

coating implies diffusion of Fe into the coating. The change in C r/A l ratio in the 

low Pcr=  2 kW CrAlYN/CrN implies a concentration gradient across the coating 

which is higher Al containing towards the coating top. This gradient suggests 

th a t Al diffuses towards the coating top. The very low C r/A l ratio (~0.31) in the 

oxide scale signifies the formation of an Al-rich oxide scale.

This is in clear contrast to  the results obtained from CrA lYN/CrN deposited 

at Per— 8 kW  (see Fig. 6.31, Sec. 6.3). Here, diffusion of Fe was also observed. 

The C r/A l ratio, however, remains constant (~1.50) across the coating thickness
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Fig. 6.48: TEM-EDX profile measured over the cross-section of CrAlYN deposited 
at Pcr=  2 kW  after 100 h heat-treatm ent at 850°C: A concentration gradient forms 
in the coating region

and even increases in the oxide (~7.10). In this coating, outward diffusion is 

identified as main oxidation mechanism. This outward Cr diffusion to form a 

Cr20 3  oxide may be balanced by steady Cr diffusion from the substrate into the 

coating. In CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr= 2 kW, in contrast, Al as the main oxide 

former migrates to the coating top. Al,however, cannot be provided from the 

substrate. It is therefore speculated th a t the outward diffusion of Al may result 

in a concentration gradient across the coating.

TEM analysis of the bulk m aterial reveals th a t previously mentioned elongated 

crystals are arranged in a columnar manner and are separated from the grains in 

neighbouring columns by an inter-connected line of voids (see Fig. 6.49). These 

voids extend all the way from the coating top to the substrate. Analysis of a SAD 

pattern  from this region (see insert in Fig. 6.47) identifies three different phases, 

namely CrN, Cr2N and hep-AIN, in the bulk material. It is suggested th a t the
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Fig. 6.49: BF-TEM  micrograph of the bulk CrAlYN deposited a t P c r — 2 kW 
after 1 0 0  h heat-treatm ent at 850°C: Elongated crystals and large pores at the 
former column boundaries are present

CrN phase represents a CrAIN phase (see Sec. 6.3.5). The TEM  investigation 

implies th a t a phase transform ation from CrAlYN/CrN into CrAIN, Cr2N and 

AIN takes place. As this phase transform ation is observed in the low Pcr as well 

as in the high P c r CrAlYN/CrN (see Sec. 6.3.5), this process depends on P c r 

and, hence, the chemical composition in the investigated C r/A l range from 0.56 

to 0.90.

A very dense oxide scale can be observed at the coating top (see Fig. 6.50). This 

scale has a very homogeneous appearance across the whole length of the analysed 

specimen. The scale thickness is measured to 245±9 nm. Voids are located 

underneath the scale and extend into the bulk with a thickness of 228±18 nm. 

TEM-EDS analysis of individual grains of the oxide scale reveal th a t crystals at 

the outer rim are rich in A1 (min. C r/A l ratio ~0.07)) where as crystals close to 

the coating/oxide interface have a higher Cr content (max. C r/A l ratio ~1.93). 

The substrate elements Fe and Mn are found in all oxide crystals.

The findings of an Al-enrichment in the outer regions of the scale implies th a t 

the high A1 content in the outer regions of the coating may lead to  the formation



Fig. 6.50: BF-TEM  micrograph of the oxide scale on CrAlYN deposited at 
Pcr=  2 kW after 100 h heat-treatm ent at 850°C: A dense oxide scale forms

of an individual phase. The existence of an AI2O3 phase additional to  Cr20 3  was 

earlier shown by GA-XRD (see Fig. 6.46). It is therefore assumed th a t the A1 

content in the oxide is so high th a t not only a Cr20 3 but also a corundum Al20 3  

forms. These phases are expected to contain a substantial amount of the A1 and 

Cr, respectively. Both phases additionally incorporate Fe, Cr and Mn.

6.5.3 Therm ogravim etric A nalysis vs. Isotherm al H eat- 

Treat m ent

As seen previously, the TG analysis of CrAlYN/CrN deposited a t different Pcr 

(see Fig. 6.43) reveals th a t CrAlYN/CrN grown at high P cr— 2 kW  shows a signif

icantly lower weight gain in a tem perature range from 800°C to 970°C compared 

to coatings grown at high Pcr= 4 kW to 8  kW.

M icrostructural analysis of this high Al-containing coating (C r/A l ratio  0.56) 

after isothermal heat-treatm ent for 1 0 0  h reveals th a t the coating forms a dense 

oxide scale consisting of co-existing corundum-type Cr20 3  and Al20 3 . The exis-
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Fig. 6.51: BF-TEM micrograph of the oxide scale on CrAlYN deposited at 
Per = 2 kW after 100 h heat-treatment at 850°C: The outer scale is rich in 
A1 whereas the inner scale is dominated by Cr, Fe and Mn

tence of the AI2O3 in this system is desirable as AI2O3 is known to form dense 

oxides which are able to suppress diffusion of O into the coating and, in turn, 

protect the underlying coating (and substrate) against further oxidation. These 

results imply that the low weight of the Al-rich CrAlYN/CrN grown at Pcr= 2 kW 

gain in regime 2 of the TG curve (see Fig. 6.43) may be related the formation of 

a dense, protective oxide scale.

This argumentation does not consider the effect of oxide formation inside 

through-thickness cracks in the coating. These cracks are present in all inves

tigated coatings. The measured weight gain in the TG experiment at high tem

peratures therefore has to be seen as a combination of weight gain due to coating 

surface oxidation and substrate oxidation through cracks in the coating.
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6.6 Chapter Summary

The oxidation behaviour of CrAlYN/CrN thin films was investigated changing 

the parameters oxidation temperature and time. The influence of the deposition 

parameters on the oxidation behaviour were investigated by altering ion bombard

ment and the chemical composition.

A comparison of the novel CrAlYN/CrN coating to the recently developed 

Ti-containing TiAlCrN/CrN coating (see Sec. 6.1) shows and an improvement in 

oxidation performance with the removal of Ti from the coating. This enhanced 

oxidation performance of CrAlYN/CrN is particularly obvious from the reduction 

of weight gain by a factor of 5 in continuous thermogravimetric testing.

Isothermal short term oxidation tests were performed for 1 h at tempera

tures up to 1000°C. The as-deposited CrAlYN/CrN coating structure remains 

unchanged after isothermal heat-treatment at 900°C. This nanoscale multilayer 

structure starts to decompose into Cr2N and AIN at temperatures above 900°C. 

The nanolayers are thereby preserved up to 950°C. This layer structure, in con

trast, is completely replaced by globular grains CrAIN, Cr2N and AIN at 1000°C. 

The phase transformation is completed after 1 h at 1000°C. The oxidation of the 

coating surface takes place with the outward diffusion of the coating elements Cr 

and/or A1 and the subsequent formation of dense (Cr,Al)20 3  scales at temper

atures up to 950°C. At elevated temperatures of 1000°C, CrAlYN/CrN oxidises 

with the formation of a 90 nm thick, dense duplex oxide scale. This scale has an

Tab. 6.7: Observed phases before and after isothermal heat-treatment of
CrAlYN/CrN for 1 h at different temperatures up to 1000°C

Temperature T  
- [°C]

CrAlYN/CrN
fee

CrAIN
fee

Cr2N
hep

AIN
hep

(Cr,Al)20 3
romb

as deposited X

850 X X

900 X X

950 X X X X

1000 X X X X
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Al-rich outer layer and a Cr-rich inner layer and grows in a (Cr,Al)20 3  structure. 

Tab. 6 .8  summarises the formed phases as a function of exposure time.

Furthermore, a heat-treatment at longer exposure times up to 100 h and a 

medium temperature of 850°C (see Sec. 6.3) was conducted. Oxidation at 850°C 

results in the diffusion of substrate elements, especially Fe and Cr, from the 304 

stainless steel substrate into the coating. These diffusion processes cause a change 

in the chemical coating composition and the resulting Cr-enrichment is suspected 

to promote a phase transformation from a CrA1YN/  CrN nanoscale multilayer into 

globular CrAIN, Cr2N and Y-containing AIN. The heat-treatment additionally 

causes oxidation of the coating surface with the formation a porous (Cr,Al) 20 3  

phase oxide scale. Outward diffusion of the coating elements Cr and/or A1 is 

speculated to be the main oxidation mechanism. This,-in turn, leads to the 

formation of an under-dense porous layer situated at the coating/oxide scale in

terface. The observed oxides contain, next to Cr and Al, also substantial amounts 

of the substrate elements Fe and Mn which can migrate to this position via sur

face diffusion through cracks in the coating or by boundary diffusion through the 

coating itself. The atomic fraction of Fe after 100 h exposure is sufficiently high 

to form a separate FeCr20 4  phase which is mainly located at the top of a porous 

scale. Furthermore, oxidation of the substrate takes place with the growth of 

large (Fe,Cr)-oxides in through-thickness cracks in the coating. These cracks arise 

from thermal stresses in the coating during heating and provide fast pathways of

Tab. 6 .8 : Observed phases before and after isothermal heat-treatment of
CrAlYN/CrN for up to 100 h at 850°C

Time t
[h]

CrAlYN/CrN
fee

CrAIN
fee

Cr2N
hep

AIN
hep

(Cr,Al)20 3
romb

FeCr20 4
mon

as deposited X

1 X X

5 X X X X

20 X X X X

50 X X X X X

100 X X X X X
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the oxidising medium to the substrate. Tab. 6.8  summarises the presence of the 

individual phases as a function of time.

In order to optimise the oxidation performance of CrAlYN/CrN coatings, dif

ferent process parameters were varied during the coating deposition. In the present 

investigation, these parameters were (i) the ion bombardment via changing the 

substrate bias voltage £4 in a range of -75 V to -150 V and (ii) a variation in 

chemical composition via controlling the power P cr on the Cr target in a range 

from 2 kW to 8 kW.

Controlling Ub produces Cr A1YN/ CrN coatings with a structure which changes 

from polycrystalline columnar at low £4<-90 V to polycrystalline columnar with 

large single crystalline domains at £4>-120 V (see Sec. 5.1). These structural 

changes coincide with a strong increase in residual compressive stresses a. When 

heat-treating these specimens, thermal tensile stresses crth arise and cause cracking 

in CrAlYN/CrN with low residual stresses (£4<-90 V) whereas the highly stressed 

CrAlYN/CrN (£4>-120 V) remains crack free. As fast pathways for the oxidising 

media to the substrate are effectively closed and substrate oxidation prevented, 

these crack-free coatings, in consequence, reveal enhanced oxidation resistance. 

The diffusion of substrate elements, especially Cr, is speculated to be the main 

factor limiting the thermal stability of columnar CrAlYN/CrN (£4= -120 V) lead

ing to a phase transformation from CrAlYN/CrN into CrAIN, Cr2N and AIN (see 

Sec. 6.3). These diffusion processes are significantly reduced in CrAlYN/CrN  

grown with a single crystal structure (£4>-150 V) and the nanoscale multilayer 

is therefore retained in these regions after heat-treatment for 100 h. This lower 

diffusivity additionally reduced the atomic fraction of substrate elements in the 

oxide scale and prevents the formation of the FeCr20 4 . The oxidation of the high 

Ub CrAlYN/ CrN is therefore improved by their partial single crustal structure.

A variation in P cr provides CrAlYN/CrN coatings which have equal atomic 

fractions of Cr and A1 (Cr/Al ratio ~0.89) at Pcr=  8 kW and are rich in A1 (Cr/Al 

ratio ~0.56) at P cr— 2 kW (see Sec. 5.3). After heat-treatment for 100 h at 850°C 

(see Sec. 6.5), the previously reported phase transformation from CrAlYN/CrN
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into CrAIN, Cr2N and AIN takes place in all investigated specimens. This phase 

transformation is therefore not affected by the change in chemical composition 

in the examined Cr/Al ratio range. CrAlYN/CrN grown at high P cr— 4 kW to 

8 kW form the previously reported Cr20 3  oxides which form predominantly by 

outward Cr diffusion (see Sec. 6.3). In the Al-rich CrAlYN/CrN deposited at 

Per— 2 kW, in contrast, outward diffusion of A1 is suggested as main oxidation 

mechanism, resulting in the formation of a highly dense oxide scale. This scale 

has a Al-rich outer oxide and an Cr-rich inner oxide. These oxides consist of the 

two corundum-type phases Cr20 3  and Al20 3 . Al20 3 , in turn, is known for its 

formation of dense oxides which can reduce the diffusion of O into the underlying 

material and therefore effectively protect this material against further oxidation. 

The high A1 atomic fraction in CrAlYN/CrN grown at low Pcr can therefore 

enhanced the oxidation performance of CrAlYN/CrN.
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CH A PTER  T

Conclusion and Further Work

In the previous chapters, a detailed description of the results obtained during 

this study, was given. This chapter will summarise the main results. It will 

furthermore give an indication for further work.

7.1 Summary of the results

In this study, the novel nanoscale multilayer CrAlYN/CrN coating was investi

gated in detail. Here, a short overview of the obtained results will be given.

7.1.1 Im plem entation of H igh Power Im pulse M agnetron  

Sputtering as E tching Pre-T reatem ent Technique

One of the aims of these studies was the implementation of the novel high power 

impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) technique as substrate surface etching 

pre-treatment.

During the HIPIMS pre-treatment step, 304 stainless steel substrates are sub

jected to ion bombardment in a Cr/A r plasma (see Sec. 5.1). It was shown that 

these impinging ions effectively remove contaminations and produce atomically
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clean surfaces. These surfaces then provide a base for the growth of well adher

ent coatings. Two different types of growth relationships between these polycrys

talline substrates and a CrAIN baselayer have been identified in this study. CrAIN 

nucleates in either local epitaxy or axiotaxy directly on large areas of the atomi

cally clean substrate surfaces. This epitaxial growth relationship of substrate and 

coating, in turn, provides excellent adhesion. It was furthermore observed that 

coatings grown after a HIPIMS pre-treatment are nearly free of macro-particle 

induced growth defects and have smooth surfaces.

Another aspect of this work is a comparison of the HIPIMS pre-treatment with 

other pre-treatment techniques. One of these is the cathodic arc (CA) metal ion 

etching. It is well established that surfaces pre-treated by this technique reveal 

clean interfaces. Subsequently deposited coatings grow in local epitaxial structures 

which enhance the substrate/coating adhesion compared to other techniques [72, 

74,168]. However, a drawback of the CA pre-treatment is the generation of macro

particles which are ejected from the target [166,207]. The research within this 

PhD project has shown that these defects can be avoided by the implementation of 

HIPIMS as an etching pre-treatment technique. The removal of these defects was 

found to significantly improve the performance of subsequently grown coatings, 

e.g. the tribological performance. Coatings with HIPIMS pre-treatment therefore 

outperform conventionally etched coatings.

7.1.2 D esign  and D evelopm ent of the N ovel N anoscale  

M ultilayered C rA lY N /C rN  C oatings

Within the scope of this thesis, a new type of nanoscale multilayer coating was 

developed using CrAlYN/CrN. As a variety of possible process parameters can 

be tuned in PVD deposition, two conditions were specifically investigated: (i) the 

effect of energy of ion bombardment during coating growth and (ii) the chemical 

composition.

The energy of ion bombardment was controlled by a variation of the substrate 

bias voltage Ub in a range of -75 V to -150 V (see Sec. 5.1). The coating mor
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phology is modified from polycrystalline columnar with inter-columnar voids at 

low Ufc to a mixed structure of polycrystalline columnar domains and large sin

gle crystalline domains at high U*,. These structures can be explained according 

to Messier’s structure zone model (see Sec. 2.3 or [66]). The mechanical prop

erties of these new CrAlYN/CrN coatings are therefore strongly dependent on 

U&. The deposition at higher Ub gives rise to increased compressive stress levels, 

higher hardness and an enhanced wear resistance with low wear rates in a range of 

10-16 m3N- 1m -1  to 10-17  m3N- 1m_1. A drawback of the high stresses, however, 

is the limitation in substrate/coating adhesion.

The chemical composition in CrAlYN/CrN was steered by a modification in 

the power P cr on the Cr target between 2 kW and 8 kW (see Sec. 5.3). The high 

Per CrAlYN/CrN has equal atomic fractions of Cr and A1 (Cr/Al ratio ~0.90) 

whereas the low P cr coating is rich in A1 (Cr/Al ratio ~0.56) This lower Cr content 

coincides with a reduction in the CrN layer thickness on the nanometer scale. In 

case of deposition at Pcv= 2 kW, this CrN layer thickness is reduced to the point in 

which a “near-monolithic” structure forms. Most mechanical properties are only 

marginally affected by this variation in Pcr and, hence, in chemical composition. 

Only the wear resistance of CrAlYN/ CrN strongly deteriorates as P cr is lowered.

7.1.3 Oxidation Performance

CrAlYN/CrN was developed as an oxidation resistant coating with the aim to 

compete with conventional Ti-containing coatings.

The novel CrAlYN/ CrN was therefore compared to a TiAlYN/ CrN coating in 

thermogravimetric testing. It was shown that the onset temperature of rapid 

oxidation can be increased from 950°C in TiAlYN/CrN to 970°C in the Ti- 

free CrAlYN/CrN. The oxidation rate is furthermore up to 5 times slower in 

CrAlYN/CrN. The newly developed CrAlYN/CrN has therefore an outstanding 

oxidation performance which is superior to Ti-containing coatings.

To study the oxidation mechanisms, CrAlYN/CrN coatings on 304 stainless 

steel substrates were investigated under different oxidation conditions: (i) short



term oxidation for 1 h up to 1000°C and (ii) long term oxidation for up to 100 h 

at 850°C. Additionally, it was examined how the structural changes obtained by 

a variation in Ub and the changes in chemical composition obtained by controlling 

Per impact on the oxidation performance of these nanoscale multilayers.

In short term heating experiments for 1 h (see Sec. 6.2), two competing pro

cesses are identified to take place in CrAlYN/CrN: (i) phase decomposition and 

(ii) coating oxidation. The as-deposited coating structure with its nanoscale multi

layer retains unchanged up to 900°C. At 950°C, in contrast, the meta-stable com

pound starts to decompose into the stable phases Cr2N and hep-AIN. At the same 

time, surface oxidation takes place with the formation of a (Cr,Al)2 0 3  phase. 

Isothermal treatment at elevated temperatures of 1000°C result in growth of a 

90 nm thick, dense duplex-oxide with an Al-rich outer layer and a Cr-rich inner 

layer.

In long term heating at 850°C (see Sec. 6.3), thin film degradation was con

trolled by the following processes (i) phase decomposition, (ii) coating oxidation 

and (iii) oxidation of the substrate. Similar to the short term experiments, the 

CrAlYN/CrN coating decomposition into Cr2N and hep-AIN was observed. This 

process starts already after 5 h of heat-treatment and is largely completed after 

100 h. The diffusion of the substrate element Cr is suggested as one of the driving 

forces for this phase transformation. Oxidation of the coating takes place with the 

formation of a (Cr,Al) 20 3  oxide scale. This scale contains a substantial atomic 

fraction of substrate elements, such as Fe and Mn which can reach the coating 

surface by (i) surface diffusion through the cracks in the coating and (i) boundary 

diffusion through the bulk coating.

Further analysis was performed to evaluate the effect of (i) the ion bombard

ment during deposition, changed by a variation in the substrate bias voltage Ub 

and (ii) the chemical composition, controlled by the power Pcr on the Cr target, 

on the oxidation resistance of CrAlYN/CrN nanoscale multilayer coatings.

Two main factors were found to affect the oxidation resistance of CrAlYN/ CrN 

grown at different Ub (see Sec. 6.4.2): (i) cracking and (ii) the diffusion of substrate
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elements through the coating. Upon heating, cracks appear in the coating due 

to a mismatch in thermal expansion between CrAlYN/CrN and 304 stainless 

steel. These cracks then permit fast pathways for the oxidising medium to the 

substrate and cause substrate oxidation. Cracking is prevented by growing the 

coating at high Ub and the underlying substrate is therefore effectively protected 

against the oxidising environment. As previously described (see Sec. 6.3), the 

diffusion of substrate elements, especially Cr and Fe, along the column boundaries 

in columnar CrAlYN/  CrN is suggested to cause a phase transformation in the bulk 

and increase the surface oxidation. This diffusion processes can be reduced when 

CrAlYN/CrN is grown in a partially single crystalline structure, as obtained from 

deposition at high £/&. These dense structures limit the diffusion of substrate 

elements to the coating top and therefore reduce the oxidation.

The crucial factor to impact on the oxidation performance of CrAlYN/CrN 

grown at various Pcr (see Sec. 6.5), is the chemical composition. CrAlYN/CrN  

grown at high Pcr has a high Cr atomic fraction and therefore forms (CrAl^Os ox

ides which provide protection of the underlying material. CrAlYN/CrN grown at 

low Peri in contrast, is rich in A1 and, as a consequence, forms highly dense scales 

consisting of C^Oa and AI2O3. These dense scales are more efficient than the 

(Cr,Al)2 0 3  oxides to limit diffusion processes through the coating and therefore 

protect the underlying material more effectively from further oxidative attack.

7.2 Conclusion

In Sec. 1.1 of Chapter 1 , the aims and objectives of this thesis were described. 

Here, a conclusion will be given, in how far these aims have been accomplished.

•  The substrate/coating interface was successfully engineered by ion bom

bardment from a HIPIMS generated plasma. The implementation of this 

novel substrate pre-treatment technique can significantly improve the coat

ing density and thin film adhesion compared to conventional substrate pre

treatment techniques and therefore offers an excellent alternative for the
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substrate cleaning step.

•  A novel generation of CrAlYN/CrN nanoscale multilayer coatings was de

veloped. These coatings reveal good mechanical properties and excellent 

wear behaviour.

•  A comprehensive understanding of the oxidation performance of CrAlYN /  CrN 

nanoscale multilayer coatings was obtained. It was not possible to identify 

the role of Y in these processes.

•  The novel Ti-free CrAlYN/CrN are able to effectively protect steel sub

strates against attack in an oxidising atmosphere. During these studies, 

only this type of substrate material was investigated. Further work is on

going on 7 -TiAl substrates [208].

•  It was possible to establish a correlation between the coating micostruc- 

ture, the chemical composition and the oxidation resistance of the new 

CrAlYN/CrN.

7.3 Future Work

Various aspects regarding the development and optimisation of CrAlYN/CrN 

nanoscale multilayer films could not be addressed within the frame work of this 

thesis. Some suggestions for further work could be:

Further Work in View of the Pre — Treatment

•  to investigate the effect of different pre-treatment conditions, e.g. pressure, 

target power, pulse frequency on the interface chemistry and growth prop

erties of subsequently grown coatings.

•  to expand the range of HIPIMS from a pure substrate pre-treatment tech

nique to coating deposition by HIPIMS.
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Future Work in View of the Coating Development

•  to study the effect of other deposition parameters, e.g. pressure, tempera

ture, target composition on the microstructure, the mechanical, tribological 

and oxidation performance of CrAlYN/ CrN coatings.

•  to change the chemical composition by introducing higher Y contents in a 

range of a few at%.

Future Work in View of the Coating Oxidation

•  to carry out diffusion experiments, e.g. with marker elements, to determine 

the diffusion rates of Fe and, especially, Cr in the coating.

•  to investigate the effect of further substrate materials on the thermal stabil

ity of CrAlYN/CrN.

•  to engineer the residual stress levels, e.g. by bias gradients during growth 

to control coating cracking.
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